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ANlHONY SHAFFER 

Plaintiff. 

v. 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Civil Action No: 10-2119 (RMC) 

DEFENSE IN'IELLIGENCE AGENCY 
ct al. 

Defendants. 
• • • • 

.. 
• 
• 
• 
• • • • 

DECLARATION or ANTHONY SHAJFER 
• 

I, Anthony Shaffer, pmsuant to 28 U.S.C § l 746t hereby declare as follows: 

1. I am a person over eighteen (l~) year.i of age and competent to testify. I make this 

Decleration on personal knowle.dge and in compliance with the Court's Scheduling Order date.d 

February 13, 2013, and its Minute Order dated Mmch 13, 2013. 

2. I mn mi cxperienocd IUld decorated intellipa officer with 2S yeaJS of field 

experien~. I was employed by the defendant Defense Imelligenee Agency ("'DIA") from 1995 -

2006. I also retired as a LL Col. in the U.S. Army Reserves in 2011. Based 011 my imt 

employment history, I mi required by virtue of various secrecy agr=ments that I executed to 

submit my writings for prepublication review. 1 In 2001,just after 1he 9111 attacks, I returned to 

1 This sworn declaration WB.'!, in fact, submitted for prepublication review to defendant 
Department of Defense ("DoD''). Although the defendants refused to allow me to use a secure 
governmental computer system in order to draft this decllll'Btion and adequately protect any 
clessifie.d information thet might be viewed by the government as being within this document 
(ostensibly for the purposes of securing e litigation advantage and preventing me from providing 
sufficient detailed information to the Court for iti review in this legal challenge), the Federal 
Reserve Bank. for which I am advising and assisting, authorized me to use its classified secure 
system for the purpose of creating and transmitting this docwnent and its ottBchmmts ta the 
defendants for prepublication review. Thus, any classified information. thai is drtcmtlned by the 
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active duty for a thirty·month period and bad two successful combat tours to Afghanistan during 

which ti.me I pmticipned. in 1he search for senior Al Qaeda and Taliban leadership. In reoogniti<m 

of successful high risk/high gain operations I received a Bro1t2.e Star Medal for perfonnanoe as 

an Operatiom Offiocr overseeing all of DlA's activities in Afghanistan. It is the namltive for this 

medal that is actually pan of the legal dispute in this litigation. I have commanded and directed 

several key operational intelligence organizations over the span of my thirty-plw year career 

defending this nation. These include Special Mission Task Force STRA 11.JS NY, that conducted 

di.red support to DoD oompertmented activities (OSD. , Anny) which ~ 

focused on offemive information operations. In addition, I ""'8S in charge of Field Operating Base 

(FOB) Alpha, a joint DIA unit conducting classified collection and special operations 

support reaarding terrorists just after the 9111 attacks. During 1he 1980s, I was a 

counterintelligence officer. I deployed to Gennany to conduct countertezrorism operations in 

1985 as part ofREFORGER and worked in New York City as part of Anny~s anti-tetrorism. 

efforts during OPSAIL 1986-the re-opening of the Statue of Liberty. I also worked to monitor 

visiting the United States during the 'as 

well as a reserve tour with Anny Foreign Counterintelligmoe Activity (FCA )- the premiere 

Anny counterintelligence uniL I tr.msitioned into the Foreign Intelligence (Controlled HUMINT) 

area of focus with his graduation from ... lhe F um" in 1988, and his work at 

where I started my carect" as a- I was broU@ht to active 

duty by the Army for the first Gulf War in 1991 and transitioned into the Army's Military 

Intelligence Excepted Career Program (MIECP) wbeR, in 1992, he became the chief of Anny's 

global Controlled HUMINT collection program, and ran specific Special Access Program {SAP) 

detendants to be within this document or the attachment:i has been properly protected from even 
inadvertent disclosure. 
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operalions that netted high value infonnation iegarding intent and capabilities of a major 

adversary nation. A:s a reservist during this period he was the senior HUMINT advisor to the 

J21Senior Intelligence Officer of Joint Interagency Task Force Bast (JIA TF·E) that conducted 

counter-drug operations in the Transit Zone. During this tour he was successful in integrating 

highly 'human intelligence operations to obtain high value 

intelligence information to support the operational forces. In t 995, I transitioned. to Defense 

Intelligence Agency (DIA), as part of the consolidation of all Service (Anny, Navy, Air Force, 

USMC) HU MINT into the Department of Defense. I became a Senior Intelligence Officer 

(Operatiom) and created Task Force STRA rus IVY that conducted the full spectrum of support 

to Department of Defense, and other non-DoD agencies. This 

included support to the controversial counterterrorism project known as ABLE DANGER - a 

pre-9/11 offensive operation suite designed to detect, degrade and counter Al Qaeda' .s global 

capabilities. In 2001,just after the 9/11 attacks, I was returned to active duty for a 30 month 

period, during which I commanded a DIA operating base (OB Alpha) and, as previously 

mentioned, had two successful combat tours to Afghanistan. My last military assignment, before 

retirement, was to help re-activate the 94Ui Division (one of Patton's divisions that had fought in 

the Battle offhe Ardennes (Battle of the Bu)ge) at which I served as the GllG6. Public Affairs 

and Anti-Terrorism Officer from 2009 to my retllem.ent in 2011. 

I am currurtly a Senior Fellow, Di.rector of Extemal Communications and Special Leeture:r at the 

Center for Advanced Defense Studies in Washington. D.C. and I also appear regularly as an 

expert commentator on network and cable television and radio, particularly with respect to 

military and intelligence matters. 

3. I am the author of Qp;eration Dark Heart: Smcraft and Special Qps on the Frontline~ Qf 
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Af P@nif!!m ggd tb& PaUl to ViQtoa (St. Martin's Press. 201 O)("Operation PG He5f'). which 

is at Ebe heart of this litigBtion. The Court sbouJd be aware :fivm the outset that I am drafting chis 

9wom decimation. which is designed to cballen&c the impropriety of the defendant's 

clmifica:tioD ~at a severe disadvantage. 

4. While the defendants will 8S'Selt that I need to be specific 1Vith unclassified pinpoint 

citations wbelt I address every sentence or evai a aing1e wold that has been held by the 

govamnent to be classified, it bas miDed to permit me access to an unredacted copy of my own 

book. 'J'he:more. ~ will be many iDSCanc::es whl:re I simpiy cannot be specific because I haw 

~ U) ~of 'vtbat. might be~ from, for~ paae \<Jl, linc fom. \ 

will do my best Ul'Jder the circumstances but clearly this is designed to hamper my ability to 

present the Comt with as much information u possible to enable an informed decision. 

$. or coune.. the defendancs did not besicate to gnmt me authorized access on at four 

ocx:asioas to an unredacted copy of Qpqatiop Park Heart when it served the govenmacnt' s 

inter5s. Apparanly when the defendants want me to provide it infonnar.ion intemally the 

government is more than willing to enable me full and umatend ~ but when it comes to 

providing the Court with the same level of detail 1he playing field bu been changed. 

~OlllH ~Baktrftpqtss OfOpmt/111 Dari Hl!al1 

6. I was mobilized in support of Operation F.ndwing Freedom as an Army Reserve Officer 

from December 2001 to June 2004. 

1 .. I scarted writing jbe DBlt Side of the Force; A Spy's Chronicle of the TIPRJng PoipJ ip 

Afihani@n", which wu the original title for wbat was later renamed Operation Parle Heart, in 

or around February 2007. The book offers a direct, detailed. eyewitness accoum of the 2003 

~point" of 1he war in Aflhanistan and provides an unemotional examination of Ebe cYCDts 
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and decisions where mistakes were made in strategy. It recommends a detailed, alternate strategy 

to the current failing Counterinsurgency strategy that could result in victory io Afghanistan. 

Additionally, the book details protected disclosures that I made to the Executive Director of the 

9/11 Commmion on pre-9/ l l intelligence failURS (based on information developc:d. through 

Operation "'ABLE DANGER; while in Afghanistan in October2003. Some of the events 

described in the book led to my being awarded the Bronze Star. 

8. In or around December 2008, I hired a then current WasJiington Post reporter and author, 

Jacqui Salmon, kl 5CTVe as my ghost writer. Ms. Salmon actually conducted nwnerow 

imiependent interviews, relied upon unclusified documents, read books on the topic:, and created 

the story line and chapter structure based on the personal observations that I provided her. 

9. In February 2009, I entered into an agreement with Thom& Dunne Books/St. Martin's 

Press ("SL Martin's Press" or "publisher'") to publish Operation Derk Heart. 

J 0. In March 2009, I notified my Army Reserve chain-of-oommand tits! I was writing a 

detalled book on my experience in Afgbanistao mid ~guidance on oow to comply with 

all appropriate security and ethical regulations. My Anny Reserve leadership consulted with the 

8oD Training Command and U.S. Anny Reserve Command and instructed me on what lh.ey 

understood the proper process to be in onfer to fuUy conform to security standards outlined in 

AR 3S0..1 so that no classified infonnation wonld be contained or published in the book. 

11. In April 2009~ two highly qualified Army Reserve officers - u military attorney with the 

rank of Licutc:nant Colonel (L TC) Paul Raaf wlwsc: civilian employment is whh the U.S. Army 

Special Operations Command end Colonel (COL) David Strickland,, who w~ as a civilian 

contractor for lhe Director of National Intelligence - were appointed to conduct the review of my 

book. 
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12. A copy of my draft manuscript was first submitted in June 2009 to my Anny Reserve 

chain-of-command. 

13. In or around October 2009, I made multiple national public announcements on Fox 

News, MSNBC. and the Jeny Doyle Radio program, all of which it is my understanding are 

routinely viewed by the defendants, that my book on Afghanistan was nearing completion and 

undergoing an Anny security review for publication in early to mid-2010. 

14. By Memorandwn dated December 26~ 2009, the Staff Judge Advocate for the 

Headquarters 94th Division (FS), U.S. Army Reserve Center, Fort Lee, Virginia. stated that 

based on the review of my manuscript it was bis understanding that I used only wtclassified 

information and open sources in my memoir. He provided me with a favorable legal opinion that 

I could accept compensation for bis memoir, and I relied upon that opinion in good faith. Exhibit 

I, Page 7. 

IS. By memorandwn dated January 4, 2010, the Assistant Division Commander, who was a 

Colonel, Headquarters 94lh Division (FS), U.S. Anny Reserve Center, Fort Lee, Virginia, issued 

a favorable legal and operational security review of the memoir and approved its publication. 

Exhibit 1, Page 9. Upon receipt of this letter I was told I had complied with all instructions 

provided by the Army Reserve with respect to any legal obligations I was required to take for a 

classification review of my manuscript. 1 relied upon the findings in this letter in good faith. In 

fact, I completely understood that submission through my then chain-of-command with the U.S. 

Anny Reserve, the governmental entity that held my security clearance, fully complied with any 

and all pre-publication review requirements that might obligate me at that time. 

16. Following my receipt of the final favorable approval of the U.S. Anny Reserve's security 

and ethical reviews, on or about February 23, 2010, a copy of the manuscript was forwarded to 
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the publisher. A publishing date was then scheduled for August 31, 2010. 

17. During Spring 2010, I annowtced during multiple national interviews on such television 

networks as Fox News, MSNBC, BBC. Sky News, Alhurra TV, al Jazerra English Language and 

numerous radio programs, many of I Wlderstancl are monitored by the defendants, that my book 

had been formally approved by the U.S. Anny Reserve and would be published by August 31, 

2010. 

18. DIA claims to have first learned of Operation Dark Heart on or about May 2 7. 2010, but I 

am confident to state that numerous DIA officials knew of my memoir months before this date. 

19. On June 18, 2010, I received a phone call from Brigadier General (BG) Karen LeDoux, 

my commanding general of the 94th Division - and the senior rater in my military chain of 

command, and was informed that DIA was demanding access to the already cleared manuscript. 

I was told that the Division's decision was not to share it with DIA based on its prior retaliatory 

activities against me (which primarily arose out of my being a national security whistleblower on 

9111 matters such as associated with ABLE DANGER, an operation that included the then 

cutting edge data mining efforts that were used to identified 9/11 hijacker Mohamed Atta and 

two of the three al Qaeda cells operating in the United States prior to the attacks), particularly 

with respect to its ongoing refusal to re-adjudicare my security clearance, and because of 

concerns that DIA had waited until the very last minute to insinuate itself into the process. lhe 

Army Reserve believed that the book had been reviewed and approved as having been 

completely clear of any classified information. 

20. At no time did I ever interfere with or request that the Army Reserve not provide DIA 

with a copy of Operation Dark Rea.rt. Although DIA was well aware of how to contact me and/or 

my attorney, at no time did any DIA official ever request a copy of the memoir directly from me, 
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my attorney, my literary agent or publisher. Had a copy been requested by DIA. I would have 

'Nillingly llRd immediately complied. 

21. On July 10, 201 O~ I was requested by my Anny Reserve leadership to provide a copy of 

Operation Derk Heart to the Army and l immediately did so. 

22. On July 11, 2010, I was notified by my Army Reserve leadership that the Department of 

the Army bad decided to provide a copy of Operation Dark Heart to DCA but that Anny Reserve 

continued to 9umd by its approve] for the book for publication. I was specifically told by BG 

Ledoux that there was •'tn:merutous pressure" being brought upon the Anny by DIA to withdraw 

the Reserve's approval fo1 the publication of the book. I was also told by BG Ledoux to be aWBJe 

there is a .. huge target on your back ... " 

23. By July 14, 2010, DIA bad been provided a copy of Operation Dark Heart from the 

Army's General C.Ouosel's Office and bad disseminated copies to. among others, U.S. Special 

Operations C.Ommand, CIA and the NSA. Following its peliminary review DIA claimed to have 

identified significant classified information contained within the memoir, 11:11 I WtiS told did the 

other entities as well. 

24. On July 22, 2010, a DIA public affairs official called me and said that DIA had read the 

manuscripl and claimed it contained "classified infonnation". By this time, however, my 

publisher bad already arranged for numerous pages of the book to be available for the public to 

review on Amazo1t. com. 

25. On August 6, 2010, Lieutenant General Ronald Burgess, Director, DIA, seat a 

memonmdwn to lieutenant General Richard P. Zahner, Deputy Chief of Slaff for Intelligence 

(G2), Department of Anny, and requested that the Army take all necessary steps to revoke the 

favorable operational and security ethics review provided by the 94111 Training Division. 
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Additionally, DIA requested the Anny to order me to fonnally submit my memoir for an 

infonnation security review by defendant DoD, ~ well ~ take all necessary action to direct my 

publisher to withhold publication pending review. I was later provided with a copy of this letter. 

Exhibit2. 

26. On or about August 6, 2010, the Department of Army rescinded the Army Reserves' 

favorable approval for the publication of Operation Dark Heart. 

27. On August 10, 2010, I was notified by BG Ledoux via e-mail that the "Department of the 

Army h~ concluded that the clearance review conducted by the 94th Division was insufficient, 

and that you will need to request in writing a review by the Department of the Army." 

28. When I was eventually presented with a copy ofDIA's August 6, 2010 letter, which I 

was told was to serve as a "counseling letter" to me, I asked BG Ledoux to reconsider providing 

me a copy. She appeared shocked by my request but then I explained. As I was then, and am 

now, a media commentator I explained that based on my professional experience, the DIA letter 

would serve to both 1) highlight and help draw adverse attention to the very issues and items 

DIA was now saying were .. cl~ified" and 2) if there really is classified information in the book 

(which I felt then as I do now that there is not) the proper thing to do would be to re-review the 

book "under the radar" so that no one in the public (or at the publisher) would ever know that 

anything was classified. To accomplish this, I recommended that the Army go back to DIA and 

that we all work together on a re-review of the book outside the public eye in order to protect and 

preserve any classified information that may be in the book. 

29. LTC Paul Raaf, and my immediate rater, and COL James Higginbotham also reviewed 

the DIA letter and agreed with my assessment COL Higginbotham went so far as to comment 

that the unclassified DIA letter, that had no dissemination restrictions on it at all, would only 
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serve to create interest and propel the book's sales "into the roof'. I concurred with that 

judgment and told BG Ledoux that as soon as I would pass the DIA letter to my publisher it was 

high1y likely that it would share the letter with the media as a significant marketing tool. 

30. BG Ledoux withdrew the letter and said that she would seek guidance from her Army 

chain of conunand. Two days later I was contacted by LtCol Raaf and told that on August l l, 

2010, it was decided to give me the DIA letter/coUDSeling statement. 

31. Also on August 11, 20 I 0, St. Martin's Press sent the Department of Army a copy of the 

finished book, which was scheduled for publication in less than three weeks. 

32. On Friday, August 13, 2010,just as St. Martin's Press was readying its initial shipment of 

the book, defendant DoD contacted my publisher to express its concern that publication of 

Operation Dark Heart could cause damage to U.S. nationaJ security. On Monday, August 16, 

2010, four DoD officials - three lawyers and a DIA officer, David Ridlon - travelled to New 

York City to meet with my publisher. John Sergeant, the CEO of my publisher's parent 

company, called me and stated that the DoD officials claimed that there were "at least four 

names of operatives" in the book. 

33. I was sure that none of the names in my book were "operatives" and that only people who 

had given me explicit permission to use their name or those who were DIA employees (but not 

covered by any legal protection) were identified. In fact. DoD's assertion turned out to be 

completely false as no names of operatives were ever identified in the book, even though I was 

forced by Mr. Ridlon to make up aliases for all the individuals named in the book. This was 

notwithstanding the fact that I provided evidence that individuals such as COL Jose Olivero -

my supervisor in Afghanistan in 2003 - and who was the officer who nominated me for the 

Bronze Star - gave permission to use his real name in the book. When I confronted in, August 
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2010 (during the second review), Mr. Ridlon on this issue and the fact that there were no 

"operative names" in the book, he admitted ''yeah - we just made that up as an excuse to stop 

publication". 

34. Based on the concerns expressed by the government, Mr. Sergeant agreed to temporarily 

delay publication to allow DoD to engage in discussions with me about the book's contents. No 

one, least of all me, had any interest in revealing properly classified information. 

35. Although a decision was made to delay publication., the defendants were explicitly 

notified at the outset that several doz.en review copies of Operation Dark Heart had already been 

distributed and that it would be virtually impossible to retrieve those copies, at least not without 

arousing suspicion. Thus, whether the defendants sought to block publication of or even 

negotiate redaction of text from the book, it was inevitable that someone would likely post end 

reveal the alleged ''classified" information online. 

36. On August 16, 2010, DoD and DIA officials, to include its General Counsel George 

Peirce, met with representatives of my publisher in New Y or:k City to express their continuing 

concerns regarding publication of Operation Dark Heart 

3 7. On August 16, 2010, my counsel, Mark S. Zaid, notified defendant DoD' s counsel via e-

mail that: 

My client end I are more than willing to cooperate with the USGOVT to 

ensure there is no legitimately classified information within his book. It is 

in no ones interest for this to occur. That is exactly why Mr. Shaffer timely 

and properly submitted his manuscript for prepublication review through 

bis Army Reseive chain of command, which held bis current clearance, 

thereby fulfilling bis lawful requirement. 
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That sai~ I am sure we can argue about the process thaJ. led to the initial 

issuaiwe and Olen rescission of the approval to publish, and no doubt tbere 

'Will be opporttmity to do so in the future, but we would like to focus on 

the present situation and see if we can arrive at lll1 amicable resolution that 

would satisfy all concerned and allow the book to be publicly sold with as 

Jittle delay as possible. 

38. Although my attorney informed defendant DoD that he 1118intained a Secret level 

cleBl'lll1£C and desired to participate in any meetings involving me in order to facilitate any 

negotiations, the defendants refused to allow his access kl the first edition of Operation Dark 

Heal1. DoD did, however, allow my publisher's attorney, who did not even have a secwity 

clcaran(e, to participate in clas,,ificd conveniations regarding the contents of the book. 

39. I was originally informed that the defendants had identified eighteen items of concern 

with my book, and I wm requested to meet at the Pentagon with officials of the defendants on 

Augmt 19, 2010, 1o discuss the specific text. Based on conversations between DoD and the 

publisher, it was our understanding that the meeting wouJd involve ••surgical editing" only to 

meet as many of the defendants' c;oncems as possible. In order to be permitted to discu~ the 

alleged .. classified'' infurmation in my book the defendants reactivated or granted me a 

temporary security clearance. 

40. l fully cooperated with the defendants over the course of three meetings in August md 

September 2010 to negotiate any cl~itication concerns. We went Jine by line of the book. and I 

presented reams of open source information. much of which was presented kl me by the 
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government. Contrary to what I WBS originally told abom "surgical editing", the defendants 

requested significant changes to include modifying information that bad been previously 

declassified,. taken completely from open sources or obtained by Ms. Salmon, my ghostwriter. 

41. In fact, I offered to bring Ms. Salmon to the meeting so she oould share with them the 

information she found through her own independent research, particularly through her original 

inteJViews of Jose Olivero, Rob Culler and - three fellow members of the 

Leadership Targeting Cell during my tour in Afghanistan who cooperated with writing the book. 

The DoD reviewers, particularly because of Mr. Ridlon, refused to accept my documents or to 

speak to or review the material f OlD'ld by Ms. Salmon. Indeed, Mr. Ridlon made it very clear that 

be did not care about my so~ and that he was just going to redact anything he did not agree 

with, and that I would not be permitted to cballenge any of his decisions. As part of the 

negotiations I nevertheless willingly agreed in good faith to modify or delete certain ~xt, and to 

the extent agreement could not be reached the publish.er agreed to redact the text from a revised 

edition. However, I made it clear to Mr. Ridlon and the DoD classification review fo~ at every 

step that I disagreed with their method and refusal to allow me to present the unclassified sources 

or for them to speak directly to my ghostwriter. 

42. Eventually, approximately 250 pages out of 320 pages of Operation Dark Heart were 

required to contain redactions in order to allegedly prevent the disclosure of classified 

information. In my professional opinion, and based on the legal and/or factual circumstances, 

little to none of this information, ho~er, is now or was at the time actually classified. 

43. By on or about September 3, 2010, legal representatives of defendant DoD provided the 

publisher, without my advance knowledge or oonsent, with an unclassified oopy of Operation 

Dark Heart that the government bad approved for publication in its present form. This version of 
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49. At the same time additional copies of the first edition that had been distributed for review 

started to appear for sale. One copy allegedly sold on E-bay for over $2,000.00. ~ "eBay 

Sellers Buck Defense Department & Sell Uncensored Version of Operation Derk Heart" at 

http://www. mediabistro. com!galleycat/ebay-se//ers-buck-defense-departmenl-sell-uncensored

version--0/-operation-dark-heart _bl 1647. 

SO. On September 18. 2010. the New York Times published an article entitled "Secrets in 

Plain Sight in Censored Book's Reprint" (http:llwww.nytimes.com/1010109! 18/us/18book.html). 

in which the following, none of which I have ever oonfumed, was claimed to be a list of some of 

the infonnation that was redacted by the defendants from the first edition of Operation Dark: 

.Han. The redactions allegedly included (~ of course, a review of the unredacted book will 

easily confirm whether this to be true or not): 

• Identification of the National Secwi.ty Agency's nickname as "The Fort .. ; 

• The location of defendant CIA's training facility at Camp Peary, Virginia; 

• The name and abbreviation of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard Corps; 

• The fact that ~IGINT" means .. signals intelligence"; 

• That Shaffer's cover name in Afghanistan was "Chris Sttyker," end that the 

name was derived from John Wayne's character in the 1949 movie "The 

Sands of lwo Jima"; and 

• A description of a plan by NSA technicians to retrofit an ordinary-looking 

household electronic device and place it in an apartment near a suspected 

militant hideout in Pakistan. 
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51. On or about September 29, 2010, The Federation of American Scientists posted on its 

website at hltp:llwwwfas. org/bloglsecrecy/1010/09/behind _tlw _censor.html comparison copies 

of pages from the unredacted first edition side-by-side to the second edition that contained 

redactions thereby permitting anyone to completely identify what was redacted allegedly as 

constituting "classified" information. A side-by-side comparison of the redacted vs. tmredacted 

index of the book was posted on October 5, 2010, at http:llwwwfas.orglsgplnews/1010109/dark

index.pdf. I have also never commented on the accuracy of these pages. 

52. On September 29, 2010, the Huj/ingtonl'ost.com posted an anicle at 

hltp:llwww.hujjingtonpost.com/2010/09129/operation-dark-lwart-comp _ n _ 7 4411 J. html entitled 

"'Operation Dark Heart': Comparing The Censored Version With The Real Thing'', which stated 

that "Among the more unnecessary redactions: the name of •Deliverance' star Ned Beatty

'which is not properly classified in any known uni vene' -- but is blacked out on page 15 of the 

book. Overall, the national security classification exemplified in the new book 'does not exactly 

command respect,' writes [Steve] Aftergood [of the Federation of American Scientists]." Again, 

I have never confirmed the accuracy of this statement. 

53. On October 4, 20 I 0, the Army Times published an article entitled "'Censored book masks 

sensitive operations", which is available at hnp:llwww.armytimes.com!n£Ws /2010/JO!army

book-100410wl, and undertook a before and after analysis of the information redacted from the 

revised edition of Operation Dark Heart. I have never confirmed the accuracy of the article's 

analysis. 

S4. On August 3, 2012, I requested that DoD perform an updated review of the previous 

redactions in my book so that it could be translated into the Turkish language for subsequent 

publication. I was notified via letter dated September 11, 2012, that an updated review wa.s 
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underway and that I would be notified, if classified infonnation is identified, of an opportunity to 

discuss the revisions and any proposed substitute language, as well as be permitted to "present 

any relevant, publicly available, or open source materials showing that classified information has 

been officially released to the public or otherwise properly declassified." 

SS. By letter dated September 17, 2012, I was notified that a meeting between me and DoD 

officials was set for September 26, 2012, although this date was rescheduled. 

S6. On October 17, 2011, I met with several DoD and DIA officers to discuss the alleged 

classified portions of Operation Dark Heart. I was given a ''temporary" clearance to allow me to 

review and discuss classified information. Only one member of the original review team from 

the August 2010 review was present. Prior to our meeting. the DIA security officer had already 

pre~approved - and now notified me of - the release of a significant portion of the redactions 

made during the August 2010 review. 

57. During this working session we reviewed the book line by line. There were several 

instances in which the DIA security officer specifically asked me "do you know why Mr. Ridlon 

said this was classified?" My answer was invariably "no"' and that I had tried at the time (Aug 

20 I 0) to argue the point. Ms Beth Fitzgibbons, the DoD officer who bad been present for the 

August 2010 sessions said several times during the October 2010 meeting that she felt that most 

of the items being ••cleared" in the October 2012 session were "never" classified and she did not 

understand why Mr. Ridlon had made the claim that they were classified in the first place. Ms 

Fitzgibbons stated directly during the October 2012 review ses.sion that she had "disagreed" with 

many of Mr. Rid.Ion's claims, in August 2010, regarding many items that Ridlon was saying 

were "classified". She went on to say she did not understand why Mr. Ridlon had forced them 

(the DoD team) to ignore the unclassified documents that I had provided in August 2010. lndeed, 
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it was made very clear to me dming our October 17, 2012 session that the va:st Jnlljority of tbe 

original redactions had nothing to do with security. 

SS. Per my agreement wi1h DoD, I submitted verious public source documents on 

December 10, 2012, to demomtrate that additional was 1Dlclamfied. The submitted materials an: 

attached as Exhibit 3 (np file). 

59. By letter dated December 19, 2012, DoD wrote that "[b]y providing a list of publications 

without identifying spe<:ific infomwion in those publications. your submission is too general and 

does not allow the pertinent agencies to conduct a meaningful review of the submitted material. 

We therefore ask that you supplement tile submission with pinpoint cilations, including specific 

reference to the relevant page numbers. Additionally. we ask that you provide any materials 

showing that your Bronze Star Medal narmtive has been officially released . ., Exhibit 4. 

60. I responded to DoD on December 20, 2012, and reminded it that "we discussed at length 

lhe te"1 in question that c:orresponded with publicly n:Iemed infonnatioIL The members of your 

i.eam who participated in that meeting took detailed notes regarding these discussions and I 

identified for them the specific text in question Bild what the public soun:e iaformation was that l 

relied upon for my book." I further e)f;.p!ained .. I obviously did not retain any detailed notes from 

the meeting other than to note the open source reference or document ihat would be matched to 

the area or item in Operation DARK HEART that the Government oontillues to claim are 

••classified". It was my understanding that the material I provided would be matcbed to the 

specific areas of my book that remain in contention based on the discmsions we had at the 

meeting." Exhibit 3. 

61. On J enuery 18. 2013. I received DoD' s decision regarding the updated review of 

Operation Dark. Heart. DoD claimed I had ''accepted the classification status of 212 passages, 
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agreeing to replace 73 of them with our suggested substitute language and delete altogether the 

other 139 ... DoD fur1her asserted that only "23 passages remained unresolved after the meeting" 

and that my submission of December I 0, 2012, was intended to address this information but was 

unpersuasive. Exhibit 5. A spreadsheet accompanied the letter purporting to identify the 

cb:isions set forth above. Exhibit 6. 

62. The DoD assertions regarding any purported agreements we reached concerning the 

number of redactions, any substituted language or what remained in contention is inaccurate. At 

no time did I agree to what is claimed. although there were certainJy a large number of changes 

we did agree upon. 

ANALYSIS OF THE DEFENDANl'Sy 

CLASS!FIC4TIONDETERMINATIONS OF MY BOOK 

63. For whatever relevance it is worth. it is my belief that DIA engaged in a deliberate effort 

in 2010 to render my book Operation Dark Heart unreadable through abWie of the classification 

system. This wu pan of a continuing retaliatory behavior that started in 2005 when I first made 

protected disclosures to the DoD Office of lns])ector General and Congressional oversight 

committees concerning DIA and its leadersb.ip~s failures to act on pre-9/l l intelligence regarding 

the al Qaeda hijackers. 

64. I will detail, to the best of my ability, as many specific portions of text that has been 

redacted in my book as classified. 

Mv Bronze Star Medal 

65. The Bronze Star Medal ("BSM") citation end nomination narrative served as the primary 

document that was used as the basis for Operation Park Heart. lbe BSM packet consisted of two 
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uncl~ificd documents that were given to me by Chief Warrant Offi<:er 3 Joe Shoemaker, Joint 

Field Support Activity (04JFSC'}. CW3 Shoemaker helped me prepare for deployment and also 

handled my return from l received the BSM in Afghanistan while -

,and CW3 

Shoemaker helpe.d coordinate and supervise the transfer of the award from 

- I provided him with the award when I .returned from Afghanistan in December 2003. 

66.0ver the next four months the awani was processed via official Anny channels and 

retumed to me on April 1, 2004. It was signed by the acting Secretary of Defense, John 

Brownlee. and along with the award citation and orders, , the narrative for the 

justification of the award~ stated•---•~ redacted from the narrative. This was 

considered to be an unclassified document package - the citation and narrative - -------
. I was nominated by COL (now retired) Jose Olivero (COL Juan 

Negro in the book) in October 2003, for the award of the BSM for my work in support of his 

Leadership Targeting c.en, CJTF 180, and JTF- • The original BSM award, approved and 

signed by then Brigadier General (BG) (now US Central Command (CENfCOM) Commander) 

Lloyd Austin, III This was awarded in a ceremony at Ba.gram Air Base Afghanistan, by COL 

Olivero. Exhibit 7. COL Olivero has been contacted on this issue several times by the 

government over the past three years, and is willing to be contacted to verify any information or 

issues regarding the BSM award; further COL (ret) Olivero would further stipulate that it is his 

judgment that the BSM narrative was when be signed it in 2003, as it is today, an unclassified 

document. Upon return from my first of two tours to Afghanistan, in December 2001, I turned all 

- documents and materials in to the Joint Field Support Center (CW3 Shoemaker) who then 

processed the documents via the ·thin the DoD - system. 
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67. On or about 15 April 2004, tbe BSM packet, that included the BSM certificate and 

the BSM narrative signed by COL Olivero (page Sand 6 of Exhibit I) was presented ro me by 

CW3 Shoemaker at the JFSC facility near die BWI airport in Maryland. In addition to the BSM 

documents 1be unclassified letter, IS November 2003. Subject: Statement of Direct Support, 

shows that 1 was attached to Task Force (TF) • , (1his memo "WBS originally given to me while 

in Afghanisum. in November 2003, by the TF-- Jl) changed from to:•••• 
was pmvid«l (Exhibit 8). Fmm the point in time this•••• packet of documents (the BSM 

in Exhibit l and the 1F Support Memo in :Exhibit I) 

DoD Lelb!r, Rg1111.st f9r Pn-P~.,, Rl!'Pinf of()pgatiOll DARK 

HE.A.RT (18 Jan 201Jl 

68. I dispute the defendant (government's) stipulation to the Court that states .. little is in 

dispute". Three key issues remain in dispute and a number of specific items of l\".dactioos in the 

book as well. 

69. First is their draconian first (Aug 2010) redactions of unclas!ified information and 

violatiom of my First amendment rigbt6 and the use of 1be unclassified core document l used and 

relied upon as the basis of my book, as outlined supra. 

70. Second is the use of my Bronze S1ar Medal (BSM) award as the primary reference 

and foundation for Operation DARK HEART - ao award which the government now coutends, 

nearly ten. years after 1be fact, is "clasmied~. In addition. 1be uncla.ssified letter, ts November 

2003, Subject: Statement of Direct Support, shows that I "WBS attached to Task Force (TF) I 
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have been prohibited f.rom using this feet, and force to change TF- to TF-1099 against my 

will. 

71. Third is the refusal of the defendant to allow me to Wle DoD Cleared Testimony that I 

delivered to Congress in February of 2006 that is public information for the full umedaction of 

Chapter 14, ABLE DANGER. of DARK HEART. All of the information I pm m Chapter 14 is 

contained in my Mitten and public (open) testimony that was cleaftXI by OoD back inr Februili)-

2006. The defendant deni~ my 1.1.'!C of this testimony - bete d what the government (defendant) 

said in their 18 Jan 2012 letter (Exhibit .5, para 7): 

la Ill'/ mm, none of the~ IDl1aiaJs show a te1Mllt oflicial tt.lea. of my kind. 
lbo lnreanrt linb do not lead to coopsi<lll1 testimony by Oovemment otJiciali, and the 
infmmation at iswc does not awcm- in any of the .pmoonel documd. Moreover11 while you 
did submitJOQr'peputd ~for~pior'to~ btthe ABIE DANGER 
barinp, the tadnmyw never dmecl tor publie release and neither was the BSM mmtlve. 
The Gmmmmt~s ddsmi11moo mua diaefM ~ml 1he 23 ~must be deleted pi 
1D pohlicatkln. 

On~ DoD clears testimony for a public (open) hearing. there is no presumption that I 

cann0t use it beciiuse .. it was- not cleared fot public tett?ase" as stated in ~ph 7 of Exhibit 5; 

ance tiestimony is cleared by DoD fot my use on Capitol Hill, there is no law or· regulation that 

pmtt.il:S 000 (the d?'fendattt) 10 make any claim of privilege or 1esafotion. 111e wnnen. 

testimony was cleared tfy t>ol> in February 2006 - here is tbe testimony~ cleated: 

hnt>:l/www.ableAangetblog,c,,oml20.06/02/lt'.'col--shaffers·wdtten-testimony,html and my 

questions and answen given during questioning by members of congress is available at: 

http;/lwww.Abledangetblo.g.com/heari~ 
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Therefore there iB no ":national 9eCUlity'' reason that can be given to justify the rem0val of details 

from my 'book, 'in Cbllpter 14. that iR· openly and tri:ely available to the p-ublic - and t1w were 

words that 1 authored or said during OPEN PUBLIC HEARINGS in 2006. Therefore.; this· action 

and position by the detendant 1s, in my judgment, a cleat infringement of not ottt'y my right to 

me 1this information that was cleared by DoD in 2006, it is a d1eliberatt attempt to keep specific 

embarrus"iiig (but not classified) facts out of the public's purview. Th.ere is no iswe ot item here, 

within my testimony or what I originally put in Chapter 14 of DARK HEART that could be 

expected to cause damage to national security. 

72. In the government's 18 Jan 2013 memo (Exhibit 5, pangraph 9) the-y state that: 

To IM'Mcl public ,dfelosure of clasified ~we temind you t!Jat. an peper- sod 
I~ copies or cIMlified ~ tbm might l>e in your powioo,, sacb1 •the 
uueclieted IDllllUSa'ipi, the Bu:m;e &ar .Medel Dlln8liw, std ,our dcpla,meat orders to 
Afabaistao, ·musr be desboyed. 

As stipulited in paragraphs 65 and 66 above. the Bron.zei Stat Medal narrative and any related 

documents were processed by proper DIA authorities and prmtidedi to me as "unclassified" at the 

time (2004) by officiais of'tlle Joint Field Suppon Center (JFSCj for my personal use. - these 

documents were reviewed and processed by ~urify and- professionals and ptt;vid~ to me 

after review - and in the ·case ofthe Bronze Stat narrative. my was 

removed before the nliti1itive waJ prov.ided back to me and this fact is. observ-able when one reads 

the ·document. Once provided to me as an unclassified document by DIA authori.tles I used them 

8S the start.ins point of my book. In niy Judgment. the defendant now is trying to 'change me 

roles' to benefit them and their efforts to continue their retaliation against me and prevent me 

fi:om teUillg the complete story of my experiences llDd succes-ses in Af ghamist.an , Therefore. 
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based on both the previous review of the BSM narrative by DoD officials at several point.9-

when the BSM namttive wm given to me in 2004, when the BSM narrative wm given to Anny 

personnel for purposes of clearing the book in 200CJ and when the BSM narrative \\'8S again 

provided to DoD personnel for the second nmew of DARK HEART in 2010 it wu never 

considered "classified,... FurthcJ.' - the document bas been well proliferated to members of the 

media since it 'Wa8 give.n to me and then: bu been no damage to national security since given to 

JDC m 2004 '\o bt ~by~ DIA .ioon:ne\ "who me familiar wi\b md han6\e 

classified information on a daily basis. 

73. The Bronze Star Medal narrative (Exhibit 1, page 6) bas been provided freely, by me, 

to both U.S. and intemational media by me and my 1cp1ese11tatives as part of the "bona fides,, of 

my book and my wort: in the i:rrtelligence community. Copies of the BSM narrative have been 

provided w multiple members of Congress and the Senaie, and such notable U.S. reporter9 to 

include Scott Shane of the New York Post. Catherine Henidge of Pox New!!! as well as 

imanational news outlets such as dozens of producers at the BBC, Sky News, Al Jazee~ Al 

Hurm and French and Germany documentary producers who have done specials on 9/11 to 

include my "WVOd: in ABLE DANGER. Therefore, then: is no possible way to 'destroy all ropies' 

of the BSM narrative as they have been prolifemted at a global level based on the fact that they 

'Were provided to me as unclassified documents. 

74. The defendant's recent clcanmcc of whole sections of the book as stated in their 18 

Jawary 2013 letter (Exhibit 5 and 6) does oot :fix their heavy handed aod adversarial effons w 

suppress my fust amendmem rights as they did during the August 2010 second review of my 

book and. as I have stipulated above., their ccntinucd aod expanded effort to prevent me from 

using the core document, and infonnation contain..A within,. regarding my BSM (Exhibit 1 ). The 
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BSM documents were provided by authorized government officers to me for my personal use

in my judgment my personal we must include my right to publish a memoir and exercise my 

first amendment rights. In this instance, the defendant has worked, and oontinues to work, in bed 

faith to suppress infannation, not for purposes of security, but for puzposes of retaliation. I ~ 

that the Court find in my favor egaimt the defendant on all issues. 

1S. The BSM citation in question was presented, by me,. to the Anny review team (L TC 

Rauf and COL Stickland) as port of the first review in 2009, e:s ..wll as provided to the DIA/DoD 

classification reviewers (Mr. Ridlon and Ms. Fitzgibbons) in August 2010 - and while it W11S 

reviewed in each imtance1 no government personnel ever made the claim that the document was 

"classified'•. Only now (January 2013), nine yean after the actual events (late 2003), and two 

subsequent reviews of the i.nfonnation (2009 and 2010), is lhe government (defendant) now 

making a claim that it contains '"classified" information. 

76. The deferu1ant/govemmelll'9 current augment regarding the BSM hBs nothing to do with 

security, and everything to do with refusing w admit liability regarding the violation of my first 

amendment rights, in that the majority of the remaining redactions in DARK HEART would be 

removed based on the content of the unclassified BSM narrative end would underscore how 

baseless their effom were in 2010 - in other words, they are only now trying to itipuJate that the 

BSM narrative is classified because the majority of the remaining "redactions" the defendant 

wishes to rdllin - two thirds of them - wt>uJd be reversed and "pennitted'' based on the 

information in the BSM narrative. Until now there has been no security concern expressed to me 

about the content of the BSM narrative, and only mw, Mien it is a core issue that the defendant 

cannot ignore. is 1he defendant now attempting to stipulate that it is 'classified'. Please note -

there is nothins in the BSM narrative that has to do with any current or ongoing operations, end 
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the basic facts contained in the BSM have to do with specific verification of my actions in 

combat that justified the award of the BSM ; nor does the BSM narrative contain any infonnation 

that vrould materially affect future plans or intentions that is not already been released or is 

available to the public regarding DoD or intelligence methodology. The BSM narrative is a 

factually relevant historic docwnent that was given to me for my use based on my perfonnan.ce 

in combat. 

77. Specifically, I would be allowed to have, back in my book (and would prove they should 

never have been "redacted .. in the first place) the following points major points and issues based 

on their inclusion in the ua:lassificd Bronze Star Narrative: 
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b) The badUJio• ofTF· . I was attached to TF· (or m-• ) as the Chief of the 

HUMINT Suppon Element (HSE) - this is both noted in the first chapter of my book - DARK 

HEART - as well as in Exhibit 8., the letter from JTF - noting that I was attached to them for 

combat operations. I was fon::ed, against my will. by Mr. Ridlon to replace "JlF- "in the 

book to .. JTF-1099". TF no longer exists - and its nickname 'W8S changed in March 2003 to 

- rmd the nickname of this element has changed more than a dozen times since 

2003. There is no possibility of damage to national security what so ever by the open discussion 

of an element that conducted operations in Afghanistan in 2003. 

c). Miuiou.. Most of the operations I personally conducted/lead 

~in suppon of 

There is no possible reason for this information to be 

"classified .. as it simply notes that I supported a key and critical intelligence gathering effort. and 

did so while in command and while protecting the personnel under my charge. The primary goal 

here of the govemmcnt is not security, but to discredit my combat performance and ~ these 

facts of favorable worlc are not included in my book. 

d) Amalgalllation or the importance or tlae overall content of information In the BSM 

narrative. The defendant did not seek to "redact" only those portions of the BSM nanative that 

they might consider "classified'. Instead. the defendant's recent t 7 Jan 2012 letter that claims 

that there is "'classified" information in the BSM narrative and intends to prevent my use of the 

whole narrative. Even in DARK HEART, the defendant "redacted" portions of the book. and did 

not work to pn:vent my use of the elements that even they feh were ''unclassified"; in this case 

they intend a major overstep of their authority as the government is now claiming the WHOLE 
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BSM narrative is now "classified". They stipulate in paragraph 9 of Exhibit S that copies of the 

BSM narrative, that was provided as unclassified, must be destroyed - here is the paragraph: 

To avoid public disdosurc of classified infOrmatioo, we ranind )'OU thaa all paper and 
electronic copies of classified documents that m)gbi be in your possession. such aa the 
unredacted manuscript. the Bronze Star Medal namtive, alld )'OW deployment orders to 
Afgbani•n1 must be deslrOyed. 

This directive from the defendant is meant to destroy evidence of my credible record of service 

to our nation and will do oothing to protect or ensure national security, nor does it comply or 

comport wilh any cunent DoD legal authority to attempt to destroy or re-write the details of 

one's career or deoorated service to our nation. This letter is funher evideoce of the defendant•s 

interest in working to discredit and remove evidence of my successful wort in defending 1his 

nation - they did not identify within. or attempt to offer a 'ledacted" copy that would have a 

"surgical" use of redactions to allow me to have a version of the BSM narrative - simply put 

they want the amalgamation of information that is favorable to me, to be stricken from the 

record. The basic acronyms contained in the B SM narrative, and the actions dctlliled in the BSM 

narrative are now all part of the history of our nation's efforts in Afghanistan. therefore, there is 

no possible "security" reason the defendant can use to justify the removal of this document from 

my possession and from the public record. 

78. Further, as to the deployment orders to Afghanistan that the defendant~ directed in 

their 17 Jan 2013 letter, in paragraph 9 (Exhibit S); the deployment orders in question were 

provided to me, unclassified, u a record of my deployment ond they are legal docwnents that I 

must bave to show for a valid record of service for my DD--214 - record of service - which will 

impact on my ability to have Veterans Services md other benefits. I must bave record! of my 

deployment to the combat zone to be able to maintain an accurate accounting to the Veterans 
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Administnition and the J)cp3rttnem of Defense for both the maint~ of m> C'l'eciblc y<.'81'-; uf 

$t'l'ViOC. and deplt'ymmt into a ooEr.ktt mne. 

J(. What Lhc dc:fcodw:it is likely tryin~ to Ji!'el<t me to do io their 17 Jwiua.ry 2012 lctlcl" is w 

des1roy the leploymerr: ordm - which I have 

~ncd as !.hey we~ then. and are now, uncl~ifie<i documents. A oopy of the ••••• 

deployment onicr u located i:D Exhibit 3. l ~II !-..ave of 

I and used for & limited time to protect the 

individll8l for the period oflbeir cl"fl'loyment or <leploymcnts. Many ind.ividual.• who I !'.Crved 

with in Af~hun . .,,...,.., fir.st met me while in ••••••••••••••• 

. Man.y individ\lals wtio l have maiata.incd pmonal 

contact with over the po.st ten years ll:Jlcw me••••••••••••••• •••I Tltc1eforc, 1hcrc is no se<:urity justification, or my potential h:um !hat 0011\C to our 

n11ti4'Nll. defer1ses. by since many individuals still think of me.__ _ __. 

- These - q:toycncnt otdm were c:omplimemed by .incLusificd 

:.rders,. i$$'Ued by ~'tpens at the JFSC mid giYCn to me. al.so. a& legal lllld unclassified 

documents. Then:forc. the defendant's directive that I .. rks1roy "9-' deplo,vment ortkrs tu 

.4fglla11istGlf'' is im~1se ai best i.mpreciiie - a.s I 81'11 ~uiating hen but I lhink they me.ent 

- :mien. F~r. their directive is llOI oaly iJ unjU5tified, ii is .m il~al order u tAey h:ave 

no autt:ority to di~ me.~ a retiree. lO give up official document& that are recvrds of my 

J1Crvicc or that are unclM~ilied. If I comply with this directive of the deli:nclint, and dtstroy all 

copieii of my der'c.vynu•11~ Meiers it will likely hampc'f my a bi lit} to justi ry 

llltd sttk Vetmuu ~efits .s.bowd I need them in the~. Thi$ directi11e from the defe:-.dBll'I 

has nolhing to do whh pt'C'SCTVi!'lg lMtlional secl.lrity - as thc:rc are dorms of in~\ligoeoc;c ofliC(J'S 
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like me who have been deployed to the combat zone and maintain unclassified records of their 

deployment to the combat zone for pwposcs ofrewrd keeping and futw-e Veterans Affairs 

benefits - these other intelligence officers are given similar unclassified deployment orders and 

normally retain copies. 1he defendant' s directive that I destroy these 

orders is unfair and beyond the scope of any "'national security .. authority ofDoD IO direct me, a 

retiree from the Army Reserve, to take actions that might adversely affect my or my family's 

future wellbeing regarding benefits and proving the fact that I did deploy to Afghanistan or the 

region of conflict. It is public knowledge that I deployed to Afghanistan - I have testified under 

oath to Congress and made repeated sworn statements confirming that l deployed to Afghanistan. 

'This fact being well known to the public is not a "security issue" therefore there can be no 

"national security'' rational for the directive to "destroy your deployment orders to Afghanistan". 

78. The Defendant's own disclosure of classified information as part of this process is 

imbedded in their guidance to me. As 80 example, at item 70 of Exhibit 6 the defendants have 

said that using the replacement tenn .. CIA Station" to be permissible in place of the redacted 

information. This identifies a major problem in both the manner in which they conducted the 

second (Aug 2010) review of DARK HEART and what they are now crying to do to mitigate 

their mistakes made in the 2010 review. Exhibit 6 is an unclassified document that was e-mailed 

to me via unclassified channels. Yet, the defendant is a~ that there are unredacted copies of 

the book cwrcntly in public circulation. Once the information is changed in the next "cleared" 

edition of DARK HEART, the fact that the government has identified a specific location~ a 

"CIA station" would confum something-and expose a security breach - that was not cause by 

the original release of DARK HEART in either its first (unrcdadcd) or second (redacted) 

versions. In other words, the release of this new "unredacted" infonnation would confirm to the 
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world a specific location was, indeed, a CIA facility. I provide.cl a vtTbal security warning to the 

DIA and DoD personnel in the 17 October 2012 review session that they were NOT looking at 

the full scope md issues of what SHOULD be kept secret and warned them that their willingness 

to simply .. replace" original text without understanding context could actually expose classified 

information to the public. Jn this case, a named location was oot identified as a CIA station - but 

once the new book comes out, based on these changes being .. binding'' as stipulated in paragraph 

8 of Exhibit 5, the defendant would possibly be conducting a security violation. Here is the 

expert of that paragraph: 

Accontinaly. Operalio11.Dark Heart jg CLEARED~ AMENDm for puhlic releue. 
This ddamination is based OD the text of the September 2010 edition of the book. The enoload 
aprcedsheet---whicb lists the 433 iedactod passeam, idenlified by the page &IDd line 1DJ111bcrs 
'Where 1hcy appear in that edition----pftwdcs the agreed upon amcndmcnq for each classified 
passage (i.e.. ddedoo or thr; specific mbstitute language) end the Ul1RdM:ted text :fbr each 
pusllg'C that bu b:cn. declesslfbl Th: publication Ibo must include the :following disclaimer: 
1be vtews txpiessed me dlose of the aJtbor and do not reflect the official policy or position of 
the Departlnent of Demise of the U.S. Government." All amendments me binding. 

Therefore, as they have made this "binding" Ibey have put me into a position of possibly 

violating national security by their own requirement that these replacements, even when they 

may violate or expose secret information in errors they have made, must be used. 

79. Exhibit 3 contains copies of the documents I provided the defendant based on di.scwmions 

in the October 2012 meeting at which they asked me to provide supporting documentation. 

These documents - as well as the BSM narrative, were provided to me for my personal use. 

These were not "classified,, -the system of cl~i:fication has been put in place to prevent the 

release of information that could reasonably be thought to cause grave or severe damage to 

DB1ional Keurity. Arguably, not agingle uncl899ified document the govemment itself provided 

me that a.t 1he momem it wa.s provided wwi lmclassified could possibly be seen as to potentially 

cause any .level of "damage" to national security. These are all historic and foundational 
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refetences that. in my case, make for great fact~based story telling as an author, and as an expert 

provides 'bona tides" to confirm my experience and background. How can there be any 

expectation that an wiclmsified document provided to me by the government that the: 

government had ~cleared .. could later be ·'restricted .. simply because they did oot ••ctear it for 

public rel~e-, This issue regarding Operation DARK HEART and the docwnents that were 

Jrovidcd to me as uncla5tied are about preventing embarrassment rather than preserving 

security. I believe I have the irrevocable right of use. under the First Amendment, of any 

unclassified information the government provides me, and to use this WlClassified infonnation in 

aoy manner I sec fit - especially when it regaros my personal performance and service to ow

nation. Anything less would begin to erode the free expressions and speech !llld begin a slippery 

slope of government control of ANY information that it finds to be distasteful or embarrassing 

after the fact of its release; in short, this would put us on the course of George Orwell's boot 

"'1984" and the concept of '"thought crime" and moves. the defendant (and our nation) one step 

doser to having a "Ministry of Tr11tlt" that they would use to work to shape not the trutb, but the 

~ion of past events they find politically a.cceptable for a new "gowrnment appro"lled' version 

of tbe truth. 

80. Were I 10 have access to my original (uared.acted) boot for preparation of this 

affidavit I could provide more details and specifically address each sentence, but at this point I 

cannoL Instead I offer the categories and issues above as the core issues that display how 

specific unclassified source documents were used for the preparatiOE and writing of DARK 

HEART that now the defendant wishes to make .. dassificd" afu::r the fact to disadvantage me in 

my lawsuit. 
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81. In the end, because 1 have worked to abide by my agreements with the government 

~garding their right to review my books, I hav~ become disadvantaged by my cooperation with 

the defendant. Other military authors, who have signed the same secwity agreements as I have, 

publish books without allowing a DoD review - such as the Mark Bissonnette book - "No Easy 

Day'' a book that became a sensational best seller. No Easy Day was not reviewed by DoD and 

it is a book that Ms Beth Fitzgibbon (of the DoD team who has been working on reviewing my 

book) admitted to me, on the 17fD of October of 2012, she and the DoD office of review did read 

the book and con.finned to me that the book contains ''Teal classified infurmation". Yet, Mr. 

Bisso1U1ette received no negative consequences for his refusal to submit his book for pre

publication review. Therefore, th.ere is a negative incentive and chilling effect created by the 

defendant's lack of clear standards and lack of enforcement of the basic requirements to enforce 

the review process fairly. Furth.er. by the defendant attempting to suppress information that is 

uncl.assifi~ but may be interpreted as embarrassing or inconvenient to the government, they 

limit and suppress information the public's right to know regarding the use of th.cir taxpayer 

dollars and the \lrork of their intelligence community to protect them. 

I do solemnly affinn under the penahies of perjury and upon personal knowledge that the 

contents of the foregoing paper are true to the best of my knowledge. 

Date: March 22. 2013 

Anthony Shaffer 
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Memorandum for ttM! Rea>rd 28Juty2010 

SUbj«t: Opefaa.t WK HEART:~ and SpC!dll Opl on tM ftGlllMs d AfPanlsUn-and tM 
Pith to VldDry 

1. The sub;ect book is due to be released, natk:Mlalt'f, by Thomas Dunne 8oolll/,ft Mlt\'Ull'IS Pres on J1 

~ 2010. It is now listed in Amar.on and avai'3ble for pre-release order. 

2. It is a direct. detailed, eyewitness account of ttte 2003 -.Cpplrw point" of the war in Afghanistan by a 
Bronze Star "1!Ciplent,. and nation.ally recognized exptt't on Afshanistan, LtCol Tony Shaffer, (Us.AR). 

3. Whle there is .some new Information about tile war, it iio one of many in thiio genre, and pro11kles an 

unemotional e>eaminatiOn Of the ewnts and dec:iSion points wheA! mistakes were made in stratqy. 

4. Hts book coll:fudes with a detailed, weft mean:hed, new abmllte stwlteft to the current. fallin& 
Counterinsurgency Strategy that c:oufd result In Yictorv In Afdtanistan. 

s. His pnJtected d!sdosure$ made to tile 9/11 Commis.slon Staff on pre-9/111ntelll.gence failuteS 
(Operation ABLE DANGER). white In Afghanistan in ~ZOU, are abo contained in the book. 

6. Defense lnte41ipnce Al§erv:y (DIA} A!t.aliated against him for tu disdos\fts to the 9/11 Commimion 
DIA by using three false alleptions to suspend and re¥Oke his dearance in June 2~. 

7. Army Reserw <if.Counted the DIA alleptions and promoted LtCol Shrifer to his current rank in 
~2GGS. 

8. Based on a second protect.Id disclosure on pre-9/11 Intel failures in front of the House Armed 

SeMc:es Comm~ (~ 2mll, in open and dosed (Top Secret) HUions, DIA fired UCol 
Shaffer from his civilian {GS-14) position in ~ ZGOl5 and has continued Its retaliation by 

preventlrw the Army from ~adjudlcatlna his securltv dearanao for ttte past four years. 

9. His book is t1iehly (ritic::al of DIA and Its leadership detailing several inRanc:es of their wrongdoin9. 

10. l.tCOI Shaffer remains in the Alnf'I Reserve, In good standing. and WOtb In hts c.Nlllan capacity as the 

Director of External Comm1.1nicatlons for the Cente" for Advanced Defense Studies (CADS), a defense 
focused thlnlc:-tank which he represents and appears on national media se-1eral times per~k. 

11. The boolc. larply bated on the events that won him ttie Bronze Star(End A} while on 1c1Weduty 

with ttte Army, was purchased by Thomas Ounne Boob in Felltuary 2009, wortcirw title: The Dark 
Side of the Force {name cha-.ed by publisher in March 2010, w Operetion OAAIC HEART). 
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12. The purchase of ltC.01 Shaffl?r's book by Dunne Boole.I was publicly announced by hls agent, Deborah 

Grosvenor, on I April 2010tn Publishers Marketplace. 

13. In ~h ZOW, l.tC:Ol Stl1ffer notffied his Armv Reserve chain of command on his intent to write the 

detailed bee*. on his experience in Afghanistan and reiiuested guidance on how to comply with the 
security and ethtcat regutations that he was required to comply. His Army Resen1e leadership, afkr 
consultil"ll with U..S. Amrv Reserve Command (USARC) priwided him a clearance process that 
conformed to sacurity standards outlined in AR ~S0-1 Operations Security, and would ensure no 

dusified informlltlon would be contained or publbhed In the book. 

14. fn AprG 2009 two highly qualified.Army Re.serve officers, with the appropriate background and 
securitydearances, conducted the detailed review of the book- ltC:Ol Paul Raaf(USAR). was the 
revnin& lawyer, who setws in his civilian life as a US Army Special Operations Command (USA.SOC) 
lawyer, and COL David Strlddand (USAR). who is ln his civilian life a civilian member of the Director 
of National Intelligence (ONI) workins in a dauirted prOf11<1m. 

15. LtCol Shafter, usirw a pald ~seanti assistant, Mi Jacqui Salmon, to structYre the book and conduct 
detailed research, submitted 1he draft manuscript ror review starting In JuM 2009 to hiS Anny 

Reserve chain of command. Ms Salmon had to find unclassified sources to Y8lid1te and enhance the 
content of the book. 

16. Ourlns the OdelMtr 2009 timefr.tme, LtCol Shaffer made multiple national public •nnouncements of 
his book durfns multiple on-air appearancle$ on fox Hews, MSNBC, and the Jerry Do';fe AadiO 
prognm. In these Mtionalfv ~ intervle'W5 he Informed the public tNt hll. baok on 

Afghanistan was ne~ng completton and was undef'BO'nl an Army securtty review and would be 

published sometime in mid 2010. 

17. 16 Decelftberl009 LTC Raaf Issued his Leaal and Ethical guidance on the book (lftd BJ. The 
1uidance w.as accepted and incorporated into the manuscript. 

18. 4 JllflUilry 2010 COL Strickland, aftl!'I" directing and ensun111 mandatory cNinses were made to 
remow all information that was dassified or crruc.al defense informatiOn, issued the over.all Legal. 
Security/Oasslf! cation ReW!w Approval for the book to be published (End C). 

19. U ,.,_... 2010 LtCol Shaffer forwarded both documerrts to his attorney, Mark laid, EsQ, and to 
the publisher, Thom.as Dunne Scoles. With the Army Reserve's final approval, the publisher 

establshed a publ!stina date for the book of ii A•lt 2010. 

20. FdN'ulry-MM'Ch 2010 Lteol Shaffer announced dur1ng multiple national Interviews on fox News, 
MSHBC, BBC, 5'cy News, AJnurra TV, at Ja-zerTa EnaUsh language and multiple radio venues. the fact 
that hts book was now cleared by the Army for release and the release date was 31Auavst2010. 
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21. On ti-kine 2010, Ltc:ol Shaffer received a pflane caU from hiS commandint, pneral,, lite commander 
of the M• OlV'ision, Bntadier General (BG) l<ften Lel:>oux. in this conve~1ion she fnfon'nedi LtCol 
Shaffer that DlA was demandint access to the already· cleared manUWipt- and that she had 

~ to not sna.- it with DIA based ow their l'etltiafions against' him, ~nd contini:tedl refusal to 

el!Ow'for rtlis ~· U> be' ~ad]udkat.id. She hid concerns also 'that DIA ·Mctwa~'d Uliftill'ft 

'lf!ttf laft mtnute to lnslnl.fclte nseff Imo tne pnxe-Sl and that, me Armt Resenie woula resiSt providinl 
DIA a co~ or the manuscript as she felt thilt the book was re\lfewed and cleeitedl ti)! haw no' 
dassifiied lnfl)ftnatioo in it by qualified officers. 

12. On 10.July 201.0, ll:Oil Shaff@l' wu reQUest@d by his Arrrr., Rt!smow laa&trmip to provid1e them a 

c:Opy of the ttanseripf to be forwarded to Anny JAG for than tD provide tti- OfA. ltcOi Shaffer 

complied and prOYided the copy. 

21. On 11 JQly 20'10 BG Qftn Ledoux spOke to l.tCol ~after and notifieill him thott l4frnY Md clecidec!lto 
1provide a copy of the tTansi::ript tD DIA but ·that the Army ReseM was standil!tg by its approval for 
the book to 1be published. ihi!! added In th@ conwrsatiort with tteol Shaff@r that the:re: was 
•tremendous pressure" belns brOUSftt ol' the Artrrf, by DIA.. tO withdr:aw its approval for the· 
;publi5'hing of the book and she Uikt Lteoi S'haffer to be a11tare thesre iS I ! "huge• tarwet Oflf VQUr lbea". 

2•. On 22.Julr 2010 OIA public affairs called Lteol Shaffer and infcrmed him that they had1 read the 
manuscr~pt and daSmed that. DIA had -round classified Information• In his manuscript, UCol! Shaffer 
linfOrmed the DIA officer that he had mmotied wttt; all cle~ranc.e requirements of the AlTrrv and lhad 

receiVed wnttien !'erMlss.ion to publish and th<tt btA shou1d take up any dift@r;ane~, of' opiniOn 

1e,Prdl"l content with the Anny. 

25. On 1:1 July 2010, LtGen Pat Hughes, former Director of D1A. who had pnNiously wead and pl'OYlded 
an 1endotwment of the manuscript. contactEd ltCol Shaffer via e-mail 11nd notified him that· GIA 
planned to take undefined adwie't!ie action apinst him du4! to their concerns about content in the 

book 11nd planned to withdnlw his endonement d the manuscri11t unless DIA was permitted to 
conctuet 1 fOimal dm~tiOb revtew befof'~ the boo1c'-s release. lteol Shaffer sharer With LtGen 
r~ litil ·•'PPt'OVlli documl!"nts •ntl a written eJCi:Qi'i860n oft:ne• Afflty'R~'s ~ p1 oWSS 

tt1af mfiiCM?d all dassifled tnformitlon - and the flia that he had1 no1 abilttof' 'to h1ptty stop ·ttte boo~ii 

.~~. 

26. ConcNslon~ Lteof Shatter sought and receMd guidance on how to proceed tD 'lear and publish 1his 
bo(,k with the ""°"r appmvais and o'll'@Mght~ '11w book contains lnformatimi that. ma.y l!ie 
cont'f~ial, embarriUirg but is not dasslfied or woul'd In arP('I#~ Jeopardize nationaf security. 
'Ewrv ma]or Isa.le addreued in the book iS etready in the public domitn, end Alrn't Rfle!Ve used i 

,prvfesSlcna'I antS well defined clorance procen to """"* and en5ur• no t1asslfted tnformatton wa~ 
contamed in the fina1 manUSd'ipt. It is dear that the DIA act!Ofts ar'9; part tif tflettt continbeell 
retallatk!n against Lttol $haffet for .,IS dlidosullft to the 9/11 O:l,,,miuion rept:'dii'li ot.Ws ~9/1 t 
int.ei':1"ge1a fdttn!5 Md that otA•s <Mir~ l:f 0 ~ ~t"l"l'lsh!c /,,fot.mation M:;m.befnl 
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putillMd ,...,.,,. DCA ....,..-. The boat was announted PQbldv tnGn1M .,on Mdonlll 

medl.9. It is cfe1r br DCA's c::hok:e to IM!nUlrt• Itself Into 1tw pnm!!SS It 1h11 lrrte hau', wftti only days 

left bltfDte w boelc'• ,.._.> sMWI Jntieftt to lntletfet e wftti w ,...... .. ptac:ess lftd atteft'lpt to 

fure5blll 1he ck:fasure of embamissl,._ but ~lflll!d. lnformort.1on. 
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TO ,\j,f, \\'JtO SU1\l.f, St;f-~ T11gsE i'IU~~t.l\1'8. <HU$'1'lNG: rms IS TO r.t:.uTU'\' T1JiAli' THE t'tn:sm..:NT 
Ut 'l'llt: l'Xlt•~l> gT.\Tt!S OJI' .uomam ,\l,,.lltllUZl-~ll RY •iU:Cl'Tl\•E mtm:n. a+ Al'(W!ft° 'Bit" H/\A A\\',\Ul)£U 

1'0 

Tll~~ IJllt)~ZE STAR !\1ED.1\I, 
MAJOR ANTHONY A. SHAFFE~ 

UNITED STAT!S ARMY' 

fOJt _.. rio . . -.. ., ly ' OQ -1M11,o us serviee 11vm 2., Ju · 2 3 to 1 Deceml>er 2003 as Operations Off1eer, Human tntelligenca 
Sul)port Detachll'\entf CornbineQ/Joint Task Foroe 180, white deployea to Afghan\stan, in ctlrect sopPon of Operetk>n 
EMunng Fl'1'Jedorn. Major Sttaner.s l•adersh1p, selfless serv1ce, and commitment to mis~ton accomplishment undor 
the most extrel'Oe of drcumit~s gfdtly cootnbUte<i to lt'l8 SUCC6$15 or Operation Endunng Freedom Mapr 
ShEiffer'e perlonnence of d\Jty In a comt)at :tone reflects great bl'edit upon i'umsetf, tl'6 Combined/Joint lntelllg&nce 
T Hk Foroi 180 Ind the Ul'lited States Central Command. 

Gl\'EN l'.Nl>Eh MV HAl'fl} 1N 'ttlt-! 4~ 1T~' Ot' W.UUUl"5<;1•0N 
THIS lint DAY Of' APRIL 3004 

• • I•# -:1 , .. 
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· ti ARRA 11VE 
BRONZE STAR MIDAl 

MAJOR UN1TED STAtts ARMY RESc:RVE f'~~ ' 
Map · awe::1 ~ p.. diwncoon •me c.rtF-tao HUMrrn ~ -

daacbml!:m ff\Jfn n Jul 01 ID 1 De$' 03 lrhl~ Ck7plo)ltd lo Afgti&ni!ua dQnng Opcrauon 
EM>LIJUNG f'REEDOM. AS die~ otriGer MAI made• 1mmcdl1ttc mif 
Jaung pallCJVI iltlplOC on OHS ~ Mlift his eAjMlhcC. illlljt!t. 8ftd opmu""*' 
iippl'OIK'h ~ Odeal tot che envifVllYW'fK. MAJ ~ !J'lipl <hint OKS' contrihotklr. :o 
c:m..11ao ac1 m . oprn1Mw ~· fit n:suh, wn , powtas ~SlOl'I e, mt 
n·s and 1!'1 for HUMl."-i c:apibi!ities. C.ll'Fs&IO ind~ natv ctively 11t:1ek HUM8''1 
illpl:ll fer .dteiJ ~I ~ illd COA ~mti°'1 MAJ Wa ..pr r1"1f"CT 
di OP'6RAT10N MOUN'r AIH VIPER. oonns .tltetJ hiS «JriOl1S CO!ltriboltd '° c.m:-1 IO 
kilfo~g GrCIJ"Uriftf rnore c.iln lOO T.Uibml fi&Nm fte ~coordfl'llltd aPd~vlly 
Implemented a CQlfi~X: IM ~'T <..'b!ll!Cticm plm tha& ~xpficidy laid tlllt OHS Coiltc'tttm in 
5Uppon or CJTF· 180 dl:Qslve optl"ltion11. N£ Mounwn Viper unr~ MAJ worked 
long tioin wtlb Chr 1?13 plertners ID~ oHS htld a clear~ oft~ tosn'9~3 bank ~ 
ad eo intajld H\JM1NT lmo·thc iftil:!liitenoe tempbie. ~ xvcnl oecasi<lrt-. MAJ 
!'9pidly ~ OHS auebt IS combllf Md epentktiil li~OM di~ ln ariC 1tifUillce. 

MAJ tnd OHS ~ c:n4ltd widt klt.ali11g .ewnt huctdted Talit.n ~ i~nu 
before dley COINd ~-tnPWf US ~ 1$1 AR.S ~Che vtnc11) of the informac'°" ~ 
~-of US eo.lction fan= ftr! br<kJ lb beat 1tasmt ch.is duut. 

MIU terYed as~ OHS ~-J~ IO c.rn: .. 1ao·s ~ip T.1r)etrn,1 ('~JI 
(LTC). ~group fOCUled an iiilerdicting hi!f1 .-Ille larj!ft {HVT' ) Widlin Afpamg.an. 
including Uama 8111 U.. .-ct t.fuP.ahOtnar He qµic\lyinfr'P'lled U.o 1t.! l.TC IC\d 
t'nhanccd IM eJrudy good rclllionship belwttn the two orpru.tations. MAJ wunced 
1ewensl joil!l special project!! widl the L TC. to includt u lft1-sourte coltection oper.&ti.on uvgcr.ed 
against numerous HVT locauons msidc Pakistan MAJ ~the tfllMJN'f collc:iicm 
miiSion, whtch SfVCd QI ihc initial l*lit «di: {lpmdon. He allO SU~ &he Ide <>f 
c•llC:llied. UllCtS few ddi 'l'Cr)' lllldempiacemali o( ht 1twe &arid area. 
MAJ •·olunel'ltftld IO dl!ploy lO a forwwd CUiTlbml .., 10 J*ticiplle in a jOim FBf·OOS 
debrief•Of a~ terrori51 facilUclr. WOi'kiftl "1th d1£ FBI. M.JJ qtrftk!y 
detamiaed the marnee was a US pmron and nu mtof\ICd w:idl tmoritt s:sivity. He .. ~ 
b!Of.AphK and relaied dee.a and mct!oed lt!e IUiutlllity ~ tt. penon for future HtlMOO 
opcmions. His informMion ilKlicMa lhe US p::non 1n1y be .-fltl for ~UT:>lled op:mio.u 
apiftSl and the lead W11S ~ lO HQ OHS. 

MAI . s-tic.I~ in l1lOle thin 10 SIOINT R!COll~ lhuion. in artd WO\lnd Vie 
~ area of' opntiQU. tening as !he missicJa c:omrmndl:r on 'Che YIM. mt;onty of dieac mi-.. All lliet\. M WI'&~ l':Or' cnmlftii lH! ufs) or NSA l'td OHS l'!lnmtt.el tfldi 
tllii:a:8SfUI miuion ~ik:m. Af. il rauk or thii eft'Ori NSA hD a compfe4e and up--1~ 
~iellioiU infi1111Ncl1" riilpl:.f Kabul ind ttle ~ndin&,ltU. 

MAJ s an o-.Jts~ fo~li,pnce to11ettl0ft ~~am. ~J11p. O!'dllla, 
ef'fottt, and anlal.lin.c. ~t\Ot> ~ ~ ., die~ or tllie Cl't'F- t 11'()· t "'"-'Qll'i *'~ 
~con1inued ~ ~ or~on erouJUNG n.ttOOM.. Hi perf'~ ~ 
~credit llQOl1 hirn. Ctn=-l80. !M Uni~ St:Mcs Amy. and the o.p.t\ftle'W ~ Oefe~. 

(~~~tr 
Cotonec. UM9d States Almy 
Oi-.ctor, Lee~ Tergett11t9 c.tl 
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ARRC-1V A-LECG 

MEMORANDUM FOR LTC Anthony Sbaffer, lSOi Mahone Avenw-. Fort l...ee, VA 2J ·801 

SUBJECT~ The Dadcer Side of the Force 

J • RefeYences: 

L S C.F' .R.. Patt § 2635, Standards for Elhica.t Cond~ for F.mpJoyees of the Executive 
Branch. 

b. DoD SS00.7"'R, Joint Ethics Regulation. 

l. Purpose~ 1'hc ~ t>f thb Mcmorandum ·is to woride ai, legal ~icW of t1Ki ~sc.d Jk)vei 
titled TM Darlrer 81'/e of JM F'ofce: A Spy'~ Chronide of the Tijif!fu-g Pofn! in Akhnn'i.slatz. It is 
me upin.ion of the Undttsigoed that, mtiject t() the belo-w COQmlents. it is would be i~ly 
permissible .for L TC Shaf&f to aecerr, c.ompea.~fon fot wriling The Darw' Side of 1'1ra Force, 

a. That I.baa Majot Anthony Shaffer wa mobilizm in support of Operation Enduring 
Freedom as an Army Res:rve Officer from Oecember 2001 to Jlllle' 2004. 

b. That Mr. Shaffer began writins 11w Darker Side of lfw FOl'Cte: A Spy "8 Clvonlcle of Jlte 
Tipping Poinl in AfghanUtmr m February 2007. 

t. That in Fet;rn.ary 2009,. Mr. Shaffer entered into an agreement wJtb a publishing company 
to J!fUblish far ~on The Darker Sl« of the Fflfce: A SJJY 's Chronicle of dte' Tipping 
Poim in ~ta11t. 

-

a. s C.F.R. § 263S.807{a}(2)(i)(E)(1) and (2) proVide tM g!llfttU rule< tMt a R guJM mtployee 
ii rrommted fmm ~g~~n. for writing a book about.~ on 'Wbkh he 13· 
pteaJtl)I migtfed or had been asaigned dun~g t:M ~Ufl ~,."ea!'~ or a~ (i)tlg(b~ or 
~ qency rroJlci~ Pf'Dsr.:ams and opmmons.-U1'de1 Jmt ~Mt. S)jjff~ tan ~ve 
"°1b~ sinee tbr: s~ mattm Mwrita abmlt ~. ~ll 'bc)'Olid the·~ y1CU. Mr. 
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~ ft-=t f;! 

AR.RC-TV A·LECG Zii<Ltld-J_ 
SUBJECT~ TM Darker Side 0f tlw FoRe 

/4S6- ~ 
Sbzit'f'• c:an absO m:cive lrompeinsatioo under pmt twti nqce bk \Witing is pntn..lrily based. an Gi.s 
own ~u:o.l and experience and is Qt)t ~!.fiaiUy f~ on Departrnent oftbe tmny 
poli<;ie1,. p10gmms. or op.rrations that w~ not aYmlabte m the. public. 

b. 5 c.F.R. § 263S.307(b) proVidCR aw an employee ma~ use thefr'mililiff gira,dlc, title. Dr 
pos}Uoo in a writing wbot the iDfonnati«i is given as a biogrwpbi'ca! &tall end tbt tnformarlo.a is 
given no more protti~ t.~ other sigmticant biagraphim details. Furthennorc~ the Writing 
muse contain a.i appropl'iate diselanntT. Aci;otding, LTC Shnfft:r1nay·use his milittry grade to 
identify h:in:Me!fin his Writing so long as t>Js grade ;s acco-m.pmied oy s ~li'Ably prnl'tiiDetlt 
dis.claimer stating tbal. the views ~ in. his v.'liting do not ~essarlly rep-rcse,1n.1 the ~ws 
o1 ~ Ainny or the United States. 

c. The UndersiS!Jl@d has addi:essed n~. secwitv isstre.s with LTC Shaff"Ct. udl ~ on 
thi.s disasiQl'4 ii'is the Undersigned's. understanding ~t LTC ShaffertisOO only ~lasaUied 
mfomaalion and open so\d'CeS when he wrot-c The Dar~r Sick of titt For~a:· A Spy·~ Chrmicle ef' 
the Tipping Poinl in Afghanistan.. Fun1lmtltn, the Urt~ignedl has acfvii;cd, L TC Shafifb tbAt 
AR 360-1.. pita 6-6(t) provides that it is his teq'lOllSibUity tO efisbre secunty ~~ not compr~miscd. 

d. Lastly, the Ufidmtgned advised LTC Shaffer IMt Aft 53~ I ~ para 2- l ~) f!T'Ovides that ell 
Army Reserve Soldiers will consult withi tbeit immediate supervisor 21ld. thdf OPSEC otlioor fot 
an: OPSEC review prior to publishing of poitfng infC!T®ition in 8\ publit: forum. 

S. Conclusion: U is the opinion of the Uiiden>igncd. tha:t L TC Shaffer ain. ~vc ~fiStUiob 
from pubUshlng The Darker Silk of f/te Fl*'C~: A Spy's Chffo'tril:fe of flw Tipp1'1r-g Poiltt ii!' 
,(fghmtisfW'J. F~ so fQ!ti as LTC S'hai'fer include.s the~ dl:!JC(tii:l'ie.r, be een ·use 
hit militmy ~a a biographical ~ii'. 

6. POC for this review is Mr. Paul Raaf at 432-5204 or electMnically at paul.a.ryf(d!soc.mit 

/Original siptll 
PAULA.RAA.F 
LTC,J~ USAR 
Steff Judge Advii>QUt 

2 
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• 
ARRC-TV A-LEAC 

DEPAAlMENt OF TH£ ARM¥ 
~. MTl4 DMSJON"'°'9~ tltJSTM~ 

aof:IW. bEOtlAltO f. GEAOW o.LMllY llOQtil C:S:ICTW,~ 
net llNtOlll( ~· 

FORTU&. YIROJfM~ 

'\1EMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

4 January 201() 

SUBJECT: Lepl and Operational Security Review of"The Derk Side of the Force" ManUJCript 

I. References: 

a. AR 350-l, Opmltio11s Seauity(OPSEC). 19 April 2007. 

b. S C.F.R. Part I 263S, Standards iOr Ethic:a1 Conduct for Emplo)'CC3 oflhe faecu11vc 
Branch. 

c. DoD 5500.7-R, Joint Eorics le.egulation. 

d. Memorandum. Subject: The Dark Side of the Force. L TC' Paul Raaf, 26 Dec 2009. 

2. In ICCOidaHce with refen-nees stated in paagn1ph l of this memorandum, I MVe n:ad 1he 
DRAFT nummcript, '1'he Duk Side ot'ihe Foree: A Spy' s Chronidc: of the Tipping PoioJ m 
Afgtuini~n" to conduct an lnitiaJ O.PSEC/Seeutity Scan and te\liew ·for C!bieal standenis. 

l. I bevc con~cd l. TC' Paul Ruf. Staff Judge Advocite 94,.. Division. In rcpd to his memo 
dated 26 Dec 2009. I COfiew' with his lidding as well In lceotdaoce ~itb Paragraph 2,.. ~ , A~ 
350.1, l li:>wd no ob\-ious 'tCCUrity or legal issues i11 the DRAFT rmnuscr\pf pro'Vlde tOt FeV\ew. 

4. 8Mdd on this rev\cw, I interpiose .no ~jcctil>ft on legaJ or operlltiotud McUritty goundS ~the 
pul>lication of )'OUr bo6k, ""Tbe J)aflc Sid~ of tile F6":e~ A Spy'& Cl'i1mnicle of the: Tippins Point tn 
.Afjhflrsi,tan ... In m}' judgment. I find It !ufficiont ftjr put>llarion. Aeccpt 'the ~m.!!nts i111 
?'efercrtce d . ftlJll'1li u gtiYdwnr.e in )'Otlr ned step tu public11tio111 of this man:U9Cril.lt. 

~- POC this adion is tlle unda:siped. (~71) 289~5305 I (804) 8J6.tlS69. 
jnlm.dirtid.!tricklllndiihf!im army.mil. 
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! 1m • i~· J ;.,.:'i!' "°'! 1 ha~ l.1{ ?n.1v !d .. -J favu:-abh:: 
,·~· .. ·.-;~!i•m:-:: ,_,,curjt~· ~mi t'!hil:s !'l::vi1•\\S of~.:(' S!?J.:·:~cr's :minuso.Ti;it. I kiwc\·..:r, nu i11fon-:ia1i11n 
~.·o.·o.::·i:y ~~·-.:kw 1, <;s i;nm.!u .. ·r .. ,: ':!y lb.: .-\rm~• a;; r.:q::irC'J by LluD pulic~. In :.<yh1 .. ,r tht' :J! ,\ 
,:,·:~:·::1:i:•:t,ui'. ~1~:i ofrhc- ..i;,: .. ·:1.::.:~ mcntirin~·.:: al,r.w. that the m.in~:;crirot \'~(1-.·ide.:1 rn DlA 
•·1o:;La:1i.. :.<:L~~: h~J i:i '~.•r:~rn:inr:. : n.:t'.lk'sl ch;.- Army iinm..:diutd ~ t:l.<1.· all ncc<:ssary :-tcp~ :f' 
:l"'li•)~~· 1'.:l· fov .• •r;::•:~· <l)'<'tali• 111:~! ~..:.:t:'"i~y ur.d <!ihi.:< rcvi.!.,.. pr11viJcJ h~ '!le ~·.J.'~' lr:!.inil1!,! 
· ,j\ ~=,1.1 n:i,! i_·;·, · 'huifrr Ix• ,,,;J,~:-..:d ii' fom1aUy suhmit ;lw rnanu!'l,,;r~rt !'t'r 1u1 i:Jf\mnmitl?? 
'..:.:.1-:'~ :·,:,·:l''''· 1:. :1c.:tm:.J:1..:;.· •.1i:l: '.hl" pn•cedur1.'S sc: ~\.m!1 i!"l Dtil> Dir<!,liv~: )2~0 oq_ 
; ·:.-.1~ .. ;?•-· .•!" p,,i; ; :::~-,, ::1:!ti.,r·, tur 5'".Jbil:. ~.i...:;cas.:. ;i..m.: tll<'.t :ic be fur.her Mtkrc:d Lo Ulki:- uli 
·1.:~l·:.~.,·; .;~;:,•n (u Jir-.'1.:. ;;.;:<; p,1'.1li:;i!c:: l;t \'o.·d;'wld p;ihfo:atl\ln of ttl'° h1.111'1. rcm.li1:g !his TC\;l"\\. 
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4. My pntn1 "r \!'Dn\aa for this mutter is Mr. James Sehmidli. Depu:y Genrral Counsel Cor 
Op:roiliomi. 2fJ2-23 I -6H95. 

cc: 
All..•b1mn Sec:.ri:uey of Defense for Rcsc:rvc Affajn 

• ',,.,: .. ::..: l"••1.<.1~::1. lli:part~nl C1fthc Army 

J 

·- -·-----·---------------------------------------
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Subject: Part 1 Additional Documents and Sources of Info for DARK HEART 
From: "Tony Shaffer" <tony.shaffer@c4ads.org> 

Date: Mon, Dec 10, 2012 10:22 am 

T . "Walker, DarrellCIVWHS-ESD"<darrell.walker@whs.mil>, " Fitzgibbons, Beth CIV WHS-ESD" 
0

· <beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil> 

Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." <brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil> 
Attach: Agencies Unite Article Mar 2004.pdf 

Darrell/Beth -

In a series of e-mails to you both I will provide the unclassified background we 
agreed I'd provide at the last meeting at DIA. 

These documents are all unclassified - and were used as source documents 
regarding the content of Operation DARK HEART. 

First - here is the link to the unclassified testimony, regarding ABLE DANGER, 
cleared by your office in 2006: 

http://www.fas.org/irp/congress/2006 hr/021506shaffer.pdf 

Next, there were questions regarding the use of "STRATUS IW" - which was 
already provided to the public in an unclassified supplement cleared, again, by your 
office and provided to Capitol Hill: 

http://www.abledangerblog .com/2006/03/stratus-ivy-holdings-of-able-danger.html 

You all will have access to the entire supplemental and can review as necessary. 

Here is my verbal testimony before a subcommittee of the House Government 
Reform Committee, from 13 Feb 2006: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJvABLaMUT8 

My next e-mail will contain the civilian appraisals and related job 
information in the form of attachments that will complete my submission of 
information that we agreed I'd provide. 

Attached to this e-mail is one of the key articles used for the basis of DARK HEART 
from 15 March 2004: Agencies Unite to Find Bin Laden, from the Washington Times 
by Rowan Scarborough (attached). 

Note: The following books were used as well as reference/source 
information for DARK HEART (i.e. examined for same "type" or "similar" 
information that we considered "open source" and usable for DARK 
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HEART: 

Horse Soldiers, by Doug Stanton 
Ghost War, by Steven Coll 
JAWBREAKER, by Gary Berntsen 
Kill Bin Laden, by Dalton Fury 
All books regarding NSA by author James Bamford 
The Men, The Mission and Me, by Peter Blaber 
Never Surrender, by LtGen Jerry Boykin 

Regarding the last book - I spoke this past week, face to face, with General Boykin 
about his book - Never Surrender. He confirmed to me that there was no adverse 
action taken against him even though he admits that specific items and information 
in his book were considered "classified" by DoD. 

We did consider any reference made in my cleared testimony or these books to be 
"open source" and therefore permitted to be included in Operation DARK HEART. 

V/R 

Anthony A. Shaffer 
Director for External Communications 
Center for Advanced Defense Studies 
Suite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DC 

Office: (202) 289-3332 

Cell: (571) 426-1013 

tony. shaffer@c4ads.org 

www.c4ads.org 

IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 

This e-mail and any files or documents transmitted with it is from Anthony Shaffer, 
Center for Advanced Defense Studies. This e-mail is confidential and may also 
contain information which is legally privileged or otherwise protected by work product 
immunity or other legal rules. If you are not the intended recipient or a person 
responsible for delivering it thereto, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
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copying, dissemination or distribution of this communication or any of its contents is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the 
person whose name appears above and delete the original message and any copy 
of it from your computer. 

-------- Original Message ----- ---
Subject: RE: Book Review: No Easy Day and Additional Documents for DARK 
HEART 
From: "Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" < darrell.walker@whs.mil> 
Date: Fri, December 07, 2012 4:43 pm 
To : Tony Shaffer < tony.shaffer@c4ads.org > 
Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." < brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>,"Fitzgibbons, Beth 
CIV WHS-ESD" < beth.fitzqibbons@whs.mil> 

LTC Shaffer, 

My office did not review "No Easy Day" so we would be unable to evaluate your 
comments against the book. I forwarded your Book Review to OUSD(I) for them 
to review and return results to me. As soon as they respond, we will advise 
you. 

BTW, I will be on leave next week so if you must contact us, please get in 
touch with Ms. Fitzgibbons. 

Darrell Walker 

-----Original Message-----
From: Tony Shaffer [mailto:tony.shaffer@c4ads.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 10:54 AM 
To: Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD 
Cc: Kasen, Brandon M.; Fitzgibbons, Beth CIV WHS-ESD 
Subject: RE: Book Review: No Easy Day and Additional Documents for DARK HEART 
Importance: High 

Darrell - hope you are well! 

Two items: 

First - I have not heard back from you all on the attached Book Review that I 
did for No Easy Day -- so am I to take that you and your office have no 
problems with anything I say in the review? 

Second - I will provide, via PDF, the additional unclassified references that 
are due to you tomorrow (7 December) that were discussed in the last review at 
DIA. They are all unclassified - and will include references to my testimony 
on ABLE DANGER, as well as additional unclassified appraisals. Let me know if 
this will be acceptable - otherwise we can arrange a drop off time and 
location sometime next week. 
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V/R 

Anthony A. Shaffer 
Director for External Communications 
Center for Advanced Defense Studies 
Suite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DC 

Office: (202) 289-3332 

Cell: (571) 426-1013 

tony.shaffer@c4ads.org 

www.c4ads.org 

IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 

This e-mail and any files or documents transmitted with it is from Anthony 
Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense Studies. This e-mail is confidential and 
may also contain information which is legally privileged or otherwise 
protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you are not the 
intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, dissemination or distribution of 
this communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify the person whose name 
appears above and delete the original message and any copy of it from your 
computer. 

-------- Original Message -------
Subject: Book Review: No Easy Day 
From: "Tony Shaffer" < tony.shaffer@c4ads.org > 
Date: Wed, October 31, 2012 10: 10 am 
To: "Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" <darrell.walker@whs.mil> 
Cc: "Kasen, BrandonM."<brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil >, "Fitzgibbons, 
Beth CIV WHS-ESD" < beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil> 

Darrell -

I am sorry for the delay in following up with your staff - I've been pulled 
off on working the issues regarding Benghazi (as you may have seen in the 
media). 

Attached is my book review of "No Easy Day" - Mark Zaid recommended I submit 
it to you prior to my submitting it to National Military Intelligence 
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Association (NIMA) for them to publish in one of their publications. Please 
let me know if there is another address I should send this short (just over 
two pages) review to for security review/clearance. 

I will also submit, this week, via the normal channel the manuscript of "The 
Last Line" - the novel that Bill Keith and I wrote over the past year. You 
all should expect that within the week. 

I will try to get the promised follow-up material regarding Operation DARK 
HEART to your office within the next week as well. 

V/R 

Anthony A. Shaffer 
Director for External Communications 
Center for Advanced Defense Studies 
Suite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DC 

Office: (202) 289-3332 

Cell : (571) 426-1013 

tony.shaffer@c4ads.org 

www.c4ads.org 

IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 

This e-mail and any files or documents transmitted with it is from Anthony 
Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense Studies. This e-mail is confidential and 
may also contain information which is legally privileged or otherwise 
protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you are not the 
intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, dissemination or distribution of 
this communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify the person whose name 
appears above and delete the original message and any copy of it from your 
computer. 

-------- Original Message -------
Subject: DARK HEART Review Meeting 
From: "Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" < darrell.walker@whs.mil> 
Date: Tue, October 16, 2012 10:54 am 
To: < tony.shaffer@c4ads.org> 
Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." < brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>,"Fitzgibbons, Beth 
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CIV WHS-ESD" < beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil > 

LTC Shaffer, 

Please be at the DIAC Main/Visitor Entrance, outside security, at 0900. Mr. 
Kasen and Ms. Fitzgibbons will meet you there and accompany you to the review 
room. 
Darrell Walker 

Subject: RE: Part 1 Additional Documents and Sources of Info for DARK HEART 

From: "Tony Shaffer" <tony.shaffer@c4ads.org> 

Date: Mon, Dec 10, 201211:43 am 

T . "Fitzgibbons, Beth CIVWHS-ESD"<beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil>, "Walker, Darrell CIV WHS
o. ESD" <darrell.walker@whs.mil> 

Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." <brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil> 

All sent. 
Some were very big attachments - my AF info was 9 MB. 
If anything gets bounced, please let me know - and I'll put all the attachments on a 
thumb drive and drop it off to the Pentagon later this week - I am on the road to St. 
Louis for the next three days - so I could drop it, if need be, Thursday or Friday. 
Thanks! 
V/RAnthony A. ShafferDirector for External CommunicationsCenter for Advanced 
Defense StudiesSuite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DC 
Office: (202) 289-3332 
Cell: (571) 426-1013 
tony.shaffer@c4ads.org 
www.c4ads.org IMPORT A 
NT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICEThis e-mail and any files or documents transmitted 
with it is from Anthony Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense Studies. This e-mail is 
confidential and may also contain information which is legally privileged or otherwise 
protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you are not the intended 
recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are hereby notified that 
any disclosure, copying, dissemination or distribution of this communication or any of 
its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify the person whose name appears above and delete the original 
message and any copy of it from your computer. 
-------- Original Message --------Subject: RE: Part 1 Additional Documents and Sources 
of Info for DARKHEARTFrom: "Fitzgibbons, Beth CIV WHS-ESD" 
< beth .fitzgibbons@whs.mil >Date: Mon, December 10, 2012 10:46 amTo: Tony Shaffer 
< tony.shaffer@c4ads.org >, "Walker, Darrell CIVWHS-ESD" 
< darrell.walker@whs.mil >Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." < brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil >Mr. 
Shaffer,Received part 1 !Regards,Beth A. FitzgibbonsDepartment of DefenseOffice of 
Security ReviewCongressional Review BranchRoom 2A534(703) 614-
4924Beth.fitzgibbons@whs.milhttp ://www.dtic.mil/whs/esd/osr/index. htm-----Original 
Message-----From: Tony Shaffer [mailto:tony.shaffer@c4ads.org ] Sent: Monday, 
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December 10, 2012 10:22 AMTo: Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD; Fitzgibbons, Beth CIV 
WHS-ESDCc: Kasen, Brandon M.Subject: Part 1 Additional Documents and Sources of 
Info for DARK HEARTDarrell/Beth - In a series of e-mails to you both I will provide the 
unclassified background we agreed I'd provide at the last meeting at DIA.These 
documents are all unclassified - and were used as source documents regarding the 
content of Operation DARK HEART.First - here is the link to the unclassified testimony, 
regarding ABLE DANGER, cleared by your office in 
2006: htto://www.fas.org/iro/congress/2006 hr/021506shaffer.pdf Next, there were 
questions regarding the use of "STRATUS IVY" - which was already provided to the 
public in an unclassified supplement cleared, again, by your office and provided to 
Ca pi to I Hill: http://www.a bled a nqerblog .com/2006/03/stratus-ivv-holdi nqs-of-able-
da nqer. htm 1 You all will have access to the entire supplemental and can review as 
necessary.Here is my verbal testimony before a subcommittee of the House Government 
Reform Committee, from 13 Feb 
2006: https ://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJvABLaMUT8 My next e-mail will contain the 
civilian appraisals and related job information in the form of attachments that will 
complete my submission of information that we agreed I'd provide.Attached to this e
mail is one of the key articles used for the basis of DARK HEART from 15 March 2004: 
Agencies Unite to Find Bin Laden, from the Washington Times by Rowan Scarborough 
(attached).Note: The following books were used as well as reference/source information 
for DARK HEART (i.e. examined for same "type" or "similar" information that we 
considered "open source" and usable for DARK HEART:Horse Soldiers, by Doug 
StantonGhost War, by Steven CollJAWBREAKER, by Gary BerntsenKill Bin Laden, by 
Dalton FuryAll books regarding NSA by author James Bamford The Men, The Mission and 
Me, by Peter Blaber Never Surrender, by LtGen Jerry BoykinRegarding the last book - I 
spoke this past week, face to face, with General Boykin about his book - Never 
Surrender. He confirmed to me that there was no adverse action taken against him even 
though he admits that specific items and information in his book were considered 
"classified" by DoD. We did consider any reference made in my cleared testimony or 
these books to be "open source" and therefore permitted to be included in Operation 
DARK HEART.V/RAnthony A. ShafferDirector for External CommunicationsCenter for 
Advanced Defense StudiesSuite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DCOffice: (202) 
289-3332Cell: (571) 426-
1013tony.shaffer@c4ads. orgwww.c4ads.org 
_ ____ IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICEThis e-mail and any files or 
documents transmitted with it is from Anthony Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense 
Studies. This e-mail is confidential and may also contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you 
are not the intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, dissemination or distribution of this 
communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify the person whose name appears above and delete 
the original message and any copy of it from your computer.-------- Original Message --
--- --Subject: RE: Book Review: No Easy Day and Additional Documents for 
DARKHEARTFrom: "Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" < darrell.walker@whs.mil>Date: Fri, 
December 07, 2012 4:43 pmTo: Tony Shaffer < tony.shaffer@c4ads.org>Cc: "Kasen, 
BrandonM."<brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>, "Fitzgibbons, BethCIV WHS-ESD" 
< beth.fitzqibbons@whs.mil>LTCShaffer,My office did not review "No Easy Day" so we 
would be unable to evaluate your comments against the book. I forwarded your Book 
Review to OUSD(I) for them to review and return results to me. As soon as they 
respond, we will advise you.BTW, I will be on leave next week so if you must contact us, 
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please get in touch with Ms. Fitzgibbons.Darrell Walker-----Original Message-----From: 
Tony Shaffer [mailto:tony.shaffer@c4ads.org ]Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 
10:54 AMTo: Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESDCc: Kasen, Brandon M.; Fitzgibbons, Beth 
CIV WHS-ESDSubject: RE: Book Review: No Easy Day and Additional Documents for 
DARK HEARTimportance: HighDarrell - hope you are well!Two items:First - I have not 
heard back f rom you all on the attached Book Review that I did for No Easy Day -- so 
am I to take that you and your office have no problems with anything I say in the 
review?Second - I will provide, via PDF, the additional unclassified references that are 
due to you tomorrow (7 December) that were discussed in the last review at DIA. They 
are all unclassified - and will include references to my testimony on ABLE DANGER, as 
well as additional unclassified appraisals. Let me know if this will be acceptable -
otherwise we can arrange a drop off time and location sometime next week.V/RAnthony 
A. ShafferDirector for External CommunicationsCenter for Advanced Defense 
StudiesSuite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DCOffice: (202) 289-3332Cell: 
(571) 426-
1013tony.shaffer@c4ads. orgwww .c4ads.org 
_____ IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICEThis e-mail and any files or 
documents t ransmitted with it is from Anthony Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense 
Studies. This e-mail is confidential and may also contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise protected by work product immunity or other legal ru les. If you 
are not the intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, dissemination or distribution of this 
communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify the person whose name appears above and delete 
the original message and any copy of it from your computer. -------- Original Message --
-----Subject: Book Review: No Easy DayFrom: "Tony Shaffer" 
< tony.shaffer@c4ads.org >Date: Wed, October 31, 2012 10: 10 amTo: "Walker, Darrell 
CIVWHS-ESD"<darrell.walker@whs.mil >Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." 
< brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil >, "Fitzgibbons,Beth CIV WHS-ESD" 
< beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil >Darrell-I am sorry for the delay in following up with your 
staff - I've been pulled off on working the issues regarding Benghazi (as you may have 
seen in the media).Attached is my book review of "No Easy Day" - Mark Zaid 
recommended I submit it to you prior to my submitting it to National Military 
Intelligence Association (NIMA) for them to publish in one of their publications. Please 
let me know if there is another address I should send this short (just over two pages) 
review to for security review/clearance.I will also submit, this week, via the normal 
channel the manuscript of "The Last Line" - the novel that Bill Keith and I wrote over the 
past year. You all should expect that within the week.I will try to get the promised 
follow-up material regarding Operation DARK HEART to your office within the next week 
as well.V/RAnthony A. ShafferDirector for External CommunicationsCenter for Advanced 
Defense StudiesSuite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DCOffice: (202) 289-
3332Cell: (571) 426-
1013tony.shaffer@c4ads.orgwww.c4ads.org 
_____ IMPORTANT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICEThis e-mail and any files or 
documents transmitted with it is from Anthony Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense 
Studies. This e-mail is confidential and may also contain information which is legally 
privileged or otherwise protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you 
are not the intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are 
hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, dissemination or distribution of this 
communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify the person whose name appears above and delete 
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the original message and any copy of it from your computer. -------- Original Message --
-----Subject: DARK HEART Review MeetingFrom: "Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" 
< darrell .walker@whs.mil>Date: Tue, October 16, 2012 10:54 amTo: 
< tony.shaffer@c4ads.org>Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." < brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>, 
"Fitzgibbons, BethCIV WHS-ESD" < beth.fitzq ibbons@whs.mil>LTC Shaffer,Please be at 
the DIAC Main/Visitor Entrance, outside security, at 0900. Mr. Kasen and Ms. 
Fitzgibbons will meet you there and accompany you to the review room.Darrell Walker 

Subject: Re: Part 1 Additional Documents and Sources of Info for DARK HEART 

From: 
Date: 

To: 

Cc: 

tony.shaffer@c4ads.org 
Mon, Dec 10, 2012 2:34 pm 

" Fitzgibbons, Beth CIVWHS-ESD"<beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil>, " Darrell CIV WHS/ESD 
Walker" <darrell.walker@whs.mil> 

" Kasen, BrandonM." <brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil> 

Oh - an here is the interview from last week on FNC with L TG Jerry Boykin after my conversation with him, about 
his book, in the FNC DC green room: http://video.foxnews.com/v/2016562323001/what-challenges-are-ahead-if
us-takes-action-against-syria/?playlist_id=903226511001 V/RTony ShafferSent via Black Berry from T-Mobile--
Original Message----From: "Fitzgibbons, Beth CIVWHS-ESD"<beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil>Date: Mon, 10 Dec 
2012 10:46:27 To: Tony Shaffer<tony.shaffer@c4ads.org>; Walker, Darrell CIV WHS
ESD<darrell.walker@whs.mil>Cc:Kasen, Brandon M.<brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>Subject: RE: Part 1 
Additional Documents and Sources of Info for DARK HEARTMr. Shaffer.Received part 1 !Regards.Beth A. 
FitzgibbonsDepartment of DefenseOffice of Security ReviewCongressional Review BranchRoom 2A534(703) 
614-4924Beth.fitzgibbons@whs.milhttp://www.dtic.mil/whs/esd/osr/index.htm----Original Message----From: 
Tony Shaffer [mailto:tony.shaffer@c4ads.org] Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 10:22 AMTo: Walker, Darrell 
CIV WHS-ESD; Fitzgibbons, Beth CIV WHS-ESDCc: Kasen, Brandon M.Subject: Part 1 Additional Documents 
and Sources of Info for DARK HEARTDarrell/Beth - In a series of e-mails to you both I will provide the 
unclassified background we agreed I'd provide at the last meeting at DIA.These documents are all unclassified -
and were used as source documents regarding the content of Operation DARK HEART.First - here is the link to 
the unclassified testimony, regarding ABLE DANGER, cleared by your office in 
2006:http://www.fas.org/irp/congress/2006_hr/021506shaffer.pdf Next, there were questions regarding the use of 
"STRATUS IVY'' - which was already provided to the public in an unclassified supplement cleared, again, by your 
office and provided to Capitol Hill:http://www.abledangerblog.com/2006/03/stratus-ivy-holdings-of-able
danger.html You all will have access to the entire supplemental and can review as necessary.Here is my verbal 
testimony before a subcommittee of the House Government Reform Committee, from 13 Feb 
2006:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJvABLaMUT8 My next e-mail will contain the civilian appraisals and 
related job information in the form of attachments that will complete my submission of information that we agreed 
I'd provide.Attached to this e-mail is one of the key articles used for the basis of DARK HEART from 15 March 
2004: Agencies Unite to Find Bin Laden, from the Washington Times by Rowan Scarborough (attached).Note: 
The following books were used as well as reference/source information for DARK HEART (i.e. examined for 
same "type" or "similar" information that we considered "open source" and usable for DARK HEART:Horse 
Soldiers, by Doug StantonGhost War, by Steven CollJAWBREAKER, by Gary BemtsenKill Bin Laden, by Dalton 
FuryAll books regarding NSA by author James Bamford The Men, The Mission and Me, by Peter Blaber Never 
Surrender, by LtGen Jerry BoykinRegarding the last book - I spoke this past week, face to face, with General 
Boykin about his book - Never Surrender. He confirmed to me that there was no adverse action taken against 
him even though he admits that specific items and information in his book were considered "classified" by DoD. 
We did consider any reference made in my cleared testimony or these books to be "open source" and therefore 
permitted to be included in Operation DARK HEART.V/RAnthony A. ShafferDirector for External 
CommunicationsCenter for Advanced Defense StudiesSuite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DC Office: 
(202) 289-3332Cell: (571) 426-
1013tony .shaffer@c4ads.orgwww.c4ads.org IMPORT A 
NT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICEThis e-mail and any files or documents transmitted with it is from Anthony 
Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense Studies. This e-mail is confidential and may also contain information 
which is legally privileged or otherwise protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you are not the 
intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
copying, dissemination or distribution of this communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this communication in error, please notify the person whose name appears above and delete the 
original message and any copy of it from your computer.--- Original Message ------Subject: RE: Book 
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Review: No Easy Day and Additional Documents for DARKHEARTFrom: 'Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" 
<darrell.walker@whs.mil>Date:Fri, December 07, 2012 4:43 pmTo: Tony Shaffer <tony.shaffer@c4ads.org>Cc: 
"Kasen, Brandon M."<brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>, "Fitzgibbons. BethCIV WHS-ESD" 
<beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil>LTC Shaffer.My office did not review "No Easy Day" so we would be unable to 
evaluate your comments against the book. I forwarded your Book Review to OUSD(I) for them to review and 
return results to me. As soon as they respond, we will advise you.BTW, I will be on leave next week so if you 
must contact us, please get in touch with Ms. Fitzgibbons.Darrell Walker---Original Message----From: Tony 
Shaffer [mailto:tony.shaffer@c4ads.org]Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 10:54 AMTo: Walker, Darrell CIV 
WHS-ESDCc: Kasen, Brandon M.; Fitzgibbons, Beth CIV WHS-ESDSubject: RE: Book Review: No Easy Day 
and Additional Documents for DARK HEARTlmportance: HighDarrell - hope you are well!Two items:First - I have 
not heard back from you all on the attached Book Review that I did for No Easy Day -- so am I to take that you 
and your office have no problems with anything I say in the review? Second - I will provide, via PDF, the 
additional unclassified references that are due to you tomorrow (7 December) that were discussed in the last 
review at DIA. They are all unclassified - and will include references to my testimony on ABLE DANGER, as well 
as additional unclassified appraisals. Let me know if this will be acceptable - otherwise we can arrange a drop off 
time and location sometime next week.V/RAnthony A. ShafferDirector for External CommunicationsCenter for 
Advanced Defense StudiesSuite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DCOffice: (202) 289-3332Cell: (571) 
426-
1013tony.shaffer@c4ads.orgwww.c4ads.org IMPORT A 
NT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICEThis e-mail and any files or documents transmitted with it is from Anthony 
Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense Studies. This e-mail is confidential and may also contain infonnation 
which is legally privileged or otherwise protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you are not the 
intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
copying, dissemination or distribution of this communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this communication in error, please notify the person whose name appears above and delete the 
original message and any copy of it from your computer.--- -- Original Message ----- --Subject: Book Review: 
No Easy DayFrom: "Tony Shaffer'' <tony.shaffer@c4ads.org>Date: Wed, October 31, 2012 10:10 amTo: 
'Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" <darrell.walker@whs.mil>Cc: "Kasen, Brandon M." 
<brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>,"Fitzgibbons, Beth CIVWHS-ESD"<beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil>Darrell -1 am sorry 
for the delay in following up with your staff - I've been pulled off on working the issues regarding Benghazi (as 
you may have seen in the media).Attached is my book review of "No Easy Day" - Mark Zaid recommended I 
submit it to you prior to my submitting it to National Military Intelligence Association (NIMA) for them to publish in 
one of their publications. Please let me know if there is another address I should send this short Qust over two 
pages) review to for security review/clearance.I will also submit, this week, via the normal channel the 
manuscript of "The Last Line" - the novel that Bill Keith and I wrote over the past year. You all should expect that 
within the week.I will try to get the promised follow-up material regarding Operation DARK HEART to your office 
within the next week as well.V/RAnthony A. ShafferDirector for External CommunicationsCenter for Advanced 
Defense StudiesSuite 450, 1100 H Street (NW), Washington, DC Office: (202) 289-3332Cell: (571) 426-
1013tony.shaffer@c4ads.or~.c4ads.org IMPORT A 
NT CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICEThis e-mail and any files or documents transmitted with it is from Anthony 
Shaffer, Center for Advanced Defense Studies. This e-mail is confidential and may also contain information 
which is legally privileged or otherwise protected by work product immunity or other legal rules. If you are not the 
intended recipient or a person responsible for delivering it thereto, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, 
copying, dissemination or distribution of this communication or any of its contents is strictly prohibited. If you 
have received this communication in error, please notify the person whose name appears above and delete the 
original message and any copy of it from your computer.--- --- Original Message ------Subject: DARK HEART 
Review MeetingFrom: 'Walker, Darrell CIV WHS-ESD" <darrell.walker@whs.mil>Date:Tue, October 16, 2012 
10:54 amTo: <tony.shaffer@c4ads.org>Cc: "Kasen, BrandonM."<brandon.kasen@dodiis.mil>, "Fitzgibbons, 
BethCIV WHS-ESD" <beth.fitzgibbons@whs.mil>LTC Shaffer, Please be at the DIAC MainNisitor Entrance, 
outside security, at 0900. Mr. Kasen and Ms. Fitzgibbons will meet you there and accompany you to the review 
room.Darrell Walker 
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Washington Times 
March 15, 2004 
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DlA Home I Whars New I Prodpgp b\' rme I Pmducis by R~gj6n I~ I~ 

.Agencies Unite To Find Bin Laden 

Task Force 1.21 tightens 'loop' 

By Rowan Scarborough, The Washington Times 

Task Force 121, the secret manhunting unit fonned for the war on terrorism, is a blend of 
warriors, aviators, CIA officers and deep=cover intelligence collectors who nabbed 
Saddam Hussein and now hope to grab Osama bin Laden. 

"This is tightening the sensor-to-shooter loop," said a senior defense official. "You have 
your own intelligence right \'.~ih t.~e guys who do the shooting and grabbing. All the 
information under one roof." 

The Pentagon refuses to discuss the group's makeup. Its members in Afghanistan and Iraq 
avoid reporters. New information was obtained through interviews \\<ith knowledgeable 
defense officials. 

Elements of 121 ha\le moved from Iraq to Afghanistan for a U.S .. spring offensive, named 
"Mountain Storm," against Taliban and al Qaeda fighters no,\1 rtorganit.ing in. Pakistan. If 
the flushing ilction pinpoints bin Lnden, who is belie-ved to be movfog in Pakista:h;5' 
lawless tribal areas, Task Force 121 would likely infiltrate the country and try to kill or 
capture the terrorist who orchestrated the September l l attacks. 

Task Force 121's co:mposition includes four major elements: 

"'Grey Fox. a deep-cover organization based at Fort Belvoir in Northern Virginia. 
Members specialize in spying and intercepting communications. They cany hardware 
that can tap into electronic-eavesdropping satellites and that can splice fibe.r-optic cables. 

Grey Fox maintains a fleet of aitcraft at Baltimore-Washington International Airport. On 
occasion, members enter c-0tmtries on "non--officiaJ cover" using assumed identities. 
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Created principally to combat international drug smugglers, Grey Fox has turned out to 
be the perfect unit for Defense Secretary Donald H. Rwnsfeld's demand for "actionable 
intelligence" to kill or capture al Qaeda operatives and other terrorists. 

The Army once maintained Grey Fox, but after September 11 the Pentagon shifted direct 
control to Joint Special Operations Command (JSOC) at Fort Bragg, N.C. Ultimately, 
Grey Fox reports to U.S. Special Operations Command in Tampa, Fla. 

Although officials still refer to the intelligence unit as Grey Fox, a defense source said its 
code name was changed during the war on terrorism. The source asked that the new 
designation not be reported. Grey Fox has operated under a number of different code 
words. In the early 1990s, for example, it was called 11Capacity Gear." 

*JSOC: This is the headquarters for an elite 800-member group of Anny Delta Force and 
Navy SEALs who specialize in counterterrorism. Left mostly on the shelf pre-September 
11, JSOC is today the most active it has ever been. 

JSOC was the bulk of Task Force 11 in Afghanistan that hunted bin Laden, Mullah 
Mohammed Omar and other high-value targets. It then reinvented itself as Task Force 
121 in Iraq. Sources say it's likely the task force will take on a new designating number 
now that it is back in Afghanistan. 

JSOC and Grey Fox make up the "black" world of special operations. The "white" units 
- w'hich operate more publicly- include Green Berets and civil-affairs officers. 

*CIA. Special Activities Division: These are CIA. paramilitaries who can aid Task Force 
121 by setting up networks of sources in Iraq and Afghanistan, and provide intelligence 
directly to the warriors. 

*The l 60th Special Operations Aviation Regiment: This fleet of Black Hawk, Chinook 
and AH-6 "Little Bird" helicopters ferries the Delta Force and SEALs where they need to 
go, quickly, at night, at low altitudes. Saddam was loaded onto a "Little Bird" Dec. 13 
and taken to Tikrit after Task Force 121 and a 4th Infantry Division unit found him 
hiding in a hole on a farm. 

Task Force 121 would not be the first joint operation between the CIA. and anned forces. 
In the Afghanistan war, the Pentagon transferred scores of special operations troops to the 
CIA's Special Activities Division to infiltrate the country and set up links to anti-Taliban 
forces. 

Asked generally about the CIA.-military relationship, :Mr. Rumsfeld told Reuters uews 
service, "We've taken them for cooperative arrangements. They've taken some of our 
people sometimes. They may be doing something where it requires some competence that 
we have distinctively, so we've worked very cooperatively with them." 
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Task Force 121 is augmented, as needed, by conventional forces, as it was on Dec. 13, 
the day Saddam was captured. 

Elements of Task Force 121 are moving to the Afghanistan theater because of a planned 
spring offensive, and because the military and CIA are picking up better intelligence on 
bin Laden. 

Pakistan President Pervez Musharrafin recent months has put thousands of troops into 
the ungoverned border area with Afghanistan to weed out al Qaeda. More boots on the 
ground means more contacts with locals. who are providing information. 

Meanwhile, the CIA and the U.S.-led coalition task force based at Bagram, north of 
Kabul, has learned lessons from the hunt for Saddam. 

That search showed the value of "link-analysis" - listing the names of every person who 
has contacts with the target, or contacts with friends or family of the target, and then 
finding them for questioning. The result is that the United States believes it knows areas 
where bin Laden has visited and to which he may return, said a defense source. 

U.S. military officers in Afghanistan have expressed growing confidence they will catch 
bin Laden by year1s end. But Mr. Rumsfeld yesterday sought to lower expectations. 

"I don't know if he'll be caught this year. If he's alive, I'm sure he'll be caught eventually. 
And when, I don't know," the defense secretary said yesterday on CNN's "Late Edition." 

"What's going on is a normal activity that takes place. And from time to time, there are 
sweeps made," Mr. Rumsfeld told CNN. "And I think to hype it or suggest that there's 
something major going on is probably a misunderstanding. These things tend to ebb and 
flow." 

Mr. Rumsfeld said of bin Laden: "You know, he may be alive and he may not be. We 
don't know if he's alive or dead. He may be in Afghanistan. He may be in Pakistan. He 
may be someplace else." 
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Foreword

Since the beginning of the Global War on Terrorism, the US Army Training and Doctrine 

operations across the world in a variety of important ways. Historical accounts of the US 
Army’s campaigns play a critical role in this process by offering insights from the past to assist 
Soldiers with their current—and future—operational challenges.

This volume, A Different Kind of War,

(OEF). The work focuses on Army operations in the larger Joint and Coalition campaign that 
evolved between October 2001 and September 2005. Beginning with a description of the suc-
cessful offensive against the Taliban regime, launched in late 2001 in response to the attacks of 
9/11, the book then shifts to the less well-understood campaign that began in 2002 to establish 
a peaceful and politically stable Afghanistan.

A Different Kind of War is balanced and honest. Its publication is particularly timely as both 
the Army and the Department of Defense are beginning to reassess and restructure the cam-
paign in Afghanistan. This study will shed a great deal of light on the overall course of OEF. 
As the title suggests, the campaign in Afghanistan was unique. While its initial phases featured 
the use of small teams of Special Operations Forces and air power, the campaign after 2002 
evolved into a broader effort in which conventional forces were responsible for the creation 
of security, reconstruction, and programs to train the Afghan Army. Overall, the story in these 
pages is one of a relatively small number of Soldiers conducting multifaceted operations on 

A Different Kind of War was written in recognition of all the men and women who served 
in Afghanistan to bring stability and prosperity to that country while protecting the security of 
the United States. Their experiences chronicled in this book will help inform and educate all 
those who serve the Nation today and in the future.

Victory Starts Here!

Martin E. Dempsey
General, US Army
Commanding General
US Army Training and Doctrine Command
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1

Introduction

As the sun rose on the morning of 11 September 2001, the United States (US) was at peace. 
American Soldiers across the country and in a number of nations across the globe woke up 
that day planning to conduct routine operations and training. A relatively small number of US 
Army units were deployed in the Balkans and the Sinai desert on peacekeeping missions. But, 
for most Soldiers, the day promised to be much like any other.

For the Army, as well as the entire American nation, the peaceful nature of that day was 

side of the North Tower of the World Trade Center in New York City. Thirty minutes later, an 
American Airlines jet rammed into the South Tower. While the twin towers burned, a third 
airliner slammed into the Pentagon in Washington, DC, and a fourth plane, possibly headed 

3,000 people, most of whom were Americans, were dead.

the radical Islamic terrorist group al-Qaeda as the likely perpetrator of the attacks and began 
preparing the US military for retaliation actions. As the sun set on 11 September 2001, many 
Soldiers realized that their country was now preparing for war and that they would likely be 
called on to act against their country’s enemies.

Many of the world’s governments and international organizations immediately expressed 
outrage and called for solidarity with the United States. The United Nations (UN), the North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), and the European Union all began deliberations on how 

rather than using the previous practice of classifying terrorist acts as crimes. The response 
would thus be a military campaign rather than legal proceedings against individuals. The US 
Government began diplomatic negotiations and military planning to create a Coalition to sup-
port the retaliations against the terrorist network and the nations that hosted it.

In less than a month, the United States had forged a Coalition and begun attacking al-Qaeda 
and its supporters in a variety of ways. The most visible and dramatic means was the military 
campaign that began in early October 2001 against the Taliban regime in Afghanistan and its 
al-Qaeda allies in that country. That campaign—largely improvised and based on the inno-
vative use of Special Operations Forces (SOF) and air power—became known as Operation 
ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF). Like the unconventional attack that provoked it, this cam-

different kind of war.”* This study takes its title from the President’s suggestion that OEF—and 
the broader war on terrorism—would be conducted differently from other American military 
campaigns.

A Different Kind of War is the third volume in the series of contemporary historical accounts 

volumes, On Point and On Point II, offered preliminary histories of the US Army in Operation 
IRAQI FREEDOM (OIF) during initial combat operations against the Saddam regime and the 

*

www. whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2001/09/20010929.html (accessed 8 October 2008).
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campaign that resulted once that regime was toppled in April 2003. A Different Kind of War is 

These preliminary studies are a result of an initiative by senior US Army commanders 
who hoped that historical analysis could help the Army understand its operations in Iraq and 
Afghanistan in a more complete way. In 2005 General Kevin Byrnes, the commander of the 
US Army Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC), and Lieutenant General William 
Wallace, the commander of US Army Combined Arms Center (CAC), directed CSI to produce 
contemporary historical accounts of these campaigns. To create these studies, CSI created the 
Contemporary Operations Study Team (COST), composed of researchers, writers, editors, and 
transcribers, who would conduct interviews with participants in these campaigns, collect primary 
documents from Army units, and transform those materials into coherent historical accounts.

remain manifold. Perhaps the greatest is that the operations that are the focus of CSI’s con-
temporary accounts are ongoing. This not only prevents the historians from writing from the 

methodological basis for research. For example, the dearth of primary sources from Taliban and 
other insurgent forces means that this study does not include accounts of the campaign from 
the adversary’s perspective. Also daunting is that many if not most of the US Army documents 

interviews. While memories never allow for the perfect re-creation of events, the hundreds of 
interviews conducted by CSI with participants in OEF have established a solid foundation on 
which the authors could construct their account of the US Army in Afghanistan.

Another obstacle to the writing of contemporary histories of the Army’s current campaigns 
is the general lack of scholarly secondary sources. The historical literature about the campaign 

of the campaign is CSI’s study of US Army Special Forces (SF) operations in Afghanistan titled 
Weapon of Choice. There are also several good secondary works on Operation ANACONDA, 

-
sonnel involved in the early phases of OEF. Nevertheless, the scholarly literature, other than 
specialized articles in professional military journals, generally does not cover military opera-
tions in Afghanistan after 2002.

A Different Kind of War
of OEF, tracing the development of the Afghanistan campaign from its inception in the fall 
of 2001 through the Afghan parliamentary elections of September 2005. To do so, the study 

three chapters provide the background to the campaign that began in October 2001. Chapter 1 

country with an emphasis on the rise of the Taliban in the 1990s. Chapter 2 explains the national 
strategy promulgated by President Bush in response to the 9/11 attacks and the rapid formula-
tion of US Central Command’s joint and interagency campaign plan to carry out actions against 
the Taliban and al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. The chapter includes a discussion of the political and 
diplomatic complexities that the United States had to master to build a Coalition that would 
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support operations inside Afghanistan as well as the engagement of regional powers such as 
Pakistan, Uzbekistan, and other central Asian republics needed to support the Coalition cam-
paign. Chapter 3 examines the opening phase of OEF, covering the broad effort of staging and 
moving units and equipment to the central Asian theater as well as the preliminary air campaign.

The next three chapters examine the initial ground operations focused on the overthrow 
of the Taliban and the elimination of al-Qaeda. Chapter 4 discusses operations in the north-
ern region of Afghanistan in late 2001 where SOF teams married up with anti-Taliban Afghan 
forces and quickly ended Taliban rule over the area. Chapter 5 examines Coalition ground oper-
ations around the capital of Kabul as well as in the southern and eastern regions of the coun-
try that were the traditional homeland of the Pashtun ethnic group and the Taliban movement. 
This chapter follows the ground campaign in the south and east from the airborne assault near 
Kandahar in October 2001 and the arrival of Hamid Karzai through the ultimately unsuccessful 

and al-Qaeda organized military formations, thus achieving the Coalition’s critical goals of rid-
ding Afghanistan of Taliban rule and the presence of Osama bin Laden’s terrorist organization.

The four chapters that follow focus on the evolution of the campaign in Afghanistan from 
mid-2002 through the parliamentary elections of 2005. Chapter 7 begins with the termina-
tion of ANACONDA and the establishment of Combined Joint Task Force-180 (CJTF-180), 
the command that led the transition to the next phase of the campaign designed to stabilize 
Afghanistan, strengthen the new government and its security forces, and support humanitarian 
and reconstruction operations. Chapter 8 follows the development of the CJTF-180 campaign 
from mid-2002 through the middle of 2003 by looking at security and reconstruction operations 
as well as the effort to establish the Afghan National Army. Chapter 9 examines the creation of 
a new Coalition headquarters called Combined Forces Command–Afghanistan (CFC-A) in late 
2003, that headquarters’ transformation of the Coalition effort in Afghanistan into a counterin-
surgency (COIN) campaign, and the course of that new campaign through the middle of 2004. 
Chapter 10 concludes the narrative portion of the study by focusing on the period between May 

conditions for two critical elections.

of OEF. Although each military campaign is unique, there are key insights offered by the 

in comparable conditions. What will emerge throughout the study is the overriding evolution-
ary nature of the campaign in Afghanistan. If that campaign at its outset appeared to be a dif-

overthrow the Taliban government and the presence of al-Qaeda, those aspects that arguably 
made it unique continued to change after the toppling of the Taliban. This transformation is 

goals of nation building to prevent the return of the Taliban, and then again in 2003 when the 
Coalition effort transitioned to a COIN campaign.

Accompanying this evolution is the changing composition of US forces and command 
structure in Afghanistan. The early emphasis on maintaining a small footprint in Afghanistan 
meant that through the middle of 2002, the number of US troops in the country was less than 
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10,000 Soldiers, the majority of whom lived on large Coalition bases near the city of Kandahar 

division headquarters that served as a CJTF. With the introduction of more conventional forces 
in the middle of 2002, the growing troop commitment, and expanded requirements to work 
with the new Afghan Government and to train Afghan security forces, the US military decided 
to create a larger headquarters (CJTF-180) out of the staff of the XVIII Airborne Corps and 
appoint the corps commander, a three-star general, as the commander.

In 2003, the Coalition added CFC-A as the theater-strategic headquarters that would over-
see CJTF-180 while focusing on synchronizing political affairs and military operations. The 
establishment of CFC-A marked a sea change in the nature of OEF because of its introduction 
of a formal COIN campaign. Largely as a result of this shift, the size of the US troop com-

aviation, logistics, and units dedicated to training security forces established their presence in 
Afghanistan. Further, during this period, the increasing number of US Soldiers began moving 
out of their large bases to live and conduct operations among the population in the southern 
and eastern regions of Afghanistan. However, beginning in 2003, the United States had clearly 
shifted its strategic focus—and the lion’s share of its resources—to Iraq. Thus, the transition 
to COIN had to be accomplished in a theater of operations that was increasingly considered an 

Throughout this period, the American Soldier in Afghanistan displayed a remarkable 

SF teams showed innovation and a high degree of professionalism in their ability to translate 
Coalition air power in support of indigenous Afghan forces into victory over the Taliban. As the 
campaign transitioned after mid-2002, Soldiers and their commanders found themselves con-
ducting a broad set of operations that included security and reconstruction operations as well as 
the training of Afghan forces. With the exception of the security missions, most units deployed 
to Afghanistan in this early period were not trained for these operations. As the Taliban gradu-
ally reasserted itself after 2002 and the Coalition transitioned toward a more comprehensive 
COIN campaign, US commanders found even the conduct of adequate security operations 
challenging given the relatively small numbers of troops available.

A Different Kind of War was written in recognition of the tens of thousands of American 
Soldiers, Marines, Sailors, and Airmen who served in Afghanistan during this period. These 
men and women, along with their Coalition and Afghan allies, endeavored to help Afghanistan 
achieve an amount of political stability and economic progress that would prevent the country 
from becoming a terrorist safe haven in the future. In the process, 122 American Service men 

† Ultimately, all of the 
Soldiers involved in OEF, like their comrades who served in Iraq and their predecessors who 

assisting another people achieve peace and prosperity. The authors of A Different Kind of War 

effort.

†

CASUALTY/castop.htm (accessed 10 April 2009).
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Chapter 1

Afghanistan and the Tribulations of Nationhood 

US military forces began arriving in Afghanistan in October 2001. As they entered the 
country, American Soldiers found they were operating in an austere, rugged, and often beauti-
ful environment. While a small number of specialists in the US Government had maintained a 
close watch on Afghanistan in the years following the Soviet pullout in 1988, the US Armed 
Forces in general had no deep understanding of the country, its population, or its recent his-
tory, which had been marked by civil war and the rise of a radical Islamist regime called the 
Taliban. For many American Soldiers, Afghanistan appeared to be a place of imposing physi-
cal topography inhabited by an unknown people. Assessing the country through Western eyes, 
some Soldiers focused on the unfamiliar quality of the culture with which they began inter-
acting. Major Bryan Hilferty, who deployed to Afghanistan in January 2002 as the Chief of 

the country among those Soldiers who arrived in the early months of Operation ENDURING 
FREEDOM (OEF). Hilferty recalled thinking, “Afghanistan was kind of a blank slate because 
there was no infrastructure there. There were no native newspapers, radios, television, electric-
ity, or anything . . . there was barely water or air.”1

These early perceptions of Afghanistan often dwelled on the alien nature of the country 
and tended to overlook the deeply rooted social, economic, religious, and cultural structures 
that together formed the environment in which American Soldiers soon began operating. This 
chapter examines these often-complex structures to describe the terrain—physical, political, 

the country’s rugged topography, the discussion will then examine Afghanistan’s religious, eth-
nic, and social structures, focusing on the issue of Afghan identity and the evolution of national 

on the country’s political history since the 1970s and the rise of the Taliban movement that 
became the chief adversary to the Coalition’s political and military effort in Afghanistan.

The Lay of the Land
Afghanistan is completely landlocked, bordered by Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and 

Tajikistan to the north; China and Pakistan to the east; Pakistan on the south; and Iran to the 

With a total land area of 252,000 square miles, Afghanistan is roughly the size of the state 
of Texas. This makes the country one-third larger in area than Iraq. That large territory can 

2 The eastern edge contains terrain that is heavily mountainous 
with some peaks in the Pamir Range that are higher than 10,000 feet. The Hindu Kush Range 
begins in the northeast and runs southwest to form part of the high plateau that dominates the 
central part of the country. The capital city of Kabul is located in the Kabul River Valley on 
the southeastern edge of this plateau. North of the high central region is the Turkoman Plain, 
characterized by relatively arid terrain. To the west are the more fertile lowlands that border on 
Iran, and to the southwest, running from the Hindu Kush foothills to the Pakistani border south 
of the city of Kandahar, scrubland and desert dominate.
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3 Fertile 
areas are located primarily in the river valleys although irrigation has allowed for the expan-
sion of farming into other sections, especially in the southwest. Traditional Afghan irrigation 
practices involve the use of buried irrigation canals, sometimes located 20 feet or more below 

corn. Poppies, grown for the production of opium, became a commonly cultivated crop in the 
20th century, especially in the south.

Transportation and communication in this mountainous and rural country has always been 

travel across the mid-section of the country slow. Slow construction of roads has exacerbated 
the situation. The main ground transportation artery is the Ring Road, actually a network of 
roads and highways of varying quality that roughly traces a circle around the circumference of 

Figure 1. Afghanistan base map.
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Afghanistan. The road connects the capital of Kabul to Kandahar in the southwest. From there, 
it runs westward to Farah and then north to Herat near the Iranian border. At Herat, the road 
turns east and runs toward the cities of Konduz and Mazar-e Sharif in the north-central part 
of Afghanistan. The rough terrain in the northern part of the country prevented the road from 
connecting with the capital. However, the Salang Road does link Kabul with Konduz and the 
northern border of Afghanistan. When American forces arrived in the fall of 2001, the Ring 
Road was damaged, but essentially still intact; even so, many of the country’s other paved 
roads had been almost totally destroyed during the Soviet occupation of the 1980s.

Afghanistan’s rugged topography and minimal transportation infrastructure have prevented 

at times. During the course of its history, Afghanistan has been the target of many invading 
forces. The mountains and the lack of roads have prevented outsiders from using military force 
to dominate the country. Moreover, for Afghan irregular forces, who for centuries have fought 
ferociously to expel outsiders, the terrain served as sanctuary from which they could attack 
invading armies, making their hold on the country tenuous.

Afghan Ethnic and Religious Structures

Afghans are united by their Islamic faith, ethnic and tribal identities divide them. These serious 
differences have led some to question whether the Afghan nation truly exists. This section 
describes the key identities and structures that dominate Afghan life as a means of describing 
the culture in which America Soldiers began operating in 2001.

Figure 2. Afghanistan map showing Ring Road.
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To be sure, scholars recognize that the process of nation building began in Afghanistan 
as early as 1747 and continued until the country became formally independent of Britain in 
1919. The centuries of Afghanistan’s existence as a state appear to have fostered at least some 
measure of national identity. Some have found evidence of this identity in expressions like the 
one made by a tribal elder from Nangarhar province, near the country’s eastern border with 
Pakistan: “Without our land, there is no food; without our water, there is no life; without our 

we are not Afghans.”4 Shah M. Tarzi, like many Western Afghan scholars, avoids suggesting 
that “the Afghan people lack a sense of national consciousness.”5 Tarzi instead suggests that 
the Afghan sense of national identity derives from “the persistent historical pattern of foreign 
intervention” that predated formation of the Afghan state in 1747 (under Ahmad Shah Abdali) 
and continues into the modern era.6

Perhaps the best recent example of outside intervention serving as a uniting force is that 
offered by the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979. The Soviets turned what had 

Figure 3. Ethnic map.
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Afghans against a foreign invader.7 The intervention from outside appears to have reawakened 
a very real, if sometimes dormant, sense of patriotism that historically seemed to surface in 
Afghanistan’s response to foreign threats. The Soviet experience evokes an anecdote from a 
previous foreign intervention in Afghan affairs. In 1809 a British envoy to the Afghan throne 
suggested that Afghans could enjoy a better, more peaceful quality of life if only their monarchy 
would accept British guidance. An elder gave this response to the envoy: “We are content with 
discord, we are content with alarms, we are content with blood . . . but we will never be content 
with a master.”8

While this story is perhaps apocryphal, it does capture the role of division in Afghan 
life. These differences have become the focal point for those scholars intent on arguing that 
Afghanistan does not constitute a nation. One specialist in Afghan affairs, Larry P. Goodson, 
has asserted, “Afghanistan has never been a homogenous nation but rather a collection of 
disparate groups divided along ethnic, linguistic, religious, and racial lines and forced together 
by the vagaries of geopolitics.”9 The remainder of this section examines how the identities that 
compete with Afghan nationality shape social structures and practices in Afghanistan. 

Ethnicity

“the most important contextual factor shaping Afghanistan today, as it has been throughout 
Afghanistan’s history.”10 The mix of ethnic groups that settled there was a product of the multiple 
invading forces that entered Afghanistan over the centuries and decided to stay. In this sense, 
Afghanistan became the ethnic crossroads of central Asia and by the 20th century featured six 
prominent ethnic groups and many smaller ethnic communities. The most important of these 
groups are the Pashtuns, the Hazara, the Tajiks, the Uzbeks, the Turkomen, and the Kirghiz.

Ethnic identities served as the foundation for more than just cultural differences, however. 
Louis Dupree, a historian of Afghanistan, has asserted that internal discord, caused by ethnic 
strife, is a key characteristic of the country’s history.11 Goodson agrees and suggests that the 
differences in ethnicity prevented Afghan society from uniting except in dire circumstances:

Afghanistan’s ethnic mixture has traditionally known a high propensity for 
violence, often between ethnic groups, subtribes, and even cousins. Only 
outside threats seem to unite the Afghans, and those alliances are temporary 

return to regular patterns of traditional warfare.12

What emerges from these scholarly accounts is a picture of a country that is historically more 
accustomed to political division than political unity. Further, those divisions along ethnic lines 

These patterns, rooted in centuries of history, remained a vibrant part of Afghanistan life as the 
21st century began.

Any discussion of Afghanistan’s ethnic groups must begin with the Pashtuns. They are 
the largest and historically dominant of the country’s groups, comprising approximately 40 
percent of the country’s total estimated population of 27 million. In addition to their dominant 
position in present-day Afghanistan, the Pashtuns are also responsible for the founding of the 
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area around what is today southern Afghanistan and northwestern Pakistan thousands of years 
ago. As an ethnic group, they are divided into several large tribal groups—the most important 
of which are the Ghilzai and the Durrani—and many smaller tribal and clan communities. 
In addition to these internal divisions, the Pashtun people are further divided by a political 
boundary: the border between Afghanistan and Pakistan. That frontier, arbitrarily created by 
the British Government in 1893, divides the Pashtuns, placing them under the jurisdiction of 
two countries.

the Pashtuns: the Pashto language and the Pashtun code of behavior called Pashtunwali. The 
code is actually a combination or synthesis of many tribal codes focused on several common 
denominators that stress the importance of kinship ties, tradition, and localism. One pair of 
prominent scholars of Afghanistan have noted its focus on ensuring the legacy of the people, 
stating that Pashtunwali is “simple but demanding. Group survival is its primary imperative. 
It demands vengeance against injury or insult to one’s kin, chivalry, and hospitality toward 
the helpless and unarmed strangers, bravery in battle, and openness and integrity in individual 
behavior.”13 Among the Pashtuns themselves, discord, feuds, and violence often dominated 
intertribal and intratribal relations. Pashtunwali established the means of settling these 
disagreements and creating peace: “Much honor is given to Pashtuns who can successfully 
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arbitrate the feuds that are endemic among them. Fines and blood money are devices frequently 
used to limit violence among rival families. Pashtunwali is a code that limits anarchy among a 
fractious but vital people.”14

An aspect of the code that would come to play an important role in OEF was its establishment 
of the jirga, an all-male council or assembly of tribal elders that met to discuss and settle 
matters, both public and private. At the national level, the Pashtuns would sometimes convene 
a loya (grand) jirga to decide particularly critical problems of broad consequence. Goodson 
underscored the importance of this venerable form of representative assembly by chronicling 
a January 1987 incident that occurred near Peshawar, Pakistan: “A jirga of elders had settled 
a case in Pakistan’s Khyber Agency concerning the construction of a road. When they went to 

these murders instantly rendered the perpetrator a pariah, “because it symbolically represented 
the rejection of tribal will. The killer became an outlaw in the truest sense of the word, having 
rejected both the government and his tribe.”15 According to Goodson, the relationship between 
the Pashtunwali and jirga is that “as the Pashtunwali provided a code of behavior for the Afghan 
tribes, so the jirga . . . provided a form of government.”16

In 2001, as US planners began to consider military and political actions in Afghanistan, the 
importance of the Pashtuns was not overlooked. The Taliban, the Afghan Islamist movement 
that had taken power in Afghanistan in the late 1990s, had originated among Pashtun tribes near 
the city of Kandahar. Additionally, in 2001, the Taliban regime remained heavily dominated by 
the Pashtuns. Perhaps more important was the decision by Coalition leaders to support Hamid 

Key Values of Pashtunwali 
 
 
Hewad—Love and defense of Pashtun people (or Pashtun “nation”) 
 
Nang—Honor 
 
Meranah—Manhood 
 
Milmastia—Hospitality and protection for all guests 
 
Nanawati—Requirement to provide asylum even to bitter enemies if requested 
 
Namus—Defense of the honor of women 
 
Badal—Action taken to avenge a death or honor of a woman 
 
Jirga—Use of councils to settle feuds and other matters 
 
 

Larry P. Goodson, Afghanistan’s Endless War: 
State Failure, Regional Politics, and the Rise of the Taliban  

(Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2001) 
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Karzai as the leader of the new government that replaced the Taliban. Karzai, a Pashtun of the 
Durrani tribe, was a native of Kandahar and had close relationships with other key Pashtun 
leaders throughout Afghanistan. For many within the Coalition leadership, Karzai represented 
the best chance of forming a lasting representative and stable government in Afghanistan. They 
certainly had taken notice of Karzai’s ethnicity in championing his candidacy.

Second to the Pashtuns in size are the Tajiks, composing approximately 27 percent of 
the population. This ethnic group, which speaks a Persian language called Dari, is centered 
in the northeast of the country, but its people also inhabit the strategically important Panjshir 
Valley northeast of Kabul as well as the capital itself.17 Although originally a rural people 
who practiced animal husbandry and farming, over the last several centuries many Tajiks have 
moved to urban centers, especially Kabul. As a result, some Tajiks are now less connected to 
their tribal groups.

Located in the central portion of Afghanistan, an area that includes the city of Bamian and 
known as the Hazarajat, is the next largest ethnic group—the Hazara. This group makes up 
about 10 percent of the population, speaks a dialect of Dari, and may be the descendants of the 
Mongol armies that invaded Afghanistan in the 13th century. Because they are Shia Muslims, 
the Hazara have periodically been the victims of religious discrimination, which has led to 
the movement of some in this group to western Pakistan and eastern Iran. The Taliban, for 
example, began targeting the Hazara in the late 1990s because of their Shia faith. Exacerbating 
confessional differences is the history of Pashtun attempts to subjugate the Hazara, campaigns 
that led to a series of Hazara uprisings in the 19th and 20th centuries.

The Uzbeks, situated primarily in Afghanistan’s northern provinces, comprise the next 
largest ethnic population. Their traditional lands lie in the region between the northern ridges 
of the Hindu Kush Mountain Range and the Amu Darya (or Oxus) River, which forms the 
boundary between Afghanistan and the states of Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. Possessing 
Mongoloid features, they speak Uzbek, a Turkic language, and share their culture with fellow 
Uzbeks in Uzbekistan.18

up another 10 percent of the population. These two groups range across the northwestern region 
of Afghanistan. While the Aimaqs have a language similar to Dari, the Turkomen speak a 
Turkic language and maintain close ethnic and cultural ties to Turkmenistan, another former 
Soviet Republic that neighbors Afghanistan.

It is important to note that a feature shared by most of the large ethnic groups within 

history: “Because all of Afghanistan’s major ethnic groups either straddle the border with 
neighboring countries or have ethnolinguistic-religious ties to groups in [those] countries, all 
of those countries have built-in incentives for meddling in Afghanistan’s internal affairs.”19 
Interference from a number of Afghanistan’s neighbors would prove to be both helpful and a 
hindrance once Coalition forces arrived in 2001.

Religion
Islam is the faith of Afghanistan. As noted earlier, this generally helped unite groups of 

the population that have distinct ethnic differences. However, there are various sects within 
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Islam and ways of practicing the faith that are of great importance, especially in the type of 
campaign the US forces began in 2001. In a study of the Taliban movement published in 2001, 
Pakistani journalist Ahmed Rashid characterized the type of Islam traditionally practiced in 
Afghanistan as “immensely tolerant—to other Muslim sects, other religions, and modern life-
styles. [Religious leaders] were never known to push Islam down people’s throats and sectari-
anism was not a political issue until recently.”20 Other scholars agree and have emphasized the 
willingness of Afghan Muslims to incorporate local practice and thought.21 Goodson, arguing 
that Afghans have historically rejected radical interpretations of Islam that would hold up the 
faith as the single guide for life, stated, “The vast majority of [Afghans] believe but are not 
particularly religious.”22

Despite these conventions, religious divisions were important. Roughly 80 percent of the 
population of Afghanistan practiced the Sunni form of Islam. The rest were Shia. As noted 
above, the Shia faith of the Hazara people made them a minority that the Sunni Pashtun major-
ity sometimes treated with harshness. Within the larger Sunni community, there sometimes 

held important political positions in the country.23 More radical sects, such as the Wahabbi 

the Taliban in the 1990s.

Perhaps most important in this discussion of Islam and Afghanistan is the critical tenet of 

force behind the insurgency of the mujahideen against the Soviets in the 1980s. A later sec-

powerful in 2001 when military forces from Christian countries of the West began appearing in 
Afghanistan. Religion in general and the desire to not appear as a large non-Muslim occupation 

Afghanistan and the Outside World, 1800–1979
Afghanistan’s location in central Asia, astride the ancient caravan routes that connected 

east Asia with Europe and Africa and close to the rich lands of the Indian subcontinent, gave 
the country a strategic importance that was obvious to many outsiders. Alexander the Great, 
who in the 4th century B.C. led his army to the area that would later take the name Afghanistan, 

parts of central Asia also sought to add the region to their empires. They often succeeded, at 
least temporarily. Between the years 400 and 1700 A.D., Afghanistan came under the power of 
rulers such as Genghis Kahn, Tamerlane, and Babur the Tiger.

But by the end of the 18th century, an independent Afghan kingdom had managed to 
emerge under the leadership of a Pashtun monarchy that managed the querulous Pashtun 
tribes while also attempting to subjugate the other ethnic groups in the region. As a series of 
Pashtun rulers consolidated power into the 19th century, their territory became a focal point 
in the imperial rivalries of European colonial powers. Both Great Britain and Russia began 
to view Afghanistan as a critical buffer to their expanding empires. The British, increasingly 
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concerned about Russian designs on their colony in India, sought control over the Afghan 
kingdom. Likewise, the Russians viewed Afghanistan as an obstacle to British expansion in 

powers would partake in what historians have labeled the Great Game—the contest for control 
over Afghanistan that featured diplomacy, espionage, saber-rattling, and overt military force.24 
While the two Great Powers never went to war with each other directly, they did use violence 
and coercion in the Afghan kingdom to achieve their interests.

War, a British force marched north from Indian territories to install a monarch on the throne 
who would be favorable to British interests. In 1840, after capturing the recalcitrant Afghan 
king Dost Muhammad and exiling him to India, the British Army established a garrison in the 
capital of Kabul to protect the newly installed Afghan ruler. In any event, by 1841 popular 
discontent among the Afghan population compelled the force to leave Kabul and attempt to 
march back to British-controlled territory. Along the way, thousands of British and Indian 
soldiers met their deaths at the hands of Afghan tribesmen.

This disaster did little to deter British aspirations in central Asia. In 1859 Great Britain 
annexed Baluchistan, a region located south and southwest of Afghanistan, making it a part 
of India’s Northwest Frontier provinces. After becoming concerned about rising Russian 

the Treaty of Gandamak in 1879 in which the Afghan kingdom ceded control of its foreign 
policy to the British Government, and agreed to accept British military presence in Kabul. 

British. At the Battle of Kandahar in 1880, the only major engagement in what became known 
as the second Anglo-Afghan War, a British military victory sealed the political fate of Afghan 
independence.

In the three decades that passed between the Treaty of Gandamak and the Outbreak of 
World War I, Great Britain and Russia eventually reached an accord for central Asia that kept 
relations stable. Afghan domestic politics, nevertheless, were marked by an instability partly 

the Afghan ruler Habibullah Khan was replaced by King Amanullah Kahn, who wasted little 
time before initiating the third Anglo-Afghan War by ordering the Afghan Army to attack south 
into British-held territory. British forces, weakened by 4 years of war in Europe, struggled to 

hostilities and signed the Treaty of Rawalpindi that granted Afghanistan full independence.

Independence and Invasion

working within what was ostensibly a constitutional monarchy, launched efforts to modernize 
some of the country’s institutions. Foreign aid provided by Western powers was key in this 
process. As the Cold War heated up, Afghanistan attracted the attention of both the United 
States and the Soviet Union. Both Cold War protagonists contributed funds and advisors to 
Afghanistan in an effort to make the country an ally in Asia. However, by the 1960s the Soviet 
Union had forged a closer relationship with Afghanistan by offering military equipment and 
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infrastructure.

Saur Revolution of April 1978 created a Communist regime called the Democratic Republic 
of Afghanistan (DRA). Leading the Communist party—the People’s Democratic Party 
of Afghanistan (PDPA)—was Mohammed Taraki, who became head of state. Shortly after 
assuming power, Taraki signed a treaty with the Soviet Union, and Soviet military advisors 
soon began working with Afghan military units. The new Afghan Communist regime did enjoy 
some support in urban areas of Afghanistan, but quickly alienated the more traditional rural 
areas because of its introduction of sweeping social reforms.25 The insurrection that resulted 

Amin, who also failed in suppressing dissent. Concerned about a rebellious Islamic territory on 
its southern border, Soviet leader Leonid Brezhnev made the decision to invade Afghanistan on 
27 December 1979 with a contingent of 30,000 troops that included airborne units and special 
forces.26 Larger, more powerful mechanized units soon followed, and by early 1980 there were 
close to 90,000 Soviet troops in Afghanistan.

By 1979 maintaining control over Afghanistan had become a paramount strategic goal for 
Soviet leadership for two reasons. That year marked the radical Islamist revolution in Iran, 
a movement that threatened to spread to the rest of the Muslim world, especially to those 
Muslim parts of the Soviet Union that were located near Iran. In Soviet eyes, a stable Afghan 
Government could serve as a bulwark to the spread of the Islamic revolutionary threat. In 
addition, 1979 saw the rise of the Solidarity Labor Union in Poland, a far different movement 
but one almost as threatening to the Soviet empire. For the Soviet leadership, a strong military 
move in Afghanistan would send a message to the Poles and other eastern European satellite 
states that the Soviet Union would act against any power that appeared to be attempting to 
leave Soviet orbit. The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan reinforced the Brezhnev doctrine 
established after the Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia in 1968 to end forcefully the “Prague 
Spring” and the potential loss of the country as a client state.

To a large degree, Soviet leadership hoped to model the Afghanistan intervention on the 
invasion of Czechoslovakia. In 1968 Brezhnev had not sought to occupy the eastern European 
state for any length of time. Instead, the use of military power was intended to be short termed 
and focused on installing a new government in Prague that would return the country securely 
to the Soviet fold. In this sense, the 1968 intervention was successful. Soviet and other Warsaw 
Pact forces did not face an armed resistance from the Czechoslovak population and were able 
to withdraw relatively soon after their arrival.

However, as much as the Soviet political and military leadership hoped to use the 1968 
intervention in Czechoslovakia as a template for the Afghanistan invasion, the Afghan 
population responded far differently than did the Czechs and the Slovaks. In reaction to this 
invasion by an outside non-Islamic power, Afghan society broke along the fractures that had 
already appeared in the previous 2 years. Some Afghans, especially those associated with the 
Marxist party, remained Soviet partners. The Soviet leadership, for its part, viewed the Afghan 
partnership as crucial to achieving its goals in Afghanistan. According to Dr. Robert Baumann, 
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command of the intervention believed their primary mission to be the “resuscitation” of the 
Afghan Government and its military forces while avoiding the commitment of a large force to 
a lengthy campaign.27

Other Afghans ensured that the incursion of the non-Islamic power to the north would be 
neither short nor easy. Not long after the Soviets arrived, small bands of guerrillas emerged from 
the population to oppose the foreign invaders. Known as mujahideen or “holy warriors,” these 

Lightly armed and untrained in conventional tactics, mujahideen bands could hardly stand toe-
to-toe when matched against Soviet formations, whose mobility and technology allowed them 

time-proven tactics of the insurgent: ambush, retreat, and gradual wearing down of the enemy’s 

highways to keep lines of communication open. This approach allowed Afghan forces to engage 
the guerrillas. Still, as the mujahideen resistance continued in the early 1980s and the Afghan 
Army proved less than capable of meeting that resistance, Soviet forces began mounting large-
scale operations in the countryside with the goal of suppressing the guerrilla forces. Gradually, 
the Soviet approach became that of the counterinsurgent. Even so, the counterinsurgency 
campaign mounted by the Soviet command did not try to win support from the population, but 
instead focused on destroying the mujahideen by eliminating the rural population that supported 
the guerrillas. To do this, the Soviet and Afghan air forces relied heavily on air power, bombing 
villages, irrigation systems, grain storage facilities, and other elements of the rural infrastructure. 
As a result, by 1985 tens of thousands of Afghans had died in these attacks and nearly 5 million 

By the mid-1980s the Soviet leadership had also increased the number of soldiers inside 
Afghanistan to approximately 100,000. While often successful in temporarily removing the 
guerrilla presence, Soviet operations led to a relatively high number of casualties. Indeed, by 
1984 Soviet forces were suffering thousands of deaths per year.28 In any event, Soviet units 
usually chose not to hold the terrain, returning instead to bases near urban areas. This practice 
meant that control of the ground quickly reverted to the mujahideen.29

The decision in 1986 by the US Government to clandestinely aid the Afghan guerrillas by 

into Afghanistan, the United States empowered the mujahideen to blunt Soviet aerial assaults.30 
While these weapons were not enough to forcibly eject the Soviets from Afghanistan, the 
introduction of these systems marked a shift in US policy and symbolized the extent to which 

or personnel had been directly committed to the Soviet-Afghan War. By 1986 not only was the 

its intelligence arm, the Inter Services Intelligence (ISI), to channel arms and other support to 
the mujahideen. Forging the US-ISI military aid pipeline established the Pakistani Government 
as the most important regional player in the anti-Soviet resistance by giving it the power to 
determine which rebel groups received support and for setting priorities for distributing military 
supplies.
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But Pakistan did more than provide weaponry to the mujahideen. The Pakistani Government 
allowed its tribal areas centered on the city of Peshawar in the northwest region of the country to 
become a headquarters for the mujahideen. Afghan guerrilla leaders not only met in Peshawar 

provinces closest to the Afghan border. Moreover, the Pakistanis tacitly encouraged Muslim 
mujahideen from across the Islamic world to use their territory to organize and travel to 

tens of thousands of Muslim men from 43 Islamic countries in the Middle East, Africa, central 
Asia, and east Asia arrived to help the Afghan mujahideen. Although only a portion were 
Arab by ethnicity, these foreign volunteers came to be called “Arab Afghans” and contributed 

31

While the Soviet and Afghan forces did celebrate some victories after 1986, the situation 
in Afghanistan increasingly took on the character of a stalemate that the new Soviet leader, 
Mikhail Gorbachev, believed was not tenable. By 1987 Gorbachev had decided to withdraw 

not defeated that army, the guerrillas had certainly made it impossible for the Soviets and their 
Afghan allies to exert political or military control over Afghanistan, thus preventing the Soviet 

in Afghanistan. The Soviets increased the scale of their military actions in 1987 and early 
1988, including one multidivision operation called Magistral aimed at Paktia province in the 

country. Historian Lester Grau summarized the Soviet experience in Afghanistan by casting 
the country as the site “where a modern, mechanized army tried to defeat a guerrilla force on 
rugged terrain in the middle of a civil war. Despite their best efforts, [the Soviet soldiers] were 

32

Post-Soviet Afghanistan and the Rise of the Taliban
When the Soviets pulled out of Afghanistan, they left behind a puppet Communist regime 

that remained intact for a short time because of a continued presence of Soviet aid and advisors. 
At its helm stood Dr. Najibullah Ahmadzai, the former head of the KHAD, the Afghan security 
service that bore some similarity to the Soviet KGB.33 Najibullah was last in a string of leaders 
the Soviets installed in the wake of the 1979 invasion and notwithstanding his former reputa-
tion as a hard-liner, he had little choice but to initiate a National Reconciliation Campaign that 
sought to broaden the base of popular support for his government. His regime suffered from 
lack of legitimacy, and would last only as long as Soviet benefactors were willing and able to 
offer support.

For their part, the mujahideen, though fragmented, continued to scorn any contact with 

unremitting brutality. Still, during this period at least some guerrilla factions formed temporary 
alliances with the government. More than anything else, the reconciliation drive bought time to 
orchestrate the Soviet withdrawal and permitted the Afghan regime to reorganize itself to meet 
the problems it would face alone following the Soviet Army’s departure.

If collapse of the Najibullah government was not a forgone conclusion when the Soviets left, 
it was fated to last only as long as the Soviet state, and in the end survived the demise of the Soviet 
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Union by little more than 2 months. What ensued after 1991 was a continuance of the struggle 
for mastery in Afghanistan with various factions of the mujahideen competing for power. This 
period, sometimes referred to as the mujahideen interregnum, left Afghanistan in chaos.

Two factions were of particular importance in this period. Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, a Pashtun, 
led a contingent called the Hezb-i-Islami that was itself 75-percent Pashtun and found most 
of its support in northeastern Afghanistan and within Pakistan’s Afghan refugee population.34 
Other factions would break way from Hekmatyar’s party to form half a dozen splinter parties 
operating out of Pakistan; but, until the rise of the Taliban, the Hezb-i-Islami remained one of 
the most prominent.

The second was the Jamiat-e Islami, a faction comprised primarily of Afghans from the 
northern minority groups, especially Tajiks and Uzbeks. Prominent within the ranks of this more 
northern-based faction, besides its Tajik leader, Burnahuddin Rabbani, were General Ahmed 
Shah Massoud, a former police chief of Herat, and Ismail Khan, also of Herat. Religious biases 
complicated the ethnic divide between the northern and southern (mainly Pashtun) factions.

Hekmatyar’s Hezb-i-Islami was both more organizationally close-knit and ideologically 
strident in its Islamic zeal than was the Jamiat party. Still, Rabbani’s forces were formidable. 
Indeed, the chaos of the mujahideen interregnum broke out partially because in 1992 Kabul fell 
to a non-Pashtun force composed of Tajik forces under Burnahuddin Rabbani and Ahmad Shah 
Massoud combined with Uzbek forces under General Abdul Rashid Dostum. Hekmatyar and 
the Pashtuns could not tolerate this event. Allowing Kabul to remain in those hands raised the 

ruling it. Hekmatyar’s response was to besiege Kabul and unleash artillery barrages on the city’s 
residential areas, which predictably cost the lives of thousands of civilian noncombatants.35

Out of the factions that fought in the interregnum emerged a small group of politically 
unsophisticated Islamic fundamentalists that became known as the Taliban. Eventually, the 
Taliban evolved into a force that eclipsed others and eventually seized the reins of power in 
Afghanistan when it captured Kabul in late 1996.

The root of the Taliban rise to power lies not within Afghanistan but in Pakistan. Throughout 
the 1980s and 1990s, as the Afghan refugee population grew inside Pakistan, an entire gen-
eration of young men was exposed to a fundamentalist version of Islam taught in the many 
madrassas (religious schools) that thrived in the Pashtun areas around Peshawar. That interpre-
tation of Islam, combined with the lack of employment opportunities available to refugees and 
the culture of violence that had developed among the mujahideen, contributed to the creation 
of groups that sought simple, often violent, answers to Afghanistan’s problems.

This generation of youth, most of whom were Pashtuns, would play a key role in the rise 
of the Taliban and the shaping of their approach to political rule. In 1995, on the eve of the 
Taliban victory, journalist Ahmed Rashid encountered young Taliban soldiers and found them 
quite different from the older, more traditional Afghans:

These boys were a world apart from the [mujahideen] whom I had got to 
know during the 1980s—men who could recount their tribal and clan lineages, 
remembered their abandoned farms and valleys with nostalgia and recounted 
legends and stories from Afghan history. These boys were from a generation 
who had never seen their country at peace. . . . They had no memories of their 
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tribes, their elders, their neighbors nor the complex ethnic mix of peoples that 
often made up their villages and their homeland. These boys were what the 
war had thrown up like the sea’s surrender on the beach of history. . . . Many 
of these young warriors did not even know the history of their own country or 
the story of the jihad against the Soviets.36

Rashid then suggested that the version of Islam taught by the madrassas in the Pashtun regions 
was “the only prop [the young Taliban men] could hang onto which gave their lives some 
meaning.”37

By 1994 these young men had begun their climb to political power. For the better part of 
that year, Afghanistan remained mired in the midst of the civil war. Burnahuddin Rabbani set 
up what amounted to a Tajik government in Kabul, and assumed the duties as its nominal presi-
dent, although his own forces controlled only Kabul and the northeast, thus limiting his actual 
political authority. Other regional leaders and their militias held sway over the other regions 
of the country, and the dominant ethnic group remaining, the Pashtuns, suffered from divided 
leadership.

-
tial membership of this loosely organized group formed in the region around Kandahar and 
were united in their disillusionment with the mujahideen leadership. Many were young gradu-
ates of the madrassas, and because of this common experience, they took the name “Taliban,” 
an Arabic term that refers to students of the Islamic faith. The leader of the group, Mullah 
Mohammad Omar, came from a poor family, had been educated in a traditional madrassa, and 
in the 1980s opened his own madrassa in Kandahar province.

The men who formed the original core of the Taliban had learned and imparted a version 
-

ment have emphasized that the madrassa education instilled in Pakistan focused on returning 
Afghan society to an imagined premodern period in which a purer form of Islam was practiced 
by a more righteous Muslim society. This made the Taliban approach to governance somewhat 
utopian in its attempt to battle the enemies of modernity and nonorthodoxy.38

Originally an inchoate group of disgruntled mujahideen, the Taliban came together more 
formally in 1994 when Omar organized an attack against a local warlord who had kidnapped 
and raped several local girls.39 The group received a boost later that year when attempts by 
Pakistan’s Government to bolster Pakistani involvement in the Afghan economy were rebuffed 
by all of the major mujahideen factions. The Taliban, however, started collaborating with 
Pakistani interests and began a campaign in 1994 to gain control of southern Afghanistan to 
help establish a new trade route from the Pakistani border to Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan. 

November Taliban leaders had used bribes, force, and threats of force to secure a truck route 
through central Afghanistan.

The Taliban’s backers could not have been more pleased with their performance. More 
importantly, as the word about the Taliban actions and their theology spread, the movement 
began attracting large numbers of recruits. One scholar contends that by the beginning of 1995 
approximately 12,000 men from both Afghanistan and Pakistan had traveled to the Kandahar 
area to join Mullah Mohammad Omar.40
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At this stage of the struggle, there existed three geopolitical centers of gravity in Afghanistan. 

city of Herat where the formidable warlord Ismail Khan enjoyed Iranian support and held sway 
over three provinces considered by Iran to be in its strategic backyard. The third focus was 
Kabul, where President Rabbani’s government clung to power thanks mainly to troops under 
the command of Ahmed Shah Massoud.

In the months that followed the attack on Hekmatyar’s forces, the Taliban won control—at 
least temporarily—of 12 out of Afghanistan’s 31 provinces. As they moved toward Kabul, 

41 As this untrained group of soldiers 
marched, they opened roads, disarmed local populations, and restored order by introducing a 
strict version of Sharia law. Their success was almost completely unexpected and continued 

Omar’s men. The Taliban met stiff resistance, but through a combination of bribery and 
exploitation of local rivalries that province fell early in 1995. By February they were within 
striking distance of Kabul and prepared to attack.

Hekmatyar’s forces, strung out between Kandahar and Kabul, became trapped between 
government forces to the north and the Taliban to the south. Prior to the Taliban advance, 
different Kabul neighborhoods had been occupied by contending mujahideen forces. With 
Hekmatyar trapped, Massoud decided to confront his remaining enemies in serial fashion, 

Fearing for their position in Kabul, the Hazara leadership made a deal with the approaching 
Taliban. However, in the turmoil that began when the Taliban entered the capital, the Hazara 
leader was detained and murdered by Taliban soldiers.42 This won the Taliban the undying 
enmity of the Hazaras, who evened the score 2 years later by massacring thousands of Taliban 
prisoners.

During the rest of 1995, Taliban fortunes waxed and waned. Massoud’s forces pushed the 
Taliban out of Kabul in March. That same month, Mullah Mohammad Omar’s advance toward 
the city of Herat came to a halt when it ran into Ismail Khan’s ground forces backed by air 
power provided by Massoud. Taliban losses mounted as their poorly equipped and untrained 
soldiers clashed with armies that were more modern and better organized. By the fall, a steady 
stream of volunteers, many from madrassas in Pakistan, had replenished the movement’s ranks 
and the Taliban leadership renewed the pressure on Herat. In September the assault on the city 

With Kandahar and Herat now under the control of the Mullah Omar’s upstart army, much 
of the country had fallen under the sway of the Taliban. As long as the capital belonged to 
Massoud and the Tajiks, however, the Taliban could not truly assert themselves as rulers of 
Afghanistan. Aided by support from both Pakistan and Saudi Arabia, the Taliban leadership 
planned a campaign that would lead to an assault on the capital from several directions. 
Launched in September 1996, that attack forced Massoud to evacuate his forces from the city 
and deploy them to the north. Kabul was then turned over to the Taliban.

Before leaving the city, General Massoud offered former Communist President Najibullah 
safe passage out, but he declined, opting instead to seek asylum through United Nations 
(UN) channels. When that arrangement fell through, the Taliban punctuated their conquest 
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by murdering Najibullah in a barbaric fashion—hanging his body from a light pole near the 
UN compound in the capital.43 Shortly thereafter, the Taliban leadership also imposed death 
sentences (in absentia) on Dostum, Rabbani, and Massoud, but lacked the practical means of 
carrying out these executions.

The Taliban’s Reign of Militant Islam
Massoud and other forces—collectively known as the Northern Alliance (NA)—continued 

their resistance in the northern reaches of the country from late 1996 until the attacks on the 
World Trade Center and Pentagon in September 2001. The Taliban ruled most of Afghanistan, 
creating and asserting new political, legal, and social policies based on their interpretation of 
Islam. As an indicator of things to come, within 24 hours after capturing Kabul, they began 
to proscribe the rights and privileges of women as part of an overarching plan to impose their 
narrow interpretation of Sharia law.

The Taliban creed claimed to be apolitical, universal, and all encompassing. According 
to Ahmed Rashid, the core members of the Taliban “rejected nationalism, ethnicity, tribal 
segmentation, and feudal class structure in favor of a new Muslim internationalism which 
would reunite the Muslim world.”44 The success of this approach depended on the purity and 

grounded in, for example, a system of checks and balances. While claiming to be unique, the 
all-embracing ideology of their revolution demanded change from the top down rather than 
attempting to accommodate the myriad social, ethnic, and racial strands that comprised the 
fabric of Afghan culture.

Some actions taken by the Taliban resonated with Afghan Muslims; others did not. To the 
extent that they reigned in fractious warlords who recognized only their own authority, the 
Taliban’s actions were welcomed. Still, as Rashid and other scholars have noted, that Islamic 
tradition “does not sanction the killing of fellow Muslims on the basis of ethnicity or sect 
[which certainly occurred after they came to power], and it is this, the Taliban interpretation of 
jihad, which appalls the non-Pashtuns.”45

The Taliban remained something of an enigma. They emerged from obscurity in 1994, 
ruled for 6 years, and then were ousted by Coalition forces. One journalist suggested that, at the 
time of their 2001 defeat, the Taliban “were not much better understood than they were when 

46 To some they represented less an enigma than an anomaly: “The Taliban 
interpretation of Islam, jihad, and social transformation was an anomaly in Afghanistan because 
the movement’s rise echoed none of the leading Islamist trends that had emerged through the 

had emerged in Afghanistan between 1979 and 1994.”47

Still other scholars of Afghanistan thought they could discern continuity in the Taliban: 
the tendency of the majority ethnic group to assert hegemony over a heterogeneous society 
and state to rule it effectively. The Pashtun reliance on leaders like Mullah Mohammad Omar 
and their treatment of minorities represent a new version of an old refrain, which a writer for 
the International Institute for the Study of Islam (ISIM) called person-centered politics. This 
view holds that, ironically, even as Mullah Mohammad Omar donned the reputed Cloak of the 
Prophet Mohammed in Kandahar to accept the title of Commander of the Faithful, he acted 
within a historical tradition “consistent with a kin-based mode of Pashtun tribal social and 
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came to dominate the Afghanistan in the mid-18th century.”48 One meaningful way of interpret-
ing the Taliban rise to power is to view it as the Pashtun choosing one of their own who was 
renowned for his piety and simplicity to rule Afghanistan. Although these two events occurred 
centuries apart, they shared a common denominator: Pashtun hegemony.

An important distinction here is the difference between state formation and state failure. It 
is not that a nation-state never evolved in Afghanistan; rather, most scholars view the country 
as a failed state whose infrastructure has been destroyed or rendered ineffective by war and 
other disasters. As M. Nazif Shahrani explained, “The primary reason for the failure has been 
the unwillingness or inability of the leadership to shift from a tribal political culture anchored 
in person-centered politics to a broader, more inclusive, participatory national politics based 
on the development of modern national institutions and ideologies.”49 Despite their universalist 
message, the Taliban refused to stop behaving like Pashtuns historically acted—they embodied 
a tribal hegemony that has scorned other tribes and traditions, and failed to reach out to broaden 
their base of support. This failure became very apparent when considering their treatment of 
women and Taliban behavior toward other Afghan ethnic and religious groups.

The mujahideen interregnum proved to be a period marked by not only widespread war and 
indiscriminate use of violence, but also of more targeted brutality focused on particular ethnic 
groups. After the Taliban gained power, the marginalized ethnicities considered the Taliban’s 
version of Islamic justice a pretext for killing non-Pashtuns. Although a Taliban regime ruled 
in Kabul, much of the rest of the country remained under the control of its enemies. In May 
1997 a rebellion of Shia Hazaras forestalled a Taliban takeover of Mazar-e Sharif. Replacing 
their losses required a transfusion of an additional 5,000 new madrassa students. In June 1997 
elements opposing Taliban rule established the “United Islamic and National Front for the 
Salvation of Afghanistan,” which would become known as the NA. But efforts to form a new 

50 
Rashid offered a fuller explanation:

All sides had carried out ethnic cleansing and religious persecution. The 
Taliban had massacred Shi’a Hazara villagers and forced out Tajik farmers 
from the Shomali valley. The Uzbeks and Hazaras had massacred hundreds of 
Taliban prisoners and killed Pashtun villagers in the north and around Kabul. 
The Shi’a Hazaras had also forced out Pashtuns on the basis of their Sunni 
beliefs. More than three-quarters of a million people had been displaced by 

Kabul—creating a new refugee crisis.51

allies. This replenishment allowed for a second assault on Mazar-e Sharif. The corpses of 5,000 
to 8,000 massacred civilians lay in the wake of their advance; among these were “Iranian diplo-

had been herded] into the basement and then shot.”52 One observer described the tone of this 
massacre as “genocidal in its ferocity.”53 In large measure, it was retribution for Taliban losses 
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The regime’s attitude toward gender represented another dimension of its hatred of the 
Hazara. Women within this ethnic group had formerly comprised a core of opposition to the 
Taliban. For centuries Afghanistan’s tribal culture constrained women in a vise of domesticity 
that limited their opportunities within society. Gender issues became muddled during the 1970s 
as Afghans wrestled with social issues raised by the PDPA and its Soviet mentors. If the Soviet 
occupation eroded traditional values, it also afforded women—especially those who numbered 
among the ranks of the urban middle class—greater opportunities for education and careers.54 

The 1992 collapse of the Najibullah government did not bode well for women who had 
supported the Communist government. Many suffered abuse, torture, and death at the hands 
of mujahideen who sought retribution for crimes committed by the former regime. In the 
post-Communist era, women’s conduct, apparel, and fashion mirrored the return to traditional 
Islamic mores and values. Although Rabbani’s Isamic Republic of Afghanistan neglected to 
codify women’s rights, it did at least acknowledge the role of women in the jihad against the 
Soviets, as well as their right to work for a livelihood and receive an education.55 Historically 

-
hideen regarded feminine upward mobility as an indication that a woman’s mind had been 
inoculated with atheistic, anti-Islamic values. Nonetheless, the status of Afghan women gradu-
ally improved before the Taliban rose to power. Approximately 70 percent of the teachers 
at Kabul University were female by the mid-1990s, along with about 8,000 members of the 
university’s student body. The city’s public school students numbered near 150,000 by that 
decade, and roughly 40 percent were female.56

Things changed dramatically and suddenly in areas conquered by the Taliban. In these 
regions, religious police appeared almost immediately to enforce Islamist strictures on female 

Religious Police, that warned women not to go outside their residence: “If you go outside the 
house you should not be like women who used to go with fashionable clothes wearing much 
cosmetics and appearing in front of every man before the coming of Islam. . . . If women are 
going outside with fashionable ornamental and charming clothes to show themselves, they will 
be cursed by the Islamic Shari’a and should never expect to go to heaven.”57

A noted Afghan academic with credentials in archaeology, Sidiqa Sidiq, appealed in vain to 
Taliban authorities: “Based on the orders of the Holy Koran, I am requesting all the concerned 
brothers and individuals to release us from this detention and these chains and let us continue 
our education and our jobs. Under the Islamic Law that is the prime need for the development of 
our ruined homeland.”58 The Taliban ignored this plea, and thumbed their noses at UN requests 
for the universal observance of human rights. That Afghanistan had formerly been a signatory 
to the UN Covenant on Civil and Political Rights carried little weight with the country’s new 
leadership.59

focus on how the Taliban treated women. Only after “Western journalists witnessed the public 
whipping of women with bicycle chains because they had not worn their burqas correctly” 
did members of the press decide that the “people’s right to know” warranted moving Afghan 
gender issues into the spotlight of world public opinion.60
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In their efforts to instill the values that they believed were necessary to create a pure religious 
society, the Taliban ushered in a brutal regime of strict behavioral standards for all Afghans. 
Public punishments, even for capital offenses, assumed a grim equal opportunity dimension. 
One episode in Kandahar entailed tying a suspected murderer between the goal posts of a soccer 
stadium recently renovated by the UN—where the relatives of his alleged victim executed him 
with an AK-47. Other examples include the stoning of a woman to death for trying to leave 
Afghanistan with a man who was not her blood relative.61 The Taliban also severely curtailed 
many forms of social entertainment common in the West, including television, videos, music, 

Previously, the sect represented an unknown quantity to US diplomats who, if a little naïve 
from the vantage point of historical hindsight, had no particular reason not to take what the 
Taliban told them at face value. The latter articulated a dislike for Iran, intent to curtail poppy 
cultivation, and, at least initially, a disdain for the foreign Muslim presence of the Arab-Afghans. 
Moreover, they projected a public image of foregoing political power in favor of simply ensuring 
that the reins of government were in the hands of good Muslims. According to Ahmed Rashid, 

born-again Christians from the American Bible Belt.”62 Despite warnings from others in the 
region, American diplomats could not fully grasp what the Taliban represented and promised, 
partially because the United States had not been integrally engaged in Afghan affairs once the 
Soviets withdrew at the end of the 1980s.

This brief review of the physical, political, cultural, and historical structures of Afghanistan 
has tried to illustrate the environment in which US forces found themselves operating in 2001. 
These structures had developed over centuries and had proven extremely resistant to change. 
Perhaps the two most important elements of Afghan life that have persisted are contradictory. 
First, Afghan society has been and remains an amalgam of ethnic groups such as the Pashtuns 
who are historically mutually antagonistic. The fact that each ethnic group contains further 
tribal divisions only contributed to the fragmented nature of society. This social structure, not 
surprisingly, has historically served as a brake on political unity within Afghanistan’s borders. 

to characterize Afghan life.
The second critical element has been the role of outside intervention in Afghan affairs. 

Foreign powers from the British in the 18th century to the Pakistanis and, arguably, the 
Americans at the beginning of this century have viewed Afghanistan as a strategic territory 

of all ethnic groups has met these outsiders, especially those from outside the Islamic world. 
Indeed, foreign armies have actually served as forces for political accord inside Afghanistan, 
although that accord was often short-lived.

These elements and the other deeply embedded structures examined in this discussion 
would come to play a major role in OEF. American Soldiers who arrived in 2001 and early 
2002 would quickly discover that the country they had entered was exceedingly complex. To 
achieve any amount of long-term success, these Soldiers would have to deal not only with 
harsh physical terrain but also with a society that was quite different from their own.
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The American Response to Terror:
Planning Operation ENDURING FREEDOM

In the days that followed the attacks on 11 September 2001, it became clear that the United 
States (US) Government intended to take swift and decisive action. In his address to the nation, 
President George W. Bush announced that the United States and its friends would soon be 
embarking on a campaign to destroy the forces that had planned and executed those attacks. Bush 
stated, “America and our friends and allies join with all those who want peace and security in the 
world, and we stand together to win the war against terrorism.”1 Across the globe, US military 
forces prepared for operations. Within US Central Command (CENTCOM), the combatant 
command whose geographic area of responsibility (AOR) included Afghanistan, military staffs 
began developing a comprehensive campaign plan for widespread counterterrorist actions in a 
number of countries. This plan was complex and had to be built from the ground up because no 
previous plan for operations in Afghanistan or other nearby countries existed.

The overarching objectives of CENTCOM’s plan were ambitious and required the planners 
to create a plan that featured both conventional units and Special Operations Forces (SOF) from 
a variety of nations. They also had to rely on capabilities offered by other agencies within the 
US Government. Despite the complexities and the demand of creating a wholly new campaign 
plan, by 21 September, less than 2 weeks after the assaults in New York City and Washington, 
DC, General Tommy Franks, the commander of CENTCOM, briefed President Bush on the 
concept of the plan for what was called Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF).*

In the days following the attacks, 
President Bush and Secretary of Defense 
Donald Rumsfeld had provided the strategic 
vision and overall direction for OEF as well 
as for what became known as the Global War 
on Terrorism (GWOT). Working from this 
guidance, Franks designed OEF to eliminate 
Osama bin Laden and his terrorist group, al-
Qaeda, and to take down the ruling Taliban 
regime that harbored these terrorists. The 
resulting campaign plan divided operations 
into four phases, beginning with preparing the 

of SOF to work with and train indigenous 
forces and culminating in humanitarian efforts 
that would allow the international Coalition 
to help rebuild Afghanistan.

______________________

*Initially, Operation ENDURING FREEDOM was called Operation INFINITE JUSTICE; however, 

ENDURING FREEDOM.

Figure 5. General Tommy Franks, commander 
of US forces in Afghanistan.
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The overall approach taken by Franks and the Bush administration was multifaceted, utiliz-
ing all the elements of national power—diplomatic, informational, military, and economic—to 
achieve the larger goals of the new war on terrorism. From the early days of OEF, Franks and 
his staff worked closely with military representatives from many nations to ensure the cam-
paign plan made the best use of international capabilities. Likewise, because gaining and retain-
ing the support of the Afghan people became a crucial aspect of the campaign, CENTCOM 
mounted effective humanitarian assistance efforts. This imperative added the additional task 
of integrating nongovernment organizations (NGOs), like the International Conference of the 
Red Cross, into the plan.

This chapter provides an account of how the American Government, working with its 
allies, created a unique response to answer the terrorists that had perpetrated the worst attack 
on the United States since Pearl Harbor. The discussion will begin with a brief overview of the 
American experience with terrorism over the last three decades to help explain why the US 
Government in 2001 had no plan to attack al-Qaeda bases in Afghanistan. Following that sec-
tion, the chapter will shift focus to the strategy devised by the Bush administration that would 
serve as the foundation for the campaign the American military and its partners were about to 
begin. Because international support was so critical to OEF, the discussion will then recount 
the efforts to work with key countries such as Pakistan and Uzbekistan and build a Coalition 
that would help the United States respond to the terrorist attacks of 11 September. Finally, the 
chapter examines the plan itself to explain how Coalition forces intended to enter a landlocked 
country and defeat both the Taliban regime and the al-Qaeda organization harbored by that 
regime.

International Terrorism and American Counterterrorism Policy, 1970–2001

a plan in 2001 to mount an offensive against terrorist targets in Afghanistan. After all, in 
the previous 3 years the al-Qaeda organization and its leader, Osama bin Laden, had used 
Afghanistan as a site for planning and launching two dramatic attacks on American targets. 
In 1998 al-Qaeda had simultaneously bombed the US Embassies in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, 
and Nairobi, Kenya. These attacks killed over 200 and wounded thousands. In 2000 suicide 
bombers had used a huge bomb to blow a large hole in the destroyer USS Cole as it was moored 

reasonably certain that al-Qaeda was responsible for both incidents.2

These suspicions were based on strong evidence, but did not collectively represent a trigger 
for a large-scale military campaign. Indeed, in 1998 the US Government chose not to initiate 
major military operations against the Taliban regime that was providing refuge for al-Qaeda, but 
instead launched missile strikes designed to kill the organization’s leadership and damage its 
training camps. In the wake of the Cole bombing, the American Government gathered evidence 
and prepared a multifaceted response that featured diplomatic pressure on the Taliban to turn bin 

to plan covert efforts to kill bin Laden and other al-Qaeda leaders using SOF, cruise missiles, 
or non-Taliban groups inside Afghanistan.3 In support of any future US airstrike against Osama 
bin Laden, CENTCOM and other US military agencies maintained a list of al-Qaeda targets at 
all times. This set of targets, and the preparations that had been made to strike them, were the 
only “plans” available to the CENTCOM commander on the morning of 11 September 2001.
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This lack of a fully manifested plan for a campaign in Afghanistan should not be surpris-
ing. In the three decades that preceded the events of 9/11, a period replete with terrorist attacks 
against American military targets and other interests, no US administration had chosen to direct 
large-scale military operations against any nation that either directly conducted the attacks or 
harbored the groups responsible for terrorist incidents. In general, the American counterterror-
ism policy was a mix of diplomatic, legal, law enforcement, intelligence, and covert initiatives. 
In a few cases where evidence pointed to state-sponsored terrorism, the American Government 
did launch military actions to punish those regimes.

Perhaps the best example of a focused military response was the escalation of action against 

in several attacks on US military personnel and installations in Europe, the Reagan administra-
tion used US air power to attack Libyan aircraft and bomb targets in the capital city of Tripoli. 
The US Government, however, never considered invading the country and overthrowing the 

-
tion overseas.

Moreover, the broad approach by the Reagan, George H.W. Bush, and Clinton administrations 
toward Libya that relied on economic, diplomatic, and legal policies as well as limited military 
actions seemed to members of these administrations to be the right response toward a terrorist 

itself from terrorist groups and begun working with the United States, the United Nations (UN), 

bombing of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, to trial. Until September 2001, no 
American political or military leader had seriously considered counterterrorism policies that 
departed from this general approach.

Strategy for the Global War on Terrorism
The US response to the attacks of 9/11 differed considerably from past US policy to 

terrorism. Unlike the Libyan-sponsored incidents or previous al-Qaeda bombings, the attacks 
on that September morning were directed against iconic landmarks of American power inside 

previous terrorist attacks. Despite policy precedents, the Bush administration immediately 
considered large-scale military action once the scale of the 9/11 attacks became apparent. 

and declared the terrorist attacks acts of war rather than crimes. As such, the military would 
take the lead in actions against al-Qaeda rather than playing a limited role as in the past.

Three days after the attacks, President Bush signaled his intent to use the military broadly 
when he signed a directive making all elements of the Ready Reserves available for up to 2 
years of Active Duty.4 One day later, on 15 September 2001, the President used very clear 
language at Camp David to assert the role of the Armed Forces in his response to the terrorists, 
stating, “The message is for everybody who wears the uniform: get ready. The United States 
will do what it takes to win this war.”5

Thus, within days of the attacks, the Bush administration began using the term “war” to 
describe its effort against al-Qaeda and other terrorist groups and consequently began placing 
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some governmental institutions on a war footing. In an effort to bolster homeland defense, the 

name for homeland defense and civil support operations after 9/11. The mobilization in support 
of NOBLE EAGLE called up approximately 35,000 National Guard and Reserve members to 
provide medical and engineering support as well as general civil support.6 The Air National 

other major cities. Coast Guard Reserves patrolled the waters on both coasts. The US popula-
tion overwhelming supported these steps. A New York Times/CBS News poll taken 2 weeks 
after the 9/11 attacks found that 92 percent of those surveyed believed the United States should 
take military action. Even if it meant the deaths of thousands of military personnel, 72 percent 

longer.7

In an address to the nation on 20 September 2001, President Bush declared that Osama bin 
Laden and his terrorist organization were responsible for the attacks and implicated the Taliban 
leadership as sponsors of al-Qaeda. Although bin Laden and al-Qaeda were the primary per-
petrators for the 9/11 attacks, Bush clearly stated that the goal of the United States was to look 
beyond bin Laden to eliminate terrorism worldwide. He declared, “Our war on terror begins 
with al-Qaeda, but it does not end there. It will not end until every terrorist group of global 
reach has been found, stopped, and defeated.”8 Bush also used this speech to announce that the 
US Government had given the Taliban an ultimatum demanding that they hand over all mem-
bers of al-Qaeda in Afghanistan and close all terrorist camps on Afghan territory. A refusal to 
do so, Bush promised, would be met by military action.

to the regime in Kabul, stating, “The Taliban has been given the opportunity to surrender all 
the terrorists in Afghanistan and to close down their camps and operations. Full warning has 
been given, and time is running out.”9 According to one report, on the eve of the US military 
offensive, the Taliban offered to try Osama bin Laden in an Islamic court.10 However, the US 
Government quickly rejected this compromise.

From its incipient stage, the primary goal of US strategy in the emerging campaign against 
terrorism was to disrupt and destroy the al-Qaeda organization in Afghanistan and in other 
states that had granted al-Qaeda sanctuary. Still, President Bush explicitly attempted to dis-
tinguish the war on terrorism from a religious war against those of the Islamic faith in his 
20 September address: “The enemy of America is not our many Muslim friends; it is not our 
many Arab friends. Our enemy is a radical network of terrorists, and every government that 
supports them.”11 This was an important declaration given the American desire to make the 
campaign a Coalition effort and limit the number of adversaries that Coalition would face. 
Indeed, President Bush repeatedly asked every nation in the world to join in the battle against 
extremism and terrorism in its many guises.

campaign against al-Qaeda as a war. Furthermore, most believed that this new war would not 

supranational terrorist organization and because of that distinction, would likely not rely on 
conventional combat operations against an enemy state and its armed forces. This difference 
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the elements of national power in the new war. Beginning in September 2001, planners for 
-

military action.
-

paign. On 23 September, just 12 days after the attacks, Bush signed Executive Order 13224 
authorizing the US Government to block the assets of foreign individuals and entities that com-
mitted or posed a serious risk of committing acts of terrorism. This effort included individu-
als who supported or assisted terrorist organizations.12 In addition to the Executive order, the 

Information efforts included providing information to the Afghan population about US 
intentions. The United States needed to ensure that the Afghan citizens as well as Muslim allies 
around the world understood that a war was not being waged against Islam and Muslims, but 
against terrorist organizations and their illegitimate allies that ruled Afghanistan. Further, as the 
largest provider of humanitarian funding to Afghanistan, the United States publicly asserted its 
renewed commitment of aid through planned food drops and coordination with humanitarian 
organizations.

Intelligence gathering efforts grew exponentially after the attacks as the military and 

Lieutenant General Michael DeLong, Deputy Commander of CENTCOM, recalled that his 
staff immediately pulled together all available intelligence on Afghanistan and began to review 
counterterrorism contingency plans.13 Although the United States had a well-developed set of 
intelligence services, successful intelligence operations required the sharing of information 
from allied countries. By 30 September 2001, over 100 nations had begun to offer intelligence 
support, and several dozen countries took more overt action by detaining suspected terrorists 
and their supporters.14

On the diplomatic front, President Bush and his key advisors—including Vice President 
Richard Cheney, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, and Secretary of State Colin Powell—

terrorism an international effort had become a cornerstone of Bush’s strategy and some American 
military leaders quickly recognized it as equal in importance to the imminent military action 
in Afghanistan. DeLong, for example, contended that the construction of a Coalition was key 
to launching a multifaceted counterterrorist campaign that struck at terrorist groups across the 
globe. International organizations and leaders from nations around the world were sympathetic 
to the American cause, quickly denouncing the terrorist attacks and offering condolences to 
the victims. The victims of the attack had included citizens from over 80 countries, a fact that 

Some nations quickly offered military assistance while others agreed to provide intelli-
gence and access to their airspace. Because of the complexity of worldwide negotiations and 

involved sharing information, transportation access agreements, use of military bases, and pro-
visions of military assets. Because Afghanistan was completely landlocked, access to airspace, 
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-
der security to thwart escape attempts by al-Qaeda. Others provided substantial military assets 
such as aircraft, ships, equipment, and both conventional and special forces.15 The most critical 
contributions came from America’s traditional allies—Great Britain, Australia, Canada, and 
France in particular—which quickly declared that an attack on the United States was an attack 
on their own countries and volunteered military troops and equipment.

Support also came from international organizations such as the UN, which issued sev-
eral proclamations concerning terrorism and humanitarian assistance, and the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization (NATO), which offered the most dramatic initiative. In 2001 NATO was 

promise that was at the core of its existence. Formed in 1949 to defend western Europe against 
a Soviet invasion, NATO had survived the Cold War as a powerful league of Western allies. 

that a NATO member-nation was directly attacked. Article V of the 1949 North Atlantic Treaty, 
which formed the basis of the alliance, made the following assertion: “The Parties agree that an 
armed attack against one or more of them in Europe or North America shall be considered an 
attack against them all.”16 Although the organization had participated in past military actions, 
NATO leadership had not invoked Article V. The events of 11 September, nevertheless, called 
for a strong consideration of the article. Hours after the attacks, Lord Robertson, Secretary 
General of NATO, made a strong public statement condemning the attacks: “These barbaric 
acts constitute intolerable aggression against democracy and underline the need for the interna-

of terrorism.”17

NATO leaders felt a responsibility to uphold the alliance in the face of terrorism. At the 
same time, the North Atlantic Council had to consider its sometimes-tenuous relationship with 
Russia and the effect any action would have on central and eastern European nations who might 
someday join NATO. Another consideration was the sustainment of continuing missions in the 
Balkans and Macedonia.18 Finally, consensus to support the United States required proof that 
Osama bin Laden and al-Qaeda were responsible for the attacks. Many member nations had 
already experienced terrorism and did not wish to incite new incidents within their borders, nor 
did they wish to offend their sizable Muslim populations.19

Within 36 hours of the attack, NATO provisionally invoked Article V, and by 4 October 

a formal invocation of Article V. As part of this declaration, the NATO allies agreed to take 

to share intelligence and increase security for US and other allied facilities on their territories. 

20

In support of the military effort, NATO deployed the nine ships of the Standing Naval 
Forces Mediterranean (STANAVFORMED) to the eastern Mediterranean. Five NATO Airborne 
Warning and Control System (AWACS) aircraft and one cargo plane with 196 military and 
31 civilian people deployed to Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma, under the command of 
North American Air Defense Command (NORAD), a move that freed up American AWACS 
aircraft to deploy to Afghanistan. While this initial NATO support enhanced American military 
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capabilities, the United States did not initially seek substantial military forces or assets from 
NATO countries. Most of these nations did not have the air or Special Forces (SF) capabilities 
needed for the initial campaign. Instead, these allies supported other strategic objectives by 

al-Qaeda and their supporters. In a press conference on 20 September 2001, Deputy Secretary 
of State Richard Armitage discussed the importance of this level of international cooperation 

would be a sustained campaign, he stated, “And I think it is quite clear to most, if not all . . . that 
this is not just military in nature. It’s political, it’s economic, it will mean sharing of intelligence. 
So I think there is a role of some sort for every nation who is disgusted by terrorism and has 
had enough.”21

By focusing the NATO effort toward other missions and by not asking for collective 
military action from the allies, the United States maintained control of the military campaign 

who demonstrated their commitment to eliminate terrorism and support the United States, but 
were not bound by future military action.22 French Minister of Defense Alain Richard appeared 

“Our American friends have thoughtfully emphasized that defeating terrorism can only proceed 

related . . . of which military force is only one among others.”23

The endorsement of the UN also assisted the overall American approach. The UN char-

in all nations, uphold international law, and promote social and economic progress.24 As the 
largest and most important of the world’s international organizations, it facilitated dialogue 
and cooperation for 189 countries. While only a relatively small number of member countries 
considered themselves military allies of the United States in 2001, the attacks of 9/11 com-
pelled an immediate condemnation of terrorism. On 12 September 2001 UN Secretary General 

those who planned and carried out these abominable attacks. In truth, no such words can be 
found. And words, in any case, are not enough.”25 That day, the UN Security Council passed 
Resolution 1368 that condemned the attacks, expressed condolences to the victims, and called 
on all nations to combat terrorism. In addition to these strong condemnations, many nations 
used the General Assembly forum to publicly express their outrage at the attacks and express 
sympathy for the American people. James Cunningham, Acting US Ambassador to the UN, 
thanked these speakers for their support and urged united action to defend the founding values 
of the United Nations. He also reminded the General Assembly of President Bush’s message 
that all nations had to choose between those who oppose terrorism and those who use and sup-
port terrorism, including turning a blind eye to terrorist groups active on their soil.26

While condemnation of the attacks and sympathy for the victims was widespread, UN 
members had diverse opinions concerning subsequent action and retaliation. They expressed 
their concerns in several debates in the General Assembly. Gaining UN consensus and support 
was central to the US campaign, especially because of humanitarian concerns in Afghanistan. 
The UN estimated at the time of 9/11 that more than 5 million Afghans required humanitarian 
assistance and 3.8 million relied on UN food aid for survival. Nearly 20 percent of those in need 
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were children under the age of 5.27 The UN called on all countries and especially neighboring 
countries to help prevent tragedy by contributing humanitarian aid and opening borders to 
those in need. In late September, with military action in Afghanistan looming on the horizon, 

In accordance with international law, the borders must be open to civilians 
seeking refuge. At the same time, the international community must send swift 
and generous help, so that refugees do not become an impossible burden on the 
neighboring States. Innocent civilians should not be punished for the actions 
of their government. The world is united against terrorism. Let it be equally 
united in protecting and assisting the innocent victims of emergencies and 
disasters.28

The UN representative from Pakistan, Shamshad Ahmad, pledged Pakistan’s full support in 

entered Pakistan in the last two decades with many more likely to cross the border. He also 
appealed to the international community to address Afghanistan’s grave humanitarian situation 
through reconstruction and reconciliation as well as greater emphasis on economic growth in 
developing countries.29

In response to the 9/11 attacks, the UN Security Council passed Resolution 1373 to com-
bat terrorism and monitor its implementation. Resolution 1373 made previous UN Resolution 
1269 binding on all member states and furthered the strategy of the Bush administration by 

persons or entities, and prevent terrorist groups from using their territories. Further, the resolu-
tion stated that member nations should establish terrorist acts as serious criminal offenses and 

planning, preparation, or perpetration. The UN Security Council also requested that all nations 
share intelligence regarding terrorist acts and assist one another in criminal investigations or 

30

NATO and the UN were not the only international organizations to express solidarity with 
the United States. The Organization of American States, which included many Central and 
South American countries as well as the United States, quickly invoked the Inter-American 

treaty was similar to NATO’s Article V in that the agreement stated that an attack against one 
was considered an attack against all. On 14 September 2001 Australia formally invoked the 
ANZUS Treaty, which pledged Australian and New Zealand support for their ally, the United 
States. Both Australia and New Zealand would eventually provide both SOF and naval ships 
for OEF.

As noted earlier in this chapter, several key nations expressed their immediate support to 
the United States after 9/11 and volunteered to participate in the GWOT. Great Britain, as a 
member of NATO, had supported the invocation of Article V. However, British Prime Minister 
Tony Blair went further by committing the Royal Navy, the Royal Air Force, the British Army, 
and British SOF to the Afghanistan campaign. The Royal Navy made available an aircraft 
carrier, a squadron of Harrier jets, and other capital ships while the Royal Air Force planned 

31 President Bush recognized Prime 
Minister Blair’s and Great Britain’s contribution stating in his 20 September address to the 
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nation, “America has no truer friend than Great Britain. Once again, we are joined together in 
a great cause.”32

Canada, as a NATO member, also supported Article V and further contributed to the opera-
tion by pledging 2,000 Canadian troops including an SOF unit, six warships, six planes, and 
several helicopters. Canada placed the Canadian Disaster Assistance Response Team (DART) 
as well as three humanitarian assistance ships in readiness.33 In addition to invoking the ANZUS 
Treaty, Australia committed 150 Special Air Service troops along with 1,000 other service 
members. Australian Prime Minister John Howard also promised to send aircraft and additional 
SOF if required.34

France allowed use of French airspace and sent a navy air defense frigate and a command 
and logistics vessel to support the United States. The French placed their SOF overseas in 
readiness and President Jacques Chirac agreed to commit French forces in the offensive.35 
Japan sent four warships from its Maritime Self-Defense Forces (MSDF) for support, intel-
ligence, medical service, transportation, fuel, and supplies. Turkey provided blanket access 
to Turkish airspace as well as the use of eight air bases. Turkey Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit 

-
ment increased support for the anti-Taliban Northern Alliance (NA), which controlled territory 
in northeast Afghanistan. By 30 September 2001 the Department of State (DOS) had received 
dozens of declarations of multilateral and unilateral support. Equally important was that several 
Middle Eastern nations severed diplomatic ties with the Taliban, thus furthering that regime’s 
isolation from the international community.

Securing Access to Afghanistan’s Neighbors
Perhaps the most critical type of support offered to the Coalition in September and October 

nations.36 Given Afghanistan’s location as a landlocked country in the middle of central Asia, 

would be critical. Further, the United States needed access to these countries to stage Combat 
Search and Rescue (CSAR) units, teams that could locate and pick up pilots and crewmembers 
who had ejected from damaged aircraft. Without CSAR capability, both ground and air mis-
sions would be precarious.

Negotiating in this part of the world, in fact, was extremely complex because the alli-

Afghanistan were the central Asian states of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, 
and Turkmenistan, which were independent but retained close ties to Russia. Although each 
claimed to be a democracy, human rights violations had damaged relations between these nations 
and some countries in the West. To the west was Iran, which, although a staunch opponent of 

-
ing Israel and extending American military power in the Middle East. In late September 2001 
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, Iran’s supreme leader, expressed his government’s public dismissal 
of support for the anti-Taliban Coalition stating, “How can America, which has tampered with 
Iran’s interests, demand help from Iran to attack the suffering, oppressed and Muslim nation 
of Afghanistan? . . . It is true that America’s dignity has been badly damaged, but that does not 
mean that it can make an arrogant face and force other countries to give in to its demands. . . . 
It is wrong to say that those who are not with us are with the terrorists.”37
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The populous Muslim country had been involved in internal Afghan affairs for decades. In 
the 1980s the country’s Pashtun provinces in the northwest had been the sanctuary for the 
mujahideen movement, and in the following decade, the Taliban drew support not only from 
the fundamentalist Muslims in the northwest but also from the Pakistani Government. In 2001 
much of the country’s population was generally sympathetic to the Taliban and not necessarily 
eager to support the United States. Further complicating diplomatic matters was that in the 
fall of 2001 Pakistan was embroiled in a disagreement with India over the Kashmir region, a 

Within this turbulent international environment, military leaders and US diplomats worked 

within the National Security Council following the 9/11 attacks, National Security Advisor 

Figure 6. Afghanistan and its neighbors.
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Condoleezza Rice remembered that the participants were struck by complexities inherent in 
conducting military operations in Afghanistan. She stated, “You look at the map, you look at 
Afghanistan and you look at where it is—I think the color kind of drained from everybody’s 

would not be our choice.’ But we didn’t choose Afghanistan; Afghanistan chose us.”38

During the course of these sessions, the central Asian nations of Uzebekistan, Turkmenistan, 
and Kyrgyzstan quickly rose to prominence. Luckily, when Rice and others considered these 
countries as allies in the GWOT, there was a foundation on which they could build. These 
countries had become members of the NATO Partnership for Peace Program in the 1990s, and 
in 1995 that program facilitated the creation of the Central Asian Battalion (CENTRASBAT) to 
conduct training and exercises with NATO countries and the United States. In 1998 CENTCOM 
Commander General Anthony Zinni used CENTRASBAT as a conduit to foster closer ties with 
the central Asian states by attending the opening ceremony of an exercise held in Kyrgyzstan.39 
Then on 1 October 1999 the DOD transferred these nations from European Command’s AOR 
to that of CENTCOM. When General Franks took command of CENTCOM, he continued to 
promote military relationships through CENTRASBAT exercises and visited President Islam 
Karimov of Uzbekistan twice in the 12-month period before 9/11.40

Although the United States fostered military and political relationships with the independent 
central Asian states, the Russian Government still had multiple ties within the region and 
considered the area to be in their back yard.41 On the breakup of the Soviet Union, Russia and 
10 former Soviet republics, including all 5 central Asian states, formed the Commonwealth 
of Independent States (CIS). The CIS was not a confederation, but did facilitate coordination 

another important regional organization formed to maintain security along the borders of 
the former Soviet states and China. Formed in 1996, the founding members—Russia, China, 

the alliance.42

its dealings with the central Asian countries. Already in September 2000, General Franks 
was careful to ensure that support for Uzbekistan was not intended to compete with Russia’s 
support and that CENTCOM’s presence in the area was for “coordination and cooperation, not 
for competition.”43 Instead of fostering competition, US diplomatic strategy after 9/11 focused 

offer moral support after the attacks, and quickly pledged intelligence sharing and the opening 
of Russia’s airspace for deliveries of humanitarian aid. The Russian president also urged the 
central Asian states to assist the United States.44 This cooperation was vital for impending US 
operations in Afghanistan and was politically valuable for Putin who had an opportunity to 
regain international status and defuse criticism of Russia’s policies toward Chechnya.45

traveled directly to central Asian states to seek support. On 28 September 2001, James R. 
Bolton, Under Secretary of State for Arms Control and International Security, visited Tashkent, 
Uzbekistan. General Franks arrived in the Uzbek capital 2 days later and Secretary of Defense 
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Rumsfeld followed the CENTCOM commander on 5 October 2001. Rumsfeld met with President 
Islam Karimov and secured the use of Uzbekistan’s former Soviet air base Karshi-Khanabad 
(later known as K2) for staging, CSAR, and humanitarian missions.46 The United States did not 
intend its presence in Uzbekistan to become permanent. Rather, K2 would serve as a base for 

Uzbekistan’s border with Afghanistan was only 137 kilometers long, but was of strategic 
importance because of its proximity to Mazar-e Sharif and other NA strongholds. As President 
Bush’s and the US military’s emissary to Uzbekistan, Rumsfeld’s ability to secure support from 
President Karimov was a key turning point in the planning process. Without use of the air base 

logistics support for operations.

the basing rights. While the terms of the agreements were not disclosed, the US Government 
gave Uzbekistan $118.2 million in general aid in 2002, up from a total of $24.8 million in 
2001. Funding for Foreign Military Finance and International Military Education and Training 
grew from $3 million in 2001 to $37.7 million in 2002.47 From Karimov’s point of view, the 

the local economy and bring the young nation closer to the world’s remaining superpower. 
Additionally, Uzbekistan planned to use US support to combat its own internal terrorist threat, 
a group called the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) that often fought alongside Taliban 
and al-Qaeda forces. Indeed, in its negotiations with Karimov, the United States pledged to 
target the IMU as part of the GWOT.

Kazakhstan, and Tajikistan. All of these countries eventually issued statements of support, but 
Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan went further. The former offered the use of three air bases—Kulyab, 
located only 96 miles from the Afghan border; Kurgan-Tyube in the south; and Khujand in 
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the north. In addition, in December 2001 Kyrgyzstan granted the use of Manas Airport near 
the capital of Bishkek for use by the Coalition. This base became a major logistics hub during 
operations in Afghanistan.

Uzbekistan’s K2 provided the platform from which operations in northern Afghanistan 
could be launched, but the United States also needed cooperation from Pakistan. That country 
shared a 2,430-kilometer border with Afghanistan and was thus critical for operations in 
southern and eastern areas. Until 11 September 2001 Pakistan maintained a pro-Taliban stance 

on the United States, Pakistan had to give serious consideration to President Bush’s ultimatum 
that “any nation that continues to harbor or support terrorism will be regarded by the United 
States as a hostile regime.”48 When faced with this statement, Pakistan quickly chose to side 
with the United States against Osama bin Laden and on 13 September, Pakistan President 
General Pervez Musharraf announced that Pakistan would give “unstinted cooperation” to the 
United States.49

Unlike the former Soviet states where US relationships were relatively new, Pakistan was 
over 50 years old and had maintained an uneasy relationship with the United States for several 
decades. This relationship had begun in the early years of the Cold War when the United States 
and Pakistan aligned out of US concerns about Soviet expansion into South Asia and Pakistani 

links, although the relationship grew much tighter in the 1980s when Pakistan served as the 
conduit for US military aid to the mujahideen. In the 1990s, as Pakistan experienced political 

Pakistan tested a nuclear weapon and the US applied economic sanctions.
The attacks of 9/11 provided Pakistan the opportunity to go from pariah to partner in the 

eyes of the United States. While a US partnership would be economically and diplomatically 

Within Pakistan, public opinion did not generally support the United States. Many Pakistanis 
regarded the United States with skepticism fostered by the belief that once Pakistan’s usefulness 
had expired, the country would be cast off and forgotten, much like what had happened after the 
Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan.50 This skepticism was seen in a number of polls conducted 
in 2002. According to a Pew Global Attitudes Survey of that year, only 22 percent of Pakistanis 
had a favorable image of the United States in 1999–2000, and by 2002 this percentage dropped 
to only 10 percent. Additionally, only 20 percent of those surveyed favored the United States’ 
declaration of a GWOT, while 45 percent opposed it.51

As one of the few nations who recognized the Taliban as a legitimate government, Pakistan 
had many deep-seated connections to the regime in Kabul. The Taliban’s origin in the Pashtun 
ethnic group, a people who lived straddling the border between Pakistan and Afghanistan, was 

terrorist groups and refugees seemed to be an insoluble problem for the Pakistani Government. 
Any Pakistani policy in support of US actions in Afghanistan had to take the interests of 
Pakistan’s Pashtun citizens under consideration.52 This was especially true of Pakistan’s many 
Islamic fundamentalists who cooperated with al-Qaeda and Osama bin Laden and offered no 
great support to the Musharraf regime. Any abrupt change of policy had the potential to ignite 
violent reaction.
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President Musharraf assessed his options and quickly came to a decision. Weighing the 
pros and cons of cooperating with the United States, he concluded that, militarily and economi-
cally, Pakistan did not have the strength or social cohesion to sustain an attack by the United 
States.53 For this reason, Pakistan decided to join the GWOT and offer immediate tangible sup-

On 13 September 2001 Musharraf’s government agreed to take several important steps 
mandated by the Bush administration. Following the American demarche, Pakistan had to stop 
al-Qaeda operatives at its border and end logistical support for bin Laden. And, in its rela-
tions with the Taliban, the Musharraf government had to cut off all shipments of fuel to the 
regime and prevent Taliban recruits from entering Afghanistan from Pakistan. If the evidence 
implicated bin Laden and al-Qaeda and the Taliban continued to harbor them, Pakistan had 
to break all relations with the Taliban government.54 Ultimately, Pakistan agreed to 74 basing 
requests including CSAR, communication relay stations, and medical evacuation sites.55 These 
negotiations included the right to use Pakistani bases near the cities of Pasni, Dalbandin, and 
Jacobabad as forward operating bases (FOBs).56

within his own government and military. More ominously, these events occurred as fears of 

for decades. Throughout 2000 and into 2001, troops and militants had assembled in the border 

Asian countries was at the forefront of President Musharraf’s mind as he worked with US dip-
lomats and was a catalyst in his decision to side with the United States.57

In return for Pakistan’s extensive military cooperation, the country was compensated with 
over $1 billion in US assistance and several billion dollars from international organizations. 
The Bush administration also allowed Pakistan to reschedule $379 million of its $2.38 billion 
debt owed to the United States. The American Government offered other forms of assistance 
including funds for health, education, food, counternarcotics programs, border security, and 
law enforcement. As members of the international Coalition against terrorism, both Japan and 
the European Union suspended sanctions against Pakistan and promised debt relief, aid, and 
trade concessions.58

Prelude to Planning
The diplomatic efforts to build a Coalition and convince key regional powers such as 

Pakistan and Uzbekistan to collaborate must be considered an integral aspect of the overall 
campaign, especially given the curtailed timeframe allowed to both diplomats and planners. 

enormous challenge of quickly projecting forces into Afghanistan to destroy al-Qaeda before 
the organization’s leaders slipped away.

While American diplomats continued to negotiate basing rights and other key details, mili-
tary planners, primarily at CENTCOM, forged ahead with the daunting task of drawing up a 
campaign plan on a blank slate. This plan included operations in Afghanistan but had a truly 
global scope.59 Estimates suggested that al-Qaeda had cells in approximately 60 nations includ-
ing the United States, and the goal of the US strategy was to eradicate each one of these. Since 
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most terrorists were operating from countries within CENTCOM’s AOR, that combatant com-
mand became a primary focus for the GWOT.60

military activity in southwest and central Asia and northeast Africa, an area that encompassed 
27 nations. In the past, CENTCOM had conducted successful missions to liberate Kuwait from 
Iraq and led humanitarian operations in Somalia and Kenya. On 9/11, even as the second plane 
was crashing into the World Trade Center, CENTCOM immediately activated its Crisis Action 
Team (CAT) to begin planning a response.61 These organizations were specialized teams drawn 
from all joint command staff sections that immediately assembled to begin assessing the situ-
ation and devising possible resolutions in response to a crisis. On 11 September, while the 
President and his advisors met to discuss the circumstances and devise a national strategy, the 
CAT at CENTCOM had already begun its work.

island of Crete. Without a secure telephone line in his hotel room, Franks quickly moved to 
the roof of the building where he could use an encrypted satellite link to communicate with 
his CENTCOM staff.62 Back in Tampa, Florida, where CENTCOM’s headquarters is located, 
the command’s deputy commander, Lieutenant General DeLong ordered the CAT to stand up 
and told regional commanders to lock down their bases. Rumsfeld ordered the Armed Forces 
to Defense Condition (DEFCON) 3, and military bases around the world went to Threat 
Condition (THREATCON) Delta. Franks recalled that as soon as he turned on the television 

Franks was already in planning discussions with his onboard staff and the senior leadership at 
CENTCOM.

On the morning of 11 September, President Bush was visiting an elementary school in 

Nebraska before returning to the White House later that afternoon. President Bush communi-
cated with the National Security Council from Offutt AFB, and then assembled his entire team 
once he completed an address to the nation. The following morning Bush made contact with 
British Prime Minister Blair and discussed the veracity of the evidence against al-Qaeda and 
the possible ultimatums for the Taliban. That weekend Bush and the National Security Council 
met at Camp David to develop both an immediate response and the beginnings of an overall 
strategy. The group discussed the need to form an international Coalition, the scope of the war 
that they would declare, how to think about Afghanistan, and the methods to use in pursuit of 
al-Qaeda.63

CENTCOM was quickly pulled into the planning at the national level. Franks recalled that 
on 12 September Secretary Rumsfeld directed him to “prepare credible military options and 
bring them to me.”64 By that date Franks understood that the imminent campaign would have 
two objectives: destroy al-Qaeda in Afghanistan and remove the Taliban from power.65 The next 

goals. By doctrine, the US military creates campaign plans that coordinate military operations 
of all kinds so that they attain national strategic goals. Put another way, the campaign plan is the 
means of transforming military action into successful accomplishment of strategic objectives. 
Often, CENTCOM and the other regional combatant commands developed campaign plans for 
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future contingencies based on threat assessments and current US policy. For example, after the 
1991 DESERT STORM operation that drove the Iraqi Army out of Kuwait, CENTCOM cre-
ated a campaign plan for future military operations against Saddam Hussein and continued to 
develop that plan throughout the 1990s. While critical to military success, campaign plans are 
normally complex, requiring dozens of planners who need detailed information and analysis 
as well as a great deal of time. The planning effort takes into consideration terrain, weather, 
enemy strengths and weaknesses, as well as friendly forces and capabilities available. Further, 
planning staffs need to know in detail how friendly forces will travel into an area and often 
spend years developing deployment schedules.

As noted earlier, CENTCOM did not have a developed plan on the shelf for conventional 
ground operations in Afghanistan, nor did its planners have the type of detailed information 
required to immediately construct a detailed plan. Moreover, the command did not have much 
time to collect this information. What CENTCOM did have was a list of al-Qaeda locations that 
could become targets for air and cruise missile strikes. However, General Franks determined 
that the Bush administration was going to demand a far more sweeping campaign that would 
involve American Soldiers on the ground in Afghanistan. The leadership of CENTCOM and 
the planning teams thus began scrambling to learn as much as they could about Afghanistan’s 
history, culture, and terrain.

To facilitate this learning process, CENTCOM invited experts from around the world to 
brief the military members working in Florida. This group of specialists included diplomats such 
as Dr. Zalmay Khalilzad, an Afghan-American who at that time held a position on the National 
Security Council, as well as academics from various think tanks and universities.66 These 
lecturers discussed the cultural and ethnic history of Afghanistan, including the traditional role 
of tribes and approaches to principles such as loyalty and honor. An extremely valuable source 
of expertise came from former Russian generals who served in Afghanistan and historians of 

Grau, a historian and author of two books on the tactics used by both sides in the Soviet-Afghan 
War, briefed CENTCOM planners about what the Taliban might do to defend their regime.

Armed with this expertise, military planners began work on an initial operation order that 
would guide Coalition forces in the deployment and early combat phases of the campaign. 
They would then transform that order and the overall vision for the campaign into a more 

of gravity (COG) and lines of operation (LOOs), all of which are necessary for the complete 
expression of how a military force intends to achieve the overall end state of a campaign. The 
concept of the COG was particularly important to planners and was drawn from the thinking of 
military theorist Carl von Clausewitz who suggested that these centers represented the source 

military units as the enemy’s COG or they might decide that the COG was actually the political 
leadership of the enemy nation.

During CENTCOM’s planning process, the command’s staff came to see the strategic-level 
COG as the continued support for the upcoming campaign from both the American population 
and the international community. Additionally, CENTCOM viewed its ability to project 
power into Afghanistan as the operational-level COG. When these planners shifted focus to 
the al-Qaeda and Taliban enemy, they calculated that the COG for the former would be its 
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The Taliban’s COG could be found, they believed, in their military forces, and that power was 
a result of the Taliban commanders’ ability to retain cohesion among units that were made up 
of disparate tribes and ethnic groups. If that cohesion could be attacked, this strength might be 
diminished.

The LOOs were critical as well and were best understood as conceptual devices used to 
describe the directions of effort made by a military force. Traditionally, military planners used 
geographic LOOs to describe the sequential path taken by a military force to travel to the ultimate 
enemy objective. However, nonconventional campaign plans that were not based on seizing 

logical LOOs that described the 
various types of efforts to be mounted by a military force to attain its objectives. Examples of 
logical LOOs included security, reconstruction, governance, and training of indigenous forces. 
Developing the logical LOOs for the campaign in Afghanistan was an important task and it 
would take weeks of analysis and development before they were approved and published.

Assessing Campaign Options
CENTCOM’s immediate objectives for the campaign were to overthrow Taliban rule 

in Afghanistan and eliminate the al-Qaeda organization in that country.67 In early planning 
sessions, Secretary Rumsfeld emphasized that the opening stages of the campaign had to 
change the balance of power in Afghanistan by denying Taliban military power while enabling 
anti-Taliban forces.68 This emphasis on Afghan proxies suggested that impending operations in 
Afghanistan would be different in comparison to other recent American military campaigns.

Instruction from Soviet experts provided vital texture to information gained from imagery 
intelligence and other means. Insights gained from the Soviet experience included the need to 
understand the role of Islam and the strength of Afghan religious beliefs. Many Afghans had 

reasons of faith. The Soviets had made little allowance for the effect their intervention would 
have on the deeply religious Afghan population. Alexander Lyakhovsky, a Soviet general who 
commanded troops in Afghanistan, wrote, “[We] completely disregarded the most important 
national and historical factors, above all the fact that the appearance of armed foreigners in 
Afghanistan was always met with arms in the hands [of the population]. This is how it was in 
the past, and this is how it happened when our troops entered (Afghanistan).”69

Historical lessons were at the forefront of thinking as the CENTCOM commander and his 
staff developed the plan. They focused on the British experience in Afghanistan in the 19th 
century as well as the Soviet intervention, viewing them both as examples of the wrong type of 
approach to take in Afghanistan. US Air Force Lieutenant General Victor Eugene Renuart, who 
served as the CENTCOM Director of Operations (J3) in 2001, asserted that in the planning pro-
cess, the historical experiences of these other armies were extremely powerful and suggested 
strongly that the United States had to avoid sending sizable numbers of troops to Afghanistan: 
“It was very, very important that we not relearn the lessons of the Russians, that we not get 
mired in large forces, that we not allow ourselves to be pinned down to big installations that 
could become easy targets, and that we not be seen as occupiers in the early stages because that 
would draw the same reactions that the Brits and the Russians drew.”70 According to Renuart, 
CENTCOM’s historical analysis suggested that any large foreign element would inevitably 

71
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These insights led planners at CENTCOM to two key conclusions. First, they determined 

Afghan population. Second, they concluded that the Coalition effort had to achieve its goals 
quickly and turn political power over to the Afghans themselves as soon as possible. Both of 
these key realizations led CENTCOM planners to view the NA as the linchpin of the campaign. 
Renuart recalled that during the planning process in September 2001, the importance of this 
group ballooned. Renuart stated, “The ability to take forces from the NA, empower them, and 
have them take on a large portion of this ground operation was critically important to us.”72 
Not only did the NA promise to provide the bulk of the ground forces, they would also put an 
Afghan face on the campaign and might provide the future political leadership of a post-Taliban 
Afghanistan. For Renuart, one of the most striking aspects of the CENTCOM plan was this 
reliance on the NA as the “ground component” of the Coalition effort.73 This decision, however, 
tacitly transformed key alliance commanders such as Rashid Dostum and Fahim Khan into 
subordinates of General Franks. The CENTCOM commander and his staff would then have to 

Supporting the use of the proxy force was the hard realities of Afghanistan’s location. While 
US leaders were working to secure basing and staging assistance from neighboring countries, 

of ground troops could not be sustained without substantial staging facilities, and the NA did 
not have the facilities to host a large force. Because of the high mountains and distance from 
US staging areas, heavy artillery could not easily be airlifted into place.74 Further, although 
President Bush assured military leaders they would have the time necessary to build up their 
forces, deploying a large contingent of ground troops would take longer than desired. These 
factors all strengthened the imperative of a small presence or footprint of Coalition forces.

As the CENTCOM staff began considering these factors, Franks received a directive from 
the President and Secretary Rumsfeld telling CENTCOM to develop a broad set of options 
ranging from a limited air campaign that used air and missile strikes to a large-scale inter-
vention by ground forces.75 The airstrike option would be similar to attacks against al-Qaeda 
facilities in 1998 after the African Embassy bombings. On the other extreme, the conventional 
force option would involve up to three light infantry battalions in direct combat against enemy 
forces.76

all-weather missile that had a range of about 870 miles and could be launched by US Navy 
ships in the Persian Gulf. With their sophisticated guidance mechanisms, the TLAM could hit 
targets in the rough terrain of Afghanistan making the missile an ideal weapon for certain types 
of targets.77 This choice provided instant retaliation with little risk to US Armed Forces.

The second course of action was a TLAM strike followed by or concurrent with Global 
Power sorties.78

long-range conventional strike aircraft such as B-1, B-2, and B-52 bombers that could strike 
al-Qaeda camps and Taliban bases with precision Joint Direct Attack Munitions (JDAMs). This 
option would require 3 to 10 days and also provided little risk to US forces.79

The third course of action combined cruise missiles, bombing missions, and small SOF 
teams composed of US Army SF Soldiers and Air Force combat air controller elements. These 
SOF units would provide intelligence support and air support to NA forces. US Army SF 
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possessed the requisite training and experience in a myriad of tasks, including advising foreign 
armies, and SF teams were prepared to act quickly and covertly while operating in the austere 
environment of Afghanistan. The Air Force combat air controllers could identify enemy targets 
and guide ordnance onto these targets using laser target designators and other devices, making 
these teams a lethal joint combination.

CENTCOM leadership favored the third course of action, because it combined the 
advantages of an air campaign with a presence on the ground that could enable the NA and signal 
the Coalition’s determination without provoking Afghan concerns about foreign intervention. 

forces for years and been quite effective in defending their territory from the Taliban. The goal 
for SOF was to convince the various warlords and tribal factions within the alliance to work 
together to defeat the Taliban. To win them over, these small American teams would promise 

Acting as forward observers, the American troops could use their technology to guide ordnance 

In the eyes of the CENTCOM planners, this type of combined campaign would have a 

that Taliban forces were dug in and the location of key targets such as political leaders were 

Qaeda positions had the potential to reveal those targets. DeLong explained, “You start hitting 
the enemy and they have to move. If they move, they can’t attack, and if they move you can 
see them. So what we wanted was to see them move so we could get after them because they 

80 As the enemy began to change 
locations, sensors in the air and teams on the ground could then detect them and engage them 
with NA forces or with Coalition air power.

CENTCOM did give serious consideration to a broader intervention with larger conven-
tional units. In his memoirs, General Franks stated that in the early planning sessions in mid-
September 2001 he gave his staff a fourth course of action that did involve a larger contingent 
of conventional ground forces. Franks recalled that he told his planners, “We’ve discussed 

-
ment of conventional American ground combat forces.”81 For the CENTCOM commander, this 
course of action would actually be what is called a sequel in US joint military doctrine. Sequels 
are major operations that follow initial phases of a campaign and are contingent on conditions. 
In the case of Franks’ fourth course of action, the success of the NA and SOF teams in their 
offensive against al-Qaeda and the Taliban would determine whether the sequel involving con-

to insert a force of approximately 10,000 to 12,000 US Soldiers and Marines that would exploit 
the gains made by the NA and ensure remaining enemy concentrations were defeated.82

After reviewing the three courses of action, Secretary Rumsfeld and Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff General Hugh Shelton supported the third choice. In addition, they also required 
that CENTCOM include in their plan measures that would minimize damage to the country so 
the reconstruction could commence immediately and Afghans could quickly take charge of a 
new government.83 President Bush’s promise that the campaign in Afghanistan was not against 
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Islam or the Afghan people remained a key principle for this campaign. To put substance behind 
this statement, the CENTCOM staff began planning for humanitarian assistance operations that 
would be conducted concurrently with combat actions. President Bush approved the overall 
campaign concept on 21 September, enabling CENTCOM leaders and planners to focus on the 

84 With 2 weeks remaining, the CENTCOM 
commander and his staff had a great deal to do.

Planning the Campaign
As the CENTCOM planners developed the critical details of the campaign in Afghanistan, 

and Build Forces to Provide the National Command Authority Credible Military Options,” an 

85 Phase I involved 
communicating with NA leaders to lay the groundwork for the arrival of Coalition forces. This 
phase would also include the delivery of thousands of humanitarian daily rations (HDRs), con-
sisting of a nutritious, culturally sensitive diet of barley and lentil stew, prepared for airdrops to 
assist the Afghan population. By the fall of 2001, NGOs had largely pulled out of Afghanistan 
because of the imminent military operations, and delivering these rations to hungry popula-
tions in the country was a central Coalition concern. According to the plan, US Air Force 
C-17s would travel from Ramstein Air Base, across Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan, and into 
Afghanistan to drop hundreds of thousands of HDRs.86

Phase II, “Conduct Initial Combat Operations and Continue to Set Conditions for Follow-
On Operations,” marked the beginning of airstrikes to hit al-Qaeda and Taliban targets and the 
completion of the deployment of SOF teams to work with the NA.87 Tomahawk missiles, B-2 
Stealth bombers, and B-52s were scheduled to take out training bases, early warning radars, 
tactical aircraft, and major air defense systems.88 Once the initial strikes reduced the enemy’s 

Taking off from the British island of Diego Garcia and Navy carriers in the Arabian Sea, these 
-

ity to drop 25 tons of precision guided munitions.89 As air operations progressed, SOF teams 

Once the NA and their SOF counterparts gained the initiative against the Taliban, a force of 
up to 12,000 US combat troops would enter the country to begin Phase III, “Conduct Decisive 
Combat Operations.” CENTCOM’s end state for this phase was the toppling of the Taliban 
regime and elimination of al-Qaeda in Afghanistan.90 While the size of this force would dwarf 
the small SOF element that had entered the country earlier, the relatively small footprint would 

appearing as an army of occupation.91 To mitigate this appearance, CENTCOM planners would 
direct these units to seize and hold only that ground that was required for support bases.

Emergence of Terrorism and Provide Support for Humanitarian Assistance Efforts.” Franks and 
his staff had designed this phase as a 3- to 5-year effort to work with Coalition partners to help 
create conditions in Afghanistan that would prevent the reemergence of terrorist groups.92 They 
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had not, however, conceived this as a nation-building endeavor for the US military. There was 

security forces that would help prevent a return of al-Qaeda or other terrorist organizations. 
Instead, the OEF plan directed the US and its Coalition partners to provide basic humanitarian 
aid and civil affairs assistance to a general restoration of stability inside Afghanistan. Clearly, 
CENTCOM planners were concentrating most heavily on deploying the right forces into cen-
tral Asia and defeating the Taliban and al-Qaeda. What would come after that victory never 
really came into clear focus in this initial vision for OEF.

This four-phase plan set mission, objectives, phasing, and tasks for the Coalition military 
strategy in Afghanistan. General Franks later supplemented the plan with nine logical LOOs: 
political-military coordination, support to the opposition, direct attack of al-Qaeda and Taliban 
leadership, attack cave and tunnel complexes, reconnaissance and direct action, operational 

93 These 
LOOs were types of efforts that Coalition units conducted simultaneously. The LOOs not only 
allowed the staff and the commander to focus overall actions, but also permitted them a means 
of assessing progress in achieving milestones.

While not explicitly laid out in the campaign plan, the LOOs were seen by CENTCOM 
leaders as the chief pathways to success in Afghanistan. Political-military actions involved the 
efforts to secure basing and staging support from allied nations as well as efforts to isolate the 
Taliban regime by denying the Taliban outside support. Support to the opposition was the focus 
of initial SOF coordination with the NA and subsequent efforts to recruit other Afghan groups 
to an anti-Taliban Coalition.94

Coalition SOF also had the mission to attack al-Qaeda and Taliban leadership directly. 

well as critical Taliban leaders Mullar Mohammad Omar and Dadullah Lang among others. 
Direct action focused on the enemy’s strategic COG, and because economic and political sanc-
tions were not an effective strategy against the Taliban regime, elimination was the key.95 The 

ground, breaking up Taliban concentrations and depriving the enemy of the means of com-
munication and maneuver. Friendly operational maneuver, on the other hand, attempted to use 
the Coalition’s advantages in strategic and operational lift to grant Coalition ground forces the 
ability to move quickly in a country that lacked developed infrastructure. Information opera-
tions also became an essential LOO because of the need to reach the Afghan population. The 

presence to gain and retain its support.
The SOF who would advise the NA and direct the precision guided munitions in the early 

operations against the Taliban were critical throughout the campaign. As small and elite units, 
SOF were uniquely suited for this mission because of their specialization in strategic recon-
naissance, direct action, and unconventional warfare (UW), a term that described a broad spec-
trum of operations that are usually conducted by a surrogate or indigenous force that is assisted 

sabotage, clandestine, and other indirect operations. SOF’s specialized and rigorous training, 
specialized equipment, and unique tactics allowed them to undertake operations not suited for 
conventional forces. These elite units fell under US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) 
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whose mission was to lead, plan, synchronize, and, as directed, execute global operations 
against terrorist networks. The Army service component command within USSOCOM was US 
Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) located at Fort Bragg, North Carolina. Within 
USASOC, Soldiers from the Active Army, National Guard, and Army Reserve served in the 
Special Forces, Rangers, Aviation, Support Units, Civil Affairs, and Psychological Operations. 
Collectively, they were known as Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF).

Planning the SOF and Air Campaigns
As CENTCOM developed its plan in mid-September 2001, SOF planners in Special 

Operations Command Central (SOCCENT), a component command that controlled joint SOF 
within the CENTCOM AOR, began their own planning process. The ARSOF on the staff of that 
command received the intent from General Franks, understood that they would be preparing 
for UW, and began building a seven-phase plan for a US-based insurgency. According to 
ARSOF doctrine, a US-based insurgency occurred when SF trained or developed an organized 
resistance movement to help advance US interests. SF in Afghanistan would train the NA as 
a sponsored insurgency against the Taliban and al-Qaeda. SOCCENT planners, however, had 

Franks’ plan. Less than a week after the attacks of 9/11, SOCCENT had briefed its plan to the 
CENTCOM commander and gained his approval.

Formulating a campaign plan was an arduous process that involved drawing on doctrine 
and lessons learned from Afghanistan’s history as well as devising innovative ways to target al-
Qaeda and the Taliban. Combining SOF and conventional forces along with the allied NA was 
groundbreaking. Further, successfully transmitting commander’s intent from General Franks to 
Afghan tribal leaders demonstrated the communication abilities of those on the ground as well 
as the statesmanship of General Franks who was able to forge political-military relationships. 
Renuart summarized the campaign plan saying, “It was taking the sophistication, the technology, 

of the moon, with relatively unsophisticated warriors, taking on a reasonably well equipped 
and reasonably sophisticated enemy.”96 Campaign planners worked tirelessly to complete the 
campaign plan in a very short period. Even so, Phase I of OEF would begin in mid-September 
and Phase II would start in early October while planners were still developing the details of 

of his plan for OEF.
Essential to the plan was the ability to locate and destroy key Taliban and al-Qaeda 

strongholds, both those that were preplanned and those that presented themselves as targets 
of opportunity. SOF forces working with the NA would track the enemy’s movements and 
locations and send intelligence back so targets could be developed. This intelligence was 
essential because the Coalition did not have a large number of preplanned targets before the 
bombing campaign began on 7 October. In most air campaigns, high-value targets (HVTs) 
include key government and military buildings, utilities, and transportation systems. However, 
the Taliban-run government was heavily decentralized and did not rely on traditional physical 
strongholds in the capital of Kabul. Commercial and transportation infrastructure was nearly 
nonexistent, so there were very few bridges, railroads, or energy plants to target. Instead, the 
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only preplanned targets were a few buildings used by al-Qaeda and Taliban leadership, some 
al-Qaeda training bases, and a few tactical aircraft and antiaircraft batteries.97

of US Air Force Tactical Air Control Parties (TACPs). These teams made excellent use of laser 
designators and other tools to locate enemy targets for engagement. Although cutting edge 
technology allowed targeting in real time, Soldiers still needed to employ caution to ensure 

zone allowed more care to be taken to ensure the campaign did not cause a great deal of 

administration. Secretary Rumsfeld personally approved every medium- or high-collateral 
damage target. To convert high- and medium-collateral targets to low collateral, the CENTCOM 
staff considered hitting the target at a time of day when fewer people were present, using a 
different type of weapon or a more precise weapon, or changing the direction of the blast.98 
After the campaign began, this caution would sometimes slow down the pace of the war and 
there would be instances in which CENTCOM overrode the Combined Air Operations Center’s 
(CAOC’s) tactical execution authority for strategic considerations of collateral damage.99 Some 
would later express what they felt was bureaucratic rigidity in CENTCOM and the DOD when 
the campaign opened and there was great care in identifying and acting on targets.100

A Joint, Combined, and Interagency Effort
When General Franks and his planners began designing the campaign for OEF, they 

started from the assumption that the plan would include the involvement of all four military 
Services as well as participation from other agencies within the US Government. SOF from 
each Service, for example, would work together with joint conventional forces. Air support 
from the Air Force, Navy, and Marines would assist the Army and Marine forces on the ground. 
Additionally, representatives from other Federal agencies such as the DOS would be critical 
to the campaign from its inception. Commenting on the success of General Franks’ efforts to 
create a joint plan, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff General Richard B. Myers praised 
Franks in November 2001, saying, “In my view, General Franks . . . has effectively called on 

101

CENTCOM planners also believed that success in the Afghanistan campaign rested on 
the coalescing international Coalition. While the US military was exceptionally strong, the 
planners understood that the military forces of allies could contribute unique capabilities and 
would bolster the effect of the Coalition on the world stage. Thus, Franks and his staff made a 
concentrated effort to integrate Coalition forces while maintaining unity of purpose and unity 
of command.

Within 3 days of the 9/11 attacks, Coalition military commanders started to arrange to 
provide assistance with CENTCOM’s planning. Space within the CENTCOM headquarters 

allies. In response, CENTCOM Chief of Staff Colonel Michael Hayes created the “Coalition 

Base in Tampa. Hayes contracted with a local company to rent 20 trailers that were fully 
equipped with data lines, computers, phones, and other equipment. As autumn progressed, 
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Coalition integration. These Coalition members proved vital in the campaign planning process, 
not only for operations in Afghanistan, but also in the larger GWOT effort in areas such as the 
Horn of Africa.

The Plan for Humanitarian Assistance
Because the Coalition campaign was focused on al-Qaeda and the Taliban rather than 

against the Afghan people, the United States wanted to ensure the war did not deprive the 
innocent people of Afghanistan of food and other necessities. President Bush stipulated that 
humanitarian assistance be a vital component of the campaign. As noted earlier, Phase I of 
the campaign plan included humanitarian drops. Actions of this type carried through the next 
two phases and culminated with Phase IV during which the Coalition would turn to immediate 
humanitarian needs and to larger reconstruction projects that would rebuild Afghanistan, 
hopefully preventing the Taliban and al-Qaeda from regaining a foothold in the country. General 
Franks considered this phase to be the longest within the plan, assuming that it would require 
3 to 5 years for the Coalition to reach its goals.102

Humanitarian assistance was especially critical because Afghanistan had long been one 
of the poorest nations in the world. An April 2001 UN report found that living conditions in 
Afghanistan were among the worst in the world. The UN estimated that only 25 percent of the 
population had access to potable water and only 10 percent had adequate sanitation.103 Access 
to education and the quality of education were poor, and literacy rates hovered around 25 
percent. Medical services were almost nonexistent. The UN also estimated that since 2000, up 
to 700,000 Afghans left their homes because of drought or armed violence. While most were 
displaced within Afghanistan, some 170,000 crossed the border into Pakistan and over 100,000 
left for Iran.104

On 6 September 2001, just 5 days before the 9/11 attacks, the UN humanitarian coordinator 
for Afghanistan warned,

Human suffering in Afghanistan has largely outstripped the capacity and 
resources of the aid community due to both the magnitude and the depth of 
the crisis. The catastrophe is a gradually cumulative humanitarian disaster of 

human rights abuses add up to a deadly combination.105

The United States, historically the largest provider of humanitarian aid to the Afghan people, 
had sent hundreds of millions of dollars in 1999 and 2000 to help provide housing, medical 
care, and education.106

Secretary of State Powell had announced a $43 million aid package for distribution through 
the UN and various NGOs. The United States was determined to maintain its support for the 
Afghan people even as Taliban rule became more oppressive.

How to continue funneling aid to the Afghan population and thereby maintain broad support 

of 2001. Staff from almost all international organizations (IOs) and NGOs who were working 
throughout Afghanistan quickly relocated to Pakistan and neighboring countries, expecting the 
imminent Coalition offensive to make conditions very dangerous for aid workers. With almost 
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all the aid organizations leaving the country and winter quickly approaching, the humanitarian 
situation was perilous.107

The humanitarian aid element of the campaign plan was designed to help assuage this 
crisis situation and to support President Bush’s promise that this was not a war against the 
Afghan people. At the CENTCOM level, the planning staff viewed the humanitarian actions 
as supporting combat operations through their ability to win “hearts and minds” and mitigate 
immediate humanitarian crises so that the military could focus on defeating the Taliban and 
al-Qaeda. For the United States, the humanitarian aspects of the plan would set conditions by 
providing initial relief and creating a secure environment into which the IOs and NGOs could 
them move and begin their operations.

The CENTCOM plan assumed that Coalition military forces would support NGOs and 
IOs throughout the country while retaining focus on combat operations. Thus, planners did not 
expect to provide security support for all relief convoys moving inside Afghanistan. Even if that 
had been a desirable objective, the small ground force made it impossible. Instead, CENTCOM 
planned to rely on the existing infrastructure as much as possible and to allow Afghans, NGOs, 
and Coalition partners to take the lead, especially on reconstruction operations.

The campaign plan formulated in the aftermath of the attacks of 9/11 gave life to President 

the nation’s homeland, and the United States resolved to strike back using the nation’s military, 
political, and diplomatic resources. However, believing that the campaign required widespread 
international support, the US Government built a Coalition against al-Qaeda and other terrorist 
groups. The Taliban’s former ally, Pakistan, joined this effort and became an important ally 
against terrorism.

As the headquarters charged with the military portion of President Bush’s strategy to 
destroy the terrorist enemy, CENTCOM quickly composed a plan that projected military power 
into a distant and foreboding part of the world. That plan was equally remarkable in the way it 
integrated air power, SOF, and conventional units. But whether the audacious concept would 
prove successful was not clear to anyone when the campaign began in early October, just 
26 days after the 9/11 attacks.
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Opening Moves:
The Preliminary Phases of the Campaign

Between 12 September and 7 October 2001—the 26 days during which US Central 
Command (CENTCOM) developed its campaign plan for Operation ENDURING FREEDOM 
(OEF)—the US Armed Forces expended much effort in preparation for America’s response 
to 9/11. As the four phases of the CENTCOM plan clearly established, this campaign would 
not consist solely of airstrikes and cruise-missile attacks. Instead, the plan called for regime 
change in Afghanistan and the destruction of al-Qaeda and its support facilities in that country. 

realized by the development of complex plans that place forces on the ground and provide for 
the support and sustainment of those forces while they move toward the objectives. However, 
before the United States and its Allies even gained proximity to those goals, they had to accom-

-

prepare for major ground operations in Afghanistan, including the initial logistics and Combat 
Search and Rescue (CSAR) effort and the air campaign launched by CENTCOM.

Mobilization
OEF began with the US Government’s efforts to place the US Armed Forces and key 

federal agencies on a war footing. On Friday, 14 September 2001, the US Congress passed a 
joint resolution titled “Authorization for Use of Military Force” that allowed the President to 
use the Armed Forces against the terrorist groups responsible for the 9/11 attacks.1 That same 
day, President George W. Bush authorized the mobilization of America’s Reserve Components. 
That directive allowed Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, on the recommendation of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS), to order the activation of 35,500 military reservists.2

In the past, large-scale mobilizations of military reservists were reliable indicators of a 
nation preparing for war. Yet, the mobilization by the United States in September and October 
2001 was somewhat different. Primarily it was small in contrast to the mobilization for past 

Marines, and 3,000 Sailors.3 To seasoned military observers, the numbers hardly seemed to 
indicate that the United States was preparing any kind of serious counterattack. Indeed, most 
of these troops were mobilized to support what became known as Operation NOBLE EAGLE 
(ONE)—the security operations in American cities and airports that immediately followed the 
terrorist attacks. What was not apparent to many at this point was that the campaign about 

of troops. Indeed, few Reserve and National Guard Soldiers would participate in the initial 
operations in Afghanistan.

ONE, as noted above, was the Department of Defense’s (DOD’s) effort to provide security 
within the borders of the continental United States (CONUS). The Army’s portion of that effort 
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included both Active Duty and Reserve Component units. Beginning on 11 September, Regular 
forces were immediately deployed to secure military installations and sensitive sites around 
the country. In most cases, those duties were turned over to National Guard and Army Reserve 
units and personnel as they mobilized and deployed to their assigned missions in the next few 
weeks.

For ONE, the Army National Guard and US Army Reserve mobilized 16,298 Soldiers 
between 12 September and 5 December 2001.4 The types of National Guard units mobilized 
generally consisted of military police and infantry organizations. The Army Reserve, likewise, 
mobilized many military police and military intelligence units as well. These units were typically 
assigned missions to provide security for myriad locations—on both military installations and 
key civilian sites, to include civilian airports. Few were tasked to support OEF.

Though the Army Reserve contribution to the initial callup for OEF was small, that of 
the US Air Force was both enormous and critical to the initial phases of the campaign. For 
the Army to successfully support CENTCOM’s plan, its troops had to enter the theater of 
operations. Only the Air Force could accomplish that task. To support both ONE and OEF, 
the Air Force mobilized 227 units of various types. No less than 54 of these units were airlift 

Uzbekistan and Pakistan.

Securing Regional Bases

The staging of forces and the logistics support for those forces once they began operations 
in Afghanistan could not be done in ways used in recent campaigns. In Operation DESERT 
STORM, for example, the US Army secured seaport facilities through which massive amounts 
of supplies could be trucked or railed to a depot close to the area of operations (AO). From 

impossible for OEF. Afghanistan’s landlocked position in central Asia precluded the use of sea-
ports near the country. Those neighboring countries, such as Pakistan, that did possess seaports 

reach Afghanistan. Further, Afghanistan’s transportation infrastructure was severely outdated. 
Rail transportation into Afghanistan was not available and roads were in such disrepair that they 
were almost unusable. Thus, movement into Afghanistan had to be conducted through the air.

This realization presented another challenge. On 11 September 2001 there were few coun-

As the previous chapter of this study demonstrated, one of the key efforts in the US planning 

Islamic fundamentalists in his own country, President Pervez Musharraf offered the use of sev-

in the center of Pakistan. Shahbaz was close enough to key AOs in Afghanistan that United 
States Air Force (USAF) Special Operations Forces (SOF) and CSAR units could use the base 
for their missions.5 However, Shahbaz was too far from bases in Europe from which Air Force 
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Fortunately, the former Soviet Republic of Uzbekistan on Afghanistan’s northern border 
signaled its potential willingness to cooperate with the Coalition. Uzbekistan possessed several 
former Soviet air force bases that met the basic needs of the CENTCOM commander. American 
negotiators originally pushed the Uzbek Government for the use of a base at Samarkand, but 
were rebuffed.6 The Uzbeks instead offered the use of a base at Karshi-Khanabad, a name 

could provide the United States an aerial port of debarkation (APOD) for troops operating 
in Afghanistan, and a location to establish a small, though critical, supply depot to support 

7

the K2 runways were too short to handle the large C-5 Galaxy cargo planes used by the US 

Figure 8. Major regional air bases in support of OEF.
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materiel. Planners had to send C-5s from the United States or elsewhere to Ramstein Air Base 
in Germany, or other US bases in Spain, Italy, or Turkey, where they were unloaded and their 
cargo transferred to smaller C-17 or C-130 aircraft for haul into K2.8 The time needed for these 

-
tics and therefore operational planning efforts.

-
-

ters for US military personnel. Environmental conditions in the area presented other problems. 
The subsoil on the base was severely contaminated with old jet fuel and the vapors that resulted 
caused potential health problems. Asbestos was another concern.9

Despite its dilapidated character, the United States did not immediately obtain permission 
from Uzbekistan to use the K2 Air Base. However, negotiations went on through early October 

of the air campaign because K2 would be needed for staging potential CSAR operations once 
Coalition aircraft began operations over Afghanistan.

Establishment of Lines of Communications (LOCs) and the Deployment of Forces

Transportation Command (TRANSCOM) and the Air Force pressed forward with their work 
to support the CENTCOM campaign plan and concurrently prepare other pending operations. 

in Spain, Sicily, and Turkey in late September and early October.10 To the great concern of 
military planners at TRANSCOM and other commands, the number of airplanes parked on the 
tarmacs at these locations continued to increase and were idle at a time when they were needed 
to support other operations around the globe.

One of those operations was called BRIGHT STAR, a multinational exercise co-organized 
by the United States and Egypt to foster cooperation and stability among allies in the eastern 
Mediterranean and Middle East areas. BRIGHT STAR was an annual event held in Egypt and 
consisted of up to 60,000 troops from as many as 24 countries. Scheduled for 8 October to 
2 November 2001, many on the CENTCOM staff believed it should be canceled after the events 
of 9/11 and because of the impending campaign in Afghanistan. US Marine Lieutenant General 
Michael DeLong, the Deputy Commander of CENTCOM, recalled that he and General Tommy 
Franks both agreed that the exercise should take place because it would allow CENTCOM to 

exercise, over 9,000 troops remained in the Middle East and south-central Asia to provide 

communications nodes.11 The decision to execute BRIGHT STAR also reinforced to the world 
that the United States was committed to its allies and had the capacity to both participate in 

American exercise participants provided CENTCOM to rapidly establish the LOC to support 
the opening stages of OEF.12 Colonel Mark Wentlent, who served on the staff of US Third 
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a few months later.13

As BRIGHT STAR progressed, advance parties from CONUS-based SOF units began 
arriving at the K2 Air Base even before an agreement was made between the US and Uzbek 
Governments. The initial Army elements into K2 were a 3-man team from Fort Campbell, 
Kentucky, and an 11-man team from Special Operations Command Central (SOCCENT), 

negotiations. The teams landed with the mission to prepare the way for the impending arrival 

granted one building, which became the tactical operations center (TOC). But the Americans 
were able to begin the purchasing of fuel, building materiels, and other supplies to repair and 

14

Because of the pressure in DOD and CENTCOM to keep the US footprint in the region 

As the previous chapter established, CENTCOM desired to use Special Forces (SF) teams 
working in conjunction with anti-Taliban Afghan militias and Coalition aircraft to defeat the 
enemy, rather than rely on large conventional forces. Although reliance on SF allowed for a 

Colonel Phillip McGhee, Deputy Chief of Staff for Resource Management for United States 
Army Special Operations Command (USASOC), expressed his surprise at the amount of airlift 
that was needed to transport one SF group, a formation consisting of three SF battalions and 
support elements. McGehee recalled, “The amount of airlift it took to get one [SF] group in 

theater.”15

Once Uzbekistan granted formal permission to use K2 on 5 October 2001, the American 

the backed up air bases. Nevertheless, the onslaught of planes almost immediately congested 

they had. Aircraft began arriving at K2 every 2 hours, and the base population swelled from 
100 to 2,000 in just 1 week.16

Army unit to arrive at K2 on 4 October, attempted to handle the arriving cargo planes. The 

Force Theater Airlift Control Element (TALCE) assigned the mission to unload aircraft at K2 

in to help the TALCE unload the incoming planes through muscle power.17

SOF provided the initial logistical support to the Army. Doctrinally, the geographic combatant 
commander and his subordinate component commanders support SOF once in theater. However, 

begin building the base. Thus, conventional Army units were supported by the SOF support unit 
for about 30 days until the Army could build its capability for logistical support.18
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Among the arrivals on 5 October was the 16th Special Operations Wing of the Air Force 
Special Operations Command (AFSOC), the advance party of the 5th Special Forces Group 
(SFG), elements of the 160th Special Operations Aviation Regiment (SOAR), elements of the 
112th Signal Battalion, and the lead elements of the 1st Battalion, 87th Infantry (1-87 IN), a 
unit that belonged to the US Army 10th Mountain Division and soon responsible for securing 

19

affairs, and psychological operations (PSYOP) units.

530, which arrived from Fort Bragg in mid-November. LTF 530 was a composite organization 
pasted together to meet the logistics needs of the units at K2. It was composed of the battal-

the 58th Maintenance Company of the 7th Transportation Battalion. Consisting of only 174 
personnel, this unit took over A/528th SOSB’s mission and provided virtually every class of 

food, laundry and bath, and sanitation services to the compound, while the 58th Maintenance 

helicopter units.20 This composite unit would continue operations well into the following year 
as the footprint continued to grow at K2.

-
tions that would retrieve downed aviators during the initial air campaign. To this end, when 

CSAR operation would soon involve other Services’ SOF elements.21 One of those elements, 
the 2d Battalion, 160th SOAR from Fort Campbell, began arriving on 5 October 2001. To con-

with MH-47E and MH-60L helicopters. In an amazing feat of teamwork, the battalion mechan-
ics unloaded the aircraft from the cargo planes, assembled them, conducted tests, and had them 
ready for operations within 48 hours of arrival.22 That achievement was critical because the air 
campaign was set to begin on 7 October.

The Air Campaign
As early as 12 September, an air campaign against Taliban forces in Afghanistan had been 

on the table as a viable response, at least in part, to the attacks of 9/11. As the Bush administra-
tion’s strategy for the war against terror evolved and the planning for the initial campaign took 
shape during mid- to late-September, the Air Force and Navy positioned assets in and around 
the Middle East and Asia to support an air campaign in Afghanistan. On 14 September the 
Navy ordered two ships carrying 235,000 barrels of marine diesel fuel to Diego Garcia Island 
in the Indian Ocean. Concurrently, 28,000 gallons of aviation fuel was ordered to be delivered 
to Moron Air Base in Spain, which had been used as a staging base for Air Force tanker aircraft. 
Other actions included the recall of tankers from test programs and the limiting of the Air Force 

-
pleted before assigning them to missions in Afghanistan.23 All these actions, and more, were 
sure indicators of the impending air campaign.
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By the end of September, USAF long-range precision strike aircraft were ready for combat 
missions and many had been repositioned to forward operating bases such as Diego Garcia 
and other locations throughout southern Europe and the Middle East. A large number of 

86C Conventional Air Launched Cruise Missiles (CALCMs), along with Joint Direct Attack 
Munitions (JDAMs) and cluster bombs. The B-1B Lancer supersonic bombers, which were 
based at Diego Garcia as well as in the Persian Gulf country of Oman, were also capable of car-
rying JDAM precision guided munitions, cluster bombs, and Mark 82 500-pound iron bombs. 
The B-2A Spirit stealth bombers, however, remained based at Whiteman Air Force Base in 

from Whiteman to Afghanistan and back, and could deliver thousand-pound JDAMs, as well as 
deep penetrating precision-guided bombs on each mission. In addition to these strike aircraft, a 

Turkey, and Pakistan in preparation for OEF.
The US Navy had been preparing to support operations over Afghanistan as well. When 

the 9/11 attacks occurred, the carriers USS Carl Vinson and Enterprise and their correspond-
ing battle groups were conducting operations in the Indian Ocean. By 18 September two other 
carriers, the Theodore Roosevelt and the Kitty Hawk, had been ordered to the area as well. The 
latter ship, sailing from her homeport at Yokosuka, Japan, had left almost her entire air wing 
there so that she could function as a platform for launching helicopters from the 160th SOAR 
that would transport SOF into Afghanistan from the south.24

US Air Force Lieutenant General Charles Wald, commander of the Joint Forces Air 
Component Command (JFACC) for CENTCOM, was responsible for planning and execut-
ing the air campaign. Wald’s mission statement was clear: “On order, Combined Forces Air 
Component Command provides air support for friendly forces working with the Northern 
Alliance and other opposition forces in order to defeat hostile Taliban and al-Qaeda forces and 
to set the conditions for regime removal and long-term regional stability.” Wald’s command 
would operate from the newly established Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC) at Prince 
Sultan Air Base, Saudi Arabia.25

The planning and preparation for the air campaign was not without problems. Delays 
resulted from a number of issues involving the problems with negotiations over K2, proper 
target designation, a shortage of approved targets, and a heavy emphasis on collateral dam-
age avoidance. For example, all potential targets were scrutinized in painstaking detail not 
only at the CAOC, CENTCOM, and onboard Navy aircraft carriers, but also by military attor-
neys in the Pentagon. Each routinely assessed potential target lists before approving targets for 
planned raids and airstrikes.26 Frustrated with the situation, General Franks, the CENTCOM 
commander, stepped in and put a stop to at least some of the micromanagement from the 
Pentagon. Franks wrote in his memoirs that he told the Chairman of the JCS, General Myers, 
“I am not going along with Washington giving tactics and targets to our kids in the cockpits and 
on the ground in Afghanistan.”27

The planning and other preparations continued up to the night of 7 October when the 
attacks began. In a televised address to the nation on 8 October, President Bush announced, 
“On my orders, the United States military has begun strikes against al-Qaeda terrorist training 
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camps and military installations of the Taliban regime in Afghanistan.”28

bombing was far from overwhelming in either scope or effect. Only 31 preplanned strategic 
targets in the vicinities of Kabul, Kandahar, Shindand, Herat, Mazar-e Sharif, and Sheberghan 
were hit. These targets did not include frontline Taliban positions. The opening-round attacks 
were conducted by Air Force B-2 stealth bombers from Whiteman, the B-1B and B-52 bombers 

cruisers and destroyers as well as submarines belonging to both the United States and the 
United Kingdom.29

The goal of the initial wave of air attacks was to gain uncontested control of Afghan air-
space by destroying Taliban air defense capabilities. To this end, US planners focused attacks 

offensive, for example, Coalition pilots reported a small number of incidents in which Afghan 
soldiers directed antiaircraft artillery and surface-to-air missiles at their aircraft.30 Still, within 
days, the air campaign had achieved air supremacy in the skies over Afghanistan.

The Coalition also sought to erode the Taliban’s ground forces and general capability to 

sanctuaries.

bombs and munitions of various types. As the second week began, AC-130 gunships and F-15E 

joined the fray and began attacking Taliban troop concentrations and vehicles. With the bulk of 
the primary targets destroyed or damaged, the Coalition target list expanded to focus on emerg-
ing targets or “targets of opportunity.”31

from Ramstein Air Base in Germany, began dropping food and medical supplies to the Afghan 
population that, as the previous chapter noted, was suffering from decades of war and social 
dislocation. That turmoil had by late 2001 left a majority of Afghanistan’s 27 million citizens 
impoverished.32

humanitarian daily rations (HDRs) to the needy Afghans.33

While the humanitarian air drops were an integral part of the campaign plan, these drops 
were actually controversial in the civilian humanitarian assistance community. Detractors 
claimed that they were ineffective, expensive, and motivated by political concerns. Some non-
government organizations (NGOs) and international organizations (IOs) in Afghanistan felt 
that the airdrops were a PSYOP mission and the use of the term “humanitarian” for these mis-
sions was incorrect.34 A further point of contention was that both cluster bombs and aid pack-
ages had yellow packaging. Civilian workers on the ground contended that the two could easily 
be confused. Although there were no reported instances of Afghans confusing the two, the 
Coalition changed the color of the HDR packages.35 Despite these concerns, during the early 
October timeframe, the Coalition dropped more humanitarian rations than bombs.
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Coalition PSYOP in the Opening Phases
While CENTCOM directed the initial phase of the air campaign, Coalition leaders began 

efforts to engage and win over the Afghan population to their cause. To explain to the Afghan 
people why the Coalition was attacking their country, CENTCOM directed several efforts to 
focus on distributing critical messages to the population. At Fort Bragg, North Carolina, the 
Special Operations (SO) 4th Psychological Operations Group (POG) began its air war effort 
2 days before the initial OEF airstrikes. On 5 October, the EC-130 “Commando Solo” air-
craft, from the 193d Special Operations Wing of the Pennsylvania Air National Guard, began 
broadcasting radio transmissions across Afghanistan. The Joint Psychological Operations Task 
Force (JPOTF), which became active on 4 October at Fort Bragg, North Carolina, scrambled to 
develop messages that would capture the minds of the Afghans. However, the development of 

easy task in a time-constrained environment.
Fortunately for the Coalition forces, Dr. Ehsan Entezar, a native Afghan who spoke the 

since 1982, were already working as civilians in CENTCOM’s Strategic Studies Detachment 
(SSD) within the 4th POG. As Dr. Champagne explained, the SSD had people “with over 100 
years of cumulative experience working on [OEF] which was unheard of in the government. 
That didn’t exist in any other agency.”36 Despite this, the 4th POG found itself challenged 

Under Secretary of Defense for Policy (OUSD[P]) at the top of the chain.37 As O’Donnell 
remembered, the OUSD(P) was “really telling us what to produce and in some instances the 
medium they wanted. But they didn’t understand the target audience and they didn’t understand 
really, I think, the intent of what General Franks wanted us to be able to accomplish when we 
went out.”38 By the December timeframe, however, OUSD(P) began to realize the 4th POG’s 

approving authority.39

One of 4th POG’s initial operations was to coordinate the messages that would be broadcast 

with different themes, objectives, and target audiences—that were recorded in both the Dari 
and Pashto languages. One message focused on the innocent victims of 9/11, stating, “On 
September 11, 2001, thousands of people were killed en masse in the United States . . . police-

40 The 
staff of the 4th POG also used music to focus the attention of the Afghan populace on the mes-
sages the Coalition hoped to disseminate. Colonel James Treadwell, who commanded the group 
in 2001, stated that the use of traditional jovial Afghan music was a calculated decision.

The Taliban had banned music on the radio. We used the power of music. We 
would have music interspersed with a short spot after every song. Then, if we 
were passing out information, there might be two or three minutes where we 
would speak, but we would always go back to music because nobody is going 
to turn to a radio station if it is just somebody preaching to them.41
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to supply the Afghan music from their personal collections.42 Though most Afghans did have 
access to radios, the Coalition eventually airdropped small portable radios with the preset fre-

43

The overall messages of these broadcasts were designed to encourage the Taliban to cease 
support of al-Qaeda, to undermine Taliban and al-Qaeda morale, to promote the legitimacy of 
US operations, and to convince Afghan citizens that they were not the target of US attacks.44 
The Soldiers in the 4th POG also employed strong direct themes such as the inevitable defeat 
of both the Taliban and al-Qaeda, and rallying support for the NA.45 Once the Coalition took 
out the main Taliban radio station, Commando Solo began broadcasting updates and messages 

and ethnic diversity.46

chessboard. This image was chosen because chess was once a popular Afghan pastime before 
the Taliban banned the game.47

the American forces were a friendly rather than an occupying force, and warned about land-
48

Afghans to tune their radios to the Coalition’s broadcasting station.

by rented U-Haul trucks to McGuire Air Force Base, New Jersey, where they were packed into 

49

to Diego Garcia and initially disseminated by B-52 bombers over Afghanistan beginning 

50 In due course, F-16, F-18, A-6, and MC-130 aircraft would also perform high 

US intentions in Afghanistan as honorable, and pictured an Afghan man and an American 

warned Afghans to stay clear of unexploded ordnance.51

The air campaign that began in early October was a multifaceted effort designed to destroy, 
degrade, or demoralize Taliban and al-Qaeda forces. Concurrently, the air effort sought to pre-
vent large-scale suffering of the Afghan people while seeking to convince the populace that the 
Coalition efforts were designed to ultimately help the Afghan people. Ultimately, the campaign 
met its primary objective of gaining air superiority over Afghanistan so that land forces could 
enter the country and begin to work against the Taliban with the full support of the Coalition’s 
air power. Indeed, air power would prove to be far more decisive once the initial air campaign 
was over and Coalition Soldiers were on the ground.
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Boots on the Ground: Joint Special Operations Task Force–North (JSOTF-N) 
Enters the Theater

In September CENTCOM and SOCOM designated 5th SFG, based at Fort Campbell, 
Kentucky, as the core of the special operations unit designated by the unwieldy title Joint 

SFG had trained for missions in the CENTCOM AOR. This meant that many of its Soldiers 
52

Mulholland as the commander. Since no Joint Forces Special Operations Component Command 
(JFSOCC) was yet established in theater, Mulholland served as the commander of joint SOF 

-
lenges to Mulholland and his staff until a formal JFSOCC was established in November.53 One 
advantage, however, was that Mulholland had direct access to General Franks, the CENTCOM 
commander.

Initially, the primary mission of JSOTF-N was to coordinate and provide CSAR for 
Coalition aircrews that might have to bail out or crash land during the air campaign. Fortunately, 

insertion of ODAs into Afghanistan to link up with NA units for the ground campaign. Because 

the other Army units at the air base. The largest of these was the 1st Battalion, 87th Infantry 
(1-87 IN) from the 10th Mountain Division stationed at Fort Drum, New York, a force of about 
700 Soldiers. The 1-87 IN had been deployed to K2 to perform the base security mission and 

evolve into much more as the ground campaign developed.
Over the next week, other units continued to arrive at K2, further taxing the abilities of the 

JSOTF staff. Not only did this relatively small staff have to plan for and prepare for the coming 
ground operations, it also had to wrestle with mundane matters like billeting for incoming 
units on the already cramped air base, unloading and spotting cargo from incoming aircraft, 

54

On 12 October planning began in earnest for the insertion of the ODAs. Two MH-60L 
helicopters from the 2d Battalion, 160th SOAR, paved the way for the initial insertions on 

nights later, ODA 595 assembled at the back of an MH-47E helicopter at K2 Air Base for the 
55 Remarkably, just over 5 weeks had passed since the World Trade 

Center buildings had fallen. Within those 5 weeks, the Coalition had planned a complex response 
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to the 9/11 attacks and then launched the initial deployment of forces into theater as well as the 
air attack that had begun destroying enemy forces in Afghanistan. In mid-October US Army 
SOF were ready to begin the initial phase of the ground war. Unlike preceding American wars, 

conventional units as the American vanguard on the ground, leaders at the Pentagon and at 
CENTCOM had chosen these small teams to deal the fatal blows to the Taliban and al-Qaeda. 
It would indeed be a different kind of war.
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Collapse of the Taliban in Northern Afghanistan

In October 2001 most observers of the Coalition’s air campaign in Afghanistan believed 
that Operation ENDURING FREEDOM (OEF) was progressing slowly and that the Taliban 
retained a tight grip on power over much of the country. Almost no one—either inside or out-
side the Coalition—considered the collapse of the Taliban regime imminent. Master Sergeant 

Special Forces (SF) teams into Afghanistan, expected the worst. As the leader of Operational 
Detachment–Alpha (ODA) 585, Bolduc informed his men that they might not survive and 

1 Yet, in just over 

Alliance (NA) to decisively defeat the Taliban in northern Afghanistan.

the northeast of Kabul were populated by non-Pashtun ethnic groups and served as the base 

seize the initiative and begin assisting the NA in operations against the Taliban, thus avoiding 
the appearance of an outright invasion.2

contact with the NA commanders in the northern areas. Soon, those Special Operations Forces 
(SOF) teams would be directly involved in combat against both Taliban and al-Qaeda forces 

Konduz that would lead to the NA victory in the north.

The Taliban Enemy

Omar, the militant group was intent on establishing an Islamist government in Afghanistan and 

Taliban’s tacit support for spreading global Islamist extremism beyond Afghanistan. By 2001 
the Taliban controlled an estimated 80 percent of Afghanistan.3

But the ruling regime did not command a single military force. Instead, in the fall of 2001 

essentially organized in three distinct components: indigenous Taliban, non-Afghan Taliban, 
and al-Qaeda forces trained by and associated with Osama bin Laden.4 The three groups were 

-
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5

Mullah Omar was the commander in chief, the army was overseen by a military council and 

body was invested with either operational control or setting overall strategy. Both the Afghan 
and non-Afghan Taliban soldiers served on a less than permanent basis. Although some were 

both commanders and troops on the front lines changed often during the course of a typical 

as having more in common with a lashkar or tribal militia than with a regular military force.6 
Historically, Afghan lashkars were formed by Pashtun commanders from unpaid volunteers 
when tribal leaders felt threatened or wanted to exert power. This practice affected the structure 

late 2001 as they induced defections from many indigenous Taliban units.
The foreign Taliban, who comprised approximately 25 percent of the regime’s military 

force, were far better trained and enjoyed a higher level of morale derived from their desire to 
wage jihad. Of the foreign groups, those associated with al-Qaeda had received the best train-
ing and displayed the most zeal in combat against Coalition and NA forces. Stephen Biddle, an 
analyst at the US Army Strategic Studies Institute, has pointed out that the Taliban recognized 
the superiority of the foreign elements and relied greatly on them in the fall of 2001 as the NA 
and their American allies began the ground campaign.7

The Northern Alliance
-

ing the summer of 2001 by ousted Afghan President Burnahuddin Rabbani and his military 

Panjshir Valley in the northeast region of the country, the Shomali Plains north of Kabul, and 
several other small enclaves in the northern, central, and western regions of Afghanistan.8

-
nalists. Shortly after his death, dire predictions arose regarding the possible disintegration of 
the NA. Massoud had been considered an exceptional military strategist and had successfully 

-
ponents within the Alliance rose to the surface. The largest contingent was made up of eth-

following Massoud’s demise. In Ghowr and Herat provinces, in west Afghanistan, General 
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controlled six provinces in northern Afghanistan. His stronghold had been the city of Mazar-e 

During the summer of 2001, prior to the US intervention in Afghanistan, the NA was 

of maintaining a military stalemate with the Taliban. Although troop strength estimates varied 

upcoming US operations.10

Mi-24 and Mi-25 combat helicopters. The Alliance also maintained a small air wing that 
included approximately a dozen Soviet-built helicopters. Logistics support for the NA was 

11

The Insertion of the ODAs
Extensive inclement weather in early October 2001 combined with the treacherous 

Since the beginning of the air campaign, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld had pushed 
hard for SOF presence in Afghanistan. According to a number of sources, in early October 

12 Since becoming the head of the 
Department of Defense (DOD), Rumsfeld had championed the use of SOF. Once OEF began, 

13

-
14

Dostum’s forces in Dehi, some 60 miles south of Mazar-e Sharif.15 Not long after, the team 
-

ing at Dehi. On 25 October ODA 585 landed near Dasht-e Qaleh then moved south to join 
General Bariullah Khan’s NA forces near Konduz. On 31 October ODA 553 was inserted into 
Bamian province, northwest of Kabul, to support Hazara Commander Karim Khalili. Next, 
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(ODC), was inserted to assist General Dostum and his staff on 3 November. On 4 November 

soon split into two six-man teams, one remaining with Atta Mohammed’s command group 
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the Panjshir Valley.16

but once they reached K2 Colonel John Mulholland, the 5th SFG commander who had trans-
formed his command into the JSOTF-N, described the SOF mission in a single straightforward 

17 
The overly broad statement provided the JSOTF-N commander and his teams the freedom to 

necessary to complete the mission. Since there had been no off-the-shelf plan for operations 

18 Unconventional warfare 

deploy to a foreign country and partner with that country’s indigenous forces to conduct a 
variety of operations including intelligence collection, sabotage, guerrilla warfare, and con-

allowing them great latitude in how to conduct this type of campaign. Captain Dean Newman, 

slides that told him to conduct unconventional warfare, render Afghanistan no longer a safe 
 Newman stated that he was 

20

Mazar-e Sharif: The Starting Point

province and has been a major regional trading center since the days of Alexander the Great. 

12th century.

Dostum and the Taliban. In 2001 Mazar-e Sharif had been under the control of the Taliban for 
several years. Once hostilities began in October, the Taliban government moved 3,000 to 5,000 
soldiers to the region, and as the month progressed, additional reinforcements were arriving 

21
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-

Mazar-e Sharif as critical because its strategic location and airport allowed for the creation of 
22 

Gaining a supply base with an airport before the onset of winter was especially important for 

-

21 October against Taliban positions in the Beshcam area, about 8 miles from Dostum’s head-
23

24

The Horses They Rode in On 
 
 On 19 October 2001, Operational Detachment-Alpha (ODA) 595 infiltrated into 
Afghanistan and linked up with General Rashid Dostum and his Northern Alliance (NA) 
forces in the Darya Suf Valley some 70 miles south of Mazar-e Sharif. General Dostum’s 
only modes of transportation were horses and mules; thus, for the next several weeks, ODA 
595 rode into battle on horseback, side-by-side with NA fighters.  
 The commander of ODA 595, Captain Mark D. Nutsch, was well prepared for this task. 
A full-fledged, highly skilled, cowboy from Alma, Kansas, Nutsch had been a rodeo rider and 
calf-roping champion at his college alma mater, Kansas State University, prior to joining the 
Army and becoming a Special Forces officer. Although their Afghan saddles were too small 
and the stirrups too short, ODA 595 team members were able to successfully keep up with 
General Dostum during a series of battles leading to the eventual Taliban defeat at Mazar-e 
Sharif on 10 November.  
 Along the way, Nutsch, his men, and the NA forces that 
they supported liberated more than 50 towns and cities, killed or 
captured thousands of Taliban and al-Qaeda soldiers, and 
destroyed hundreds of enemy vehicles, bunkers, and weapons 
systems. In his first field report (25 October), Captain Nutsch 
declared “We are doing amazingly well with what we have . . . . 
Frankly, I am surprised that we have not been slaughtered.” 
After Mazar-e Sharif fell to NA forces, General Dostum 
expressed his gratitude to Nutsch and ODA 595, stating, “I asked 
for a few Americans. They brought with them the courage of a 
whole Army.” 

    Kalev Sepp, “Meeting the ‘g-chief’: ODA 595,” 
    Special Warfare, September 2002. 
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artillery, and a command post near Chapchal.25

several villages in the district south of Mazar-e Sharif, assisted in great measure by additional 

the evening of 28 October a US Air Force Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) arrived, allowing 
-

mand and control cell comprised of himself and a radio operator. The next day saw the arrival 
of the ODC 53, commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Max Bowers, to provide command and 

the impending battle.

SF teams, an SF command and control element, and an Air Force TACP that carried satellite 

(SOFLAM) for pinpointing enemy targets. US cargo aircraft had also managed to drop much-
needed food, ammunition, and supplies to NA forces in preparation for this next phase of 
operations.26 Additionally, since no vehicles were available and paths in the region consisted 
primarily of winding mountain trails at elevations in excess of 6,000 feet, NA forces and their 

The Role of the US Air Force on the Ground 
  

 Typically, two Air Force Special Operations Command (AFSOC) Terminal Attack 
Controllers accompanied each Army Special Forces ODA on combat operations during 
Operation ENDURING FREEDOM. Everyone wanted a terminal attack controller on his 
team and these airmen had a dramatic effect on the battles of Mazar-e Sharif, Taloqan, and 
Konduz in northern Afghanistan. Their primary function was to coordinate and control all
joint close air support missions conducted by US Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps attack, 
fighter, and bomber aircraft in support of Special Operations Forces and Northern Alliance 
operations on the ground. They used laser designators and special GPS equipment to direct 
hundreds of air strikes on Taliban and al-Qaeda troops, tanks, personnel carriers, and assorted
vehicles. The Air Force controllers also proved proficient at controlling a variety of aircraft 
from fighters to B-52s and AC-130s. These aircraft often carried a mix of munitions 
(precision-guided and/or iron “dumb” bombs of varying sizes) that necessitated split-second 
decision-making by the controllers regarding which ordnance was best suited for which 
targets.  
 One controller, whose team had been nearly overrun in the Balkh Valley south of Mazar-
e Sharif, noted that “there is no doubt in my mind that air power allowed the Northern 
Alliance to move through that valley virtually unimpeded. Close air support helped cut down 
the amount of time it would have taken for the alliance to advance, and it reduced the loss of 
life that would surely have resulted from direct action.” These men, whose roles are often 
overlooked, were critical in the early Coalition victories against the Taliban. 

 Technical Sergeant Ginger Schreitmueller, 
 “Profile: Staff Sgt. Matt,” DefendAmerica, February 2002
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27 On 4 November ODA 534, commanded by 
28 

On 5 November General Dostum’s men were ready to move. The operation began at dawn 

-
-

F-18 Hornet aircraft was followed by NA forces launching a cavalry charge against the remain-
ing enemy, many of whom had begun to retreat northward.

At this point, NA forces were closing in on Mazar-e Sharif from the south and southwest. 
Taliban commanders in the city continued to funnel reinforcements to the south and continued 
to put up some resistance. As a result, SOF teams directed Coalition air power against these 

Early Look at Hell 
 
 On 5 November 2001, two officers with General Rashid Dostum’s Northern Alliance 
forces south of Mazar e Sharif were monitoring Taliban defensive positions located 
about 3,000 meters away. Soon, an MC-130 Combat Talon aircraft approached and released a 
huge wooden pallet containing a 15,000 pound high explosive BLU-82 bomb over the enemy 
position. The pallet separated and fell away; then, a drag parachute deployed from the back of 
the bomb as it slowly floated toward the Taliban target.  
 Suddenly, there was a tremendous explosion and a crushing shock wave that knocked 
both men to the ground, leaving one unconscious. A giant mushroom-shaped cloud (that 
resembled a nuclear blast) rose from the impact site. One of the officers finally commented, 
“We were nearly a mile away from the blast and it beat the crap out of us. What was it like 
out there on the Taliban lines?” He would soon answer his own question, noting “they’re 
getting an early look at what hell is like.” Moments later a second BLU-82 was dropped on 
the same Taliban position. Mazar-e Sharif fell to Dostum’s troops that night. 
 The BLU-82 epitomized the US military’s ability to make a huge impact on the 
battlefield with a small force. Few of these weapons would be used in OEF and not all would 
have the equivalent effect as the two outside of Mazar-e Sharif. But the overall use of air-
delivered munitions proved decisive in enabling the Northern Alliance to defeat the Taliban in 
northern Afghanistan in 2001. 

 Gary C. Schroen, First In (New York, NY: Ballentine Books, 2005). 
 

-
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30 As the NA forces and their American 

began defecting.

Dostum’s forward progress. But by late afternoon, NA forces fought off last-ditch Taliban 
31 The next day, NA 

troops seized the city airport allowing General Dostum and his SF advisors to ride into Mazar-e 
Sharif where they were greeted warmly by the population.32

Fighting in the city would resume, nevertheless, when several hundred Taliban, who had 

33

Taliban prisoners in the city and the surrounding area.34

35

Securing the North: Konduz and Taloqan

with NA forces, Master Sergeant Bolduc and his team met with local NA commander General 
Bariullah Khan at a safe house to plan the joint operation that would ultimately capture the 

for three years with hundreds of men and could do nothing—what are you going to do with 10 
36 Despite his concern, Bariullah arranged a meeting for ODA 585 with Fahim 

Khan, the Supreme NA Commander. Fahim agreed to give Bolduc a few days to prove his 

line, which consisted of four observation posts extended over 6 miles of rugged terrain located 
about 40 miles northeast of Konduz, an important city in northern Afghanistan located to the 
east of Mazar-e Sharif. From the observation point, Bolduc could see several Taliban forti-

37

continued bombing the Taliban day and night, wearing them down mentally and physically. 

and push south toward Konduz.38
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-
-

off at the last minute for no apparent reason. Bolduc was forced to cancel the CAS missions 
he had arranged and to recall his observation team. Then, in another surprise move, General 

failure that led to the deaths of several hundred NA soldiers and three reporters who were 

 After the failed assault, Bariullah apologized to Bolduc, explaining that he wanted 
to achieve victory on his own, without assistance from the SOF team.

The following day, nevertheless, offered another chance to dislodge the Taliban defend-

who had just defeated them. Bariullah and Bolduc then moved farther west and established a 
new command center about 40 miles north of Konduz. From this location, the SOF team and 
the NA sent out a reconnaissance team to gather information about Taliban forces in the city 
and came close to being overrun 10 miles north of Konduz. However, the timely arrival of two 
F-18s allowed the team to withdraw unharmed.40 Two days later, General Bariullah’s NA forces 

586 and NA forces commanded by General Daoud Khan were moving toward Konduz from the 

Figure 10. ODA 586.
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up with General Daoud. By 10 November ODA 586 team members were discussing the mis-

element rotation with one section along the NA front lines directing CAS operations, another 
recovering and overseeing supply matters, and the third preparing for the next day’s series of 
CAS missions.

road to Konduz. The ODA 586 forward element was forced to reposition to a new observation 

forces. General Daoud had expected that the move west to Konduz would be as easy as the cap-

of Konduz. Tactically, the NA now began moving slowly and deliberately, allowing air power 
to suppress and destroy Taliban positions ahead of them before moving forward to occupy the 
positions. Captain O’Hara described the advance up the road to Konduz in the following way: 

41 This combination of tactics proved to be extremely 
lethal against the Taliban forces that had no weapons to defeat the aircraft and little protection 
against the bombings.

to call for emergency CAS to protect their own lives.42 Their bravery, though, was pivotal to 

By 23 November Daoud had captured the city of Khanabad and was moving toward 
-

4 ammunition dumps. In addition, O’Hare reported that more that 2,000 enemy soldiers had 
43

At the same time that General Daoud was closing on Konduz from the east and General 
Bariullah was approaching from the north, General Dostum was moving in from the west. 
All three NA commanders were attracting support from the local populations and by the time 

44 Each NA general 
then began his own surrender negotiations. After holding out for several days, a few thousand 
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Americans to enter the city. Dostum set many of the Afghan Taliban free, while his forces 

Konduz, the strategically important cities of northern Afghanistan were now in the hands of 
NA forces.

Concurrent Civil-Military Operations
As noted earlier in this study, CENTCOM planners had sought to create a campaign plan 

for OEF in which combat operations and humanitarian assistance would occur simultaneously. 

of operations concurrently. To support humanitarian relief assistance for the Afghan people, 
-

lish an appropriate organization to coordinate these relief activities. Lieutenant General Paul 

the 122d Rear Operations Center, and the 352d Civil Affairs (CA) Command to conduct the 
humanitarian assistance operations. The CJCMOTF formed in Atlanta and Tampa, moved to 
Kuwait, and eventually deployed to Kabul in early December 2001.

The planning for humanitarian assistance operations in theater had begun just 4 days after 

Humanitarian Rations from the Sky 
 

 Developed in the early 1990s by the Department of Defense Humanitarian Assistance 
Team, humanitarian daily rations (HDRs) were similar to the military meal, ready-to-eat 
(MRE) that offered a variety of single-portion foods in sealed pouches. HDRs were designed 
to feed large populations of refugees in emergency situations. Each HDR provides sustenance 
for one day (2,200 calories), and did not include animal products in order to comply with 
worldwide religious restrictions. The HDR packages were colored yellow to make each 
packet highly visible. In Afghanistan, Coalition aircraft dropped HDRs without parachutes. 
This “flutter-down” method created wide dispersion and hopefully precluded hoarding and 
altercations over large pallet-load airdrops.  
 Unfortunately, at the same time that the Coalition was dropping HDRs, its aircraft were 
also dropping cluster bombs in Taliban concentrations. Each cluster bomb contained over 200 
cylindrically-shaped bomblets that were colored yellow like the HDRs. About 5 percent of 
these bomblets failed to explode, thereby creating the potential for being mistaken for HDR 
packets. Realizing the potential danger of mistaking bomblets for rations, the Coalition used 
the Commando Solo aircraft to warn the Afghan population in Dari and Pashto about the 
differences between the HDRs and the deadly munitions. 
 The final OEF humanitarian daily ration airdrop occurred on 13 December 2001. By that 
time, US military aircraft had dropped nearly one million packets in support of the Afghan 
people. In 2002, the Pentagon changed the HDR packet color from yellow to red. 

    Deborah Zabarenko, “US Offers Lesson on 
How to Tell Cluster Bombs from Food Packs,” 

The Washington Post, 30 October 2001. 
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of the 5th SFG. One of these teams relocated to Mazar-e Sharif in late November and a second 
would move onto the Bagram Air Base near Kabul after it was occupied in October.45

CA Battalion joined the ODAs in place in the north. Their mission was to assist NA leaders 
and to initiate collaborative efforts with local Afghan civilians. Some HAST members began 
wearing civilian clothes in an effort to blend in with Afghans. Nongovernment organizations 

-
guish between Soldiers (in civilian attire) and NGO personnel. Shortly thereafter, CENTCOM 

46 After the NA victory in Mazar-e Sharif, 

47 The 

48

Qala-i Jangi Prison Uprising
The Taliban collapse in northern 

Afghanistan had led to the surrender 
of thousands of Taliban and al-Qaeda 

leaders accepted at face value the 
word of the captured Taliban that 
they would not engage in any further 
hostilities. Because of this promise, 
NA Soldiers rarely searched their 
captives for weapons in a thorough 

many of those surrendering were non-

-
50 Despite these unex-

about 100 soldiers.51

interrogate the Taliban and search for al-Qaeda members. Several Taliban wandered freely 
within the compound, having been untied by the guards to wash and pray.52 The American 

53

Figure 11. Fortress of Qala-i Jangi. 
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54

Later that afternoon, American SF and British Special Air Service (SAS) Soldiers led by 

compound where the Taliban had concentrated. On 26 November additional SF troops and 

northeast corner of the facility. Unfortunately, a misdirected 2,000-pound bomb dropped from 

55 That evening, Coalition leaders on 

prison. By the next day, the surviving Taliban were nearly out of food, water, and ammunition. 

A group of Taliban survived, however, by hiding in the basement of the prison complex. 
For several days they refused to come out despite being doused with burning oil.56 Finally, on 

The Death Ray 
 
 Air Force AC-130H “Spectre” and AC-130U “Spooky” gunships heavily supported US 
Special Operations Forces in northern Afghanistan during the fall of 2001. In November, an 
AC-130 was providing suppressive fires to ODA 595 and General Rashid Dostum’s Northern
Alliance forces near the city of Konduz when Dostum overheard the gunship’s female fire 
support officer’s voice over the radio. He immediately summoned Mohammed Fazal, a 
recently-captured former Taliban chief of staff, to listen to the radio conversation. Dostum 
convinced Fazal that the voice was the “Angel of Death,” waiting overhead to use the “Death 
Ray” on Taliban holdouts in Konduz. Fazal immediately grabbed a radio and ordered the 
remaining Taliban forces to surrender. 
 AC-130 gunships flew out of Oman during the initial months of OEF and were 
instrumental in every Northern Alliance attack in northern Afghanistan, especially those in 
Konduz and in the Qala-i Jangi prison uprising. The side-firing gunship’s primary missions
include close air support, air interdiction, and force protection. Integrated sensor, navigation, 
and fire control systems allow the aircraft to operate at night, in adverse weather, and over 
extended liter times, while providing both surgical strike or saturation firepower. 
 AC-130H Spectre gunships are configured with a 40-mm Bofors cannon (rate of fire up 
to 120 rounds per minute) and one 105-mm Howitzer cannon (rate of fire 10 rounds per 
minute). The AC-130U Spooky (also know as the U-Boat) gunship has a 25-mm GAU-12 
Gatling gun (rate of fire 1,800 rounds per minute), advanced sensors, and a new fire control 
radar system, and is capable of engaging two targets simultaneously. 

CAPT. Mark, no last name available, 
PBS Frontline, “Campaign Against Terror Interview: 

U.S. Special Forces ODA 595,” 8 September 2002. 
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Lindh, who was treated at the Afghan hospital in the city of Sheberghan, interrogated at Camp 
Rhino in southern Afghanistan, and transported to the USS Peleliu in the Arabian Sea.57 Many 
of the Taliban and al-Qaeda members involved in the Qala-i Jangi insurrection were among 

Government had established at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Base in Cuba.58

For his part, General Dostum felt betrayed by the Taliban uprising at the prison. He had 
hoped that his humane treatment of the prisoners would be regarded as a gesture of reconcili-
ation. As a result, he had not directed his subordinates to search the prisoners as thoroughly as 

Logistics Operations in the Early Campaign
Prior to OEF, Army Special Operations Forces (ARSOF) were accustomed to deploying 

and operating independently in small teams. Thus, their logistics needs were limited. In 2001 
the existing, nondeployable, Special Operations Support Command (SOSCOM) with one sup-

However, when the 5th SFG deployed to K2 and became the JSOTF-N, the assigned for-
ward support element—Alpha Company, 528th Special Operations Support Battalion—was 

Soldiers in the entire 528th Support Battalion to provide combat service support for 15,000 

that normally allow for 3,300 support personnel for a combat division that normally has 15,000 
Soldiers.60

establishing a warehouse, a clothing distribution center, a dining facility, and ration and refuel-
ing points. The 507th Corps Support Command replaced the 528th in December 2001 after SF 
combat operations in northern Afghanistan had subsided.61

Soldiers and Army civilians from the 200th Materiel Management Center (MMC), 21st 
Theater Support Command (TSC) in Kaiserslautern, Germany, also provided logistics support 
to SOF personnel during the early days of OEF. A special OEF cell was established at 200th 

-
62 The cell oper-

ated 24 hours a day and was in direct contact with US troops on the ground in Afghanistan via 

-

63

Globemaster III. The Air Force had recently purchased 80 of these aircraft to replace the aging 
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Garcia in the Indian Ocean. At these intermediate staging bases, aircrews transferred cargo 
from the larger C-5s to C-17s for delivery to the theater. Unfortunately, a single C-17 could not 

and congestion at the various staging bases and resulted in split theater shipments.
From the beginning of the air war until mid-December 2001, C-17s air-dropped more than 

2 million humanitarian daily rations for the Afghan population.64 Since there were no in-theater 

joining the C-17 crews to rotate rest periods. Despite the fact that there had been no CENTCOM 
or Air Mobility Command off-the-shelf plan for airlift to Afghanistan, the Coalition air forces 

in central Asia.65

Explaining the Taliban Collapse in the North

longer than it actually did. However, the speed with which the NA routed the Taliban in 
northern Afghanistan resulted from an unprecedented combination of military efforts: SOF 

In many battles in the north, the Taliban enemy, which often outnumbered NA forces, were 
not in contact with the NA and were only visible through sensors used by the ODAs. In these 
situations, SOF-directed US air power was the combat multiplier that enabled an outnumbered 
NA to destroy Taliban infantry and armor and to liberate northern Afghanistan in just over 6 

on the ground, thereby shaping NA tactics. According to Colonel Mulholland, commander of 
JSOTF-N, the Taliban faced a classic dilemma. If they massed, they would be annihilated by 

66

67

the north. The principal reason for this was that CAS controllers attached to ODAs used laser 

68 The 

from typical CAS in which supported forces are normally in direct contact with the enemy. 

engagement, and enabled the concentration of devastating effects without concentrating 
physical forces.
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was unprecedented, the NA (along with its SOF advisors) was essentially no different than any 
70 Matching 

always been a principal factor for success in warfare. As such, JSOTF-N became by default the 
functional ground force (supported) commander directing ODA/NA maneuver units against the 
Taliban and employing complementary US air support whenever needed.

elsewhere resulted from the pitting of a modern force against a poorly-trained, incompetent, 
and unmotivated enemy.71

in future actions such as the assault on Tora Bora and Operation ANACONDA. Additionally, 

use of aerial platforms during the initial months of OEF. The expanded use of UAVs, such as 

-

Unfortunately, teams on the ground could not communicate directly with UAV operators. On 
the other hand, improved capability to transmit and receive data permitted aircrews to retarget 

Despite some initial growing pains, the Combined Air Operations Center (CAOC) at 
Prince Sultan Air Base provided an unprecedented level of timely air support for SF ODAs 
and the NA. Air Force and Navy cooperation and integration was generally harmonious from 
the start as all CAOC members focused on sharing information and on the common objective 
of defeating the Taliban. Improved technology provided CAOC operators with proximate real-

on demand.72

A few controversies did arise. Military and civilian personnel at CENTCOM and in 
-

tion, thereby interfering with timely target approval decision cycles.73 This practice, coupled 

-

the fact that CENTCOM and CAOC were separated by eight time zones detracted from air 
power reaction times as new targets emerged. Additionally, other US Government agencies 

JSOTF-N developed a broad-based coordination plan that integrated all friendly OEF partici-
pants—SOF, covert SOF, and NA.74 Eventually, JSOTF-N established a limited Air Support 
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75

-
mercial satellites to address the demand for data transmission bandwidth.76 This, though, did 
not completely alleviate occasional range and reliability problems with targeting systems, 

addition, extensive aviation operations in mountainous terrain revealed the high-altitude lift 

time to assess variations in aircraft capabilities complicated mission planning for commanders, 
but never seriously endangered the support Coalition SOF was able to give to their indigenous 
partners in the NA.77

In fewer than 2 months, the NA, supported by US SOF and air power, decisively defeated 
-

in the north. SOF also provided tactical advice to the NA and dealt adroitly with various Afghan 
factions, rivalries, and tensions. The seven ODAs and one ODC that entered the northern region 

highly-trained units.
In the early battles for Mazar-e Sharif and for the other population centers in the north, 

Moreover, CENTCOM had demonstrated to doubters that the United States could rapidly 
project destructive land, sea, and air power over exceptionally long distances. US combat 

conventional Army, Navy, Air Force, and Marines—cooperated in support of the OEF mission. 
Defeating the Taliban and establishing a strategic foothold in northern Afghanistan would be 
critical to the rest of the OEF campaign by creating an anchor point for NA power and a plat-
form from which to project that power.

The NA commanders now turned their focus to the capital of Kabul and the promise of 

Pashtun population. The victorious battles in the north were critical to the campaign and set the 
stage for even greater victories. However, both the capital and the south of the country would 
have to be secured for the Coalition to achieve its overall goal of ridding Afghanistan of the 
Taliban and al-Qaeda.
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Success in the South and East

The situation in southern and eastern Afghanistan differed markedly from the circum-
stances in the north. Unlike operations in the northern part of Afghanistan, where Operational 
Detachment–Alpha (ODA) teams worked with the multiethnic Northern Alliance (NA) to bring 
down the Taliban, ODAs in the south and southeast did not have the opportunity to work with 
a well-established anti-Taliban organization and needed to either manufacture resistance to the 
Taliban or nurse extant opposition within the local population to maturity. Making this problem 

of Kandahar, and the movement’s most ardent supporters remained located in that region and 
the southeastern provinces along the Pakistani border. In the eastern region, seizing control of 
Kabul presented both a military and a political challenge. If that seizure occurred at the hands 
of the Tajik- and Uzbek-dominated NA, the Pashtun majority within the country might be irre-
vocably alienated from the Coalition. Clearly, for the ODAs that would begin working in the 

regime.
Still within 2 months of arriving in Afghanistan, the ODAs worked with indigenous forces 

of several different types to capture Kabul in November, seize Kandahar in early December, 
and destroy much of Osama bin Laden’s al-Qaeda forces at Tora Bora in mid-December. 
Throughout these operations in southern and eastern Afghanistan, Coalition military leaders 
continued to rely on the partnership between indigenous anti-Taliban forces, small teams of 
Special Operations Forces (SOF), and highly-focused close air support (CAS). This formula 
worked well through the middle of December as key anti-Taliban Pashtun leaders such as 
Hamid Karzai and Gul Agha Sherzai emerged to work with Coalition forces and rapidly build 
their own military forces. The collaboration of these elements culminated in early December 
with the remarkably quick capture of Kandahar, the key objective in the south.

However, the collaboration between Special Forces (SF) advisors and anti-Taliban militia 

There, on the border with Pakistan, a potent mix of cultural differences, inter-Afghan politi-
cal agendas, and international frictions prevented Coalition forces from annihilating al-Qaeda 
forces in Afghanistan and capturing Osama bin Laden. While the actions at Tora Bora were 

Initial Moves: Identifying Pashtun Allies in the South
For the ODAs designated for operations in eastern and southern Afghanistan, it was vital 

Coalition seize Kandahar—the center of Pashtun life in Afghanistan. By the late 20th century, 
there were roughly 17 million Pashtuns living along both sides of the Afghan–Pakistani border, 

from within the Pashtun ethnic group.1 Coalition military and political leaders recognized early 
that operations could not solely rely on the NA; ultimate victory would required support from 
the Pashtun population. Fortunately, the US Government quickly found a Pashtun leader who 
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was willing to serve at the head of an anti-Taliban Pashtun movement. His name was Hamid 
Karzai and he would quickly emerge as an ally not only in the effort to dislodge the Taliban, but 
also in the nation-building process that would immediately ensue after the Taliban’s defeat.

Little known by Americans 
before the dramatic events of 
September 2001, Karzai was born in 
1957, the son of Abdul Ahad Karzai, 
just outside Kandahar. Abdul Karzai 
had served as deputy speaker of the 
Afghanistan Parliament in the 1960s 
and was a tribal elder of the Popalzai, 
one of the key Pashtun tribes. Hamid 
Karzai’s maternal grandfather, Khair 
Mohammad Khan, had fought in 
Afghanistan’s War of Independence 
in 1919 and had served as the deputy 
speaker of Afghanistan’s Senate. 
Karzai thus enjoyed an impeccable 
pedigree that in 2001 positioned 
him as a potential player in the post-
Taliban Afghan government.

In any event, it was not just Karzai’s lineage that thrust him into the forefront of the anti-
Taliban forces’ efforts.2

in Afghanistan since the 1979 Soviet invasion. After receiving his Master of Arts degree in 
International Relations in 1983 from Shimla University in India, Karzai returned to his home 
country and joined the mujahideen, serving the anti-Soviet resistance in a variety of capaci-
ties. He was the Director of Information for the National Liberation Front (NLF) and even-

withdrawal, Karzai received an appointment as the director of the foreign affairs unit within 
the transitional post-Soviet government led by Mohammad Najibullah. After the mujahideen 
ousted Najibullah’s communist Democratic Republic of Afghanistan regime in 1992, Karzai 
was tabbed as the interim government’s Deputy Foreign Minister. When civil war broke out, 
Karzai attempted to bring the disparate sides together at a loya jirga (grand council), but 
failed.

Mohammad Omar’s movement and of his al-Qaeda allies, a stance that forced them to leave 
Afghanistan. In August 1999 assassins killed Abdul Ahad Karzai in Quetta, Pakistan, while he 
was attempting to organize resistance to the Taliban regime. This event consolidated Hamid 

as other Afghan ethnic groups.
Karzai’s potential looked very promising, but Coalition leaders believed they would have 

to recruit other Pashtun leaders if they were to conduct a successful campaign in the south and 
east. Gul Agha Sherzai was the next obvious candidate. Prior to the Taliban taking power in the 
1990s, Sherzai had exerted political control over the area around Kandahar. He had fought with 

Figure 12. Hamid Karzai.
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the mujahideen against the Soviets and maintained close ties with the Pakistani Inter Services 
Intelligence (ISI) agency. While Sherzai would ultimately prove to be a valuable resource to 
the United States in driving the Taliban from Kandahar, his power was based on his political 

warlord. By turning to men like Karzai and Sherzai, Coalition leaders hoped to cultivate favor 
among the Pashtuns and enable not just a military decision against the Taliban, but a political 
coup de main that would bring a new government supported by all ethnic groups.3

Ground Operations Begin: Objectives RHINO and GECKO
In mid-October, 2 weeks after the beginning of the air campaign, US ground forces would 

night of 20 October 2001, about 200 Rangers from the 3d Battalion, 75th Ranger Regiment, 

as a forward arming and refueling point (FARP) for helicopters ferrying troops of an elite SOF 
4

The objective area was divided into smaller objectives: TIN, IRON, and COBALT. The last 
of these was a walled compound that appeared to be a billeting area for Taliban troops. The 3d 
Battalion’s A Company was to clear Objectives TIN and IRON, then set up blocking positions 
to oppose any Taliban counterattacks that might develop. Company C’s mission was to assault 
and clear Objective COBALT, the walled compound.5

Before the Rangers parachuted onto the objective, strikes by a variety of aircraft hit the 
targets to suppress and perhaps kill many of the enemy forces near the objectives. The US Air 
Force directed B-2 Stealth Bombers to hit the various target areas around RHINO, especially 

6 The 

forcing 9 more to withdraw.7 The AC-130 attacked several structures within COBALT and 
effectively quelled resistance there that might have contested the parachute drop and the fol-
low-on assault into the walled compound.8

The 3d Battalion’s attack went off relatively smoothly. Once on the ground, the Rangers 
of A Company immediately attacked and secured their objectives without incident. Company 

who was quickly killed, there was no resistance. During the attack, members of the 9th 
Psychological Operations (PSYOP) Battalion began broadcasting messages via loudspeaker 
urging any surviving enemy soldiers to give up to the Americans.9 The US elements at RHINO 

minutes, several MC-130 aircraft landed and prepared to refuel the SOF helicopters and extract 

refueling.10 Phase I was complete. The next phase, the operation to seize Objective GECKO, 
was about to begin. 

Objective GECKO was a residential compound southwest of Kandahar that, according to 

Omar, the leader of the Taliban. According to a US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) 
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history of the operation, the SOF mission going into GECKO was to “disrupt Taliban leader-
ship and [al-Qaeda] communications, gather intelligence and detain select personnel.”11 A short 
time after refueling at the FARP, the helicopters were en route to the compound carrying about 
90 highly trained SOF soldiers who were intent on killing or capturing Mullah Mohammed 
Omar. Shortly before the choppers landed near the compound, AC-130 Spectre gunships and 
MH-60 Blackhawk helicopters pounded the residence with a variety of weapons. Once on the 
ground, the elite force took less than an hour to seize and clear Omar’s compound. Failing to 

evacuated the objective and returned to RHINO.12 Once the SOF choppers departed RHINO, 
the Rangers boarded the MC-130s and departed. The entire operation lasted just over 5 hours 
after the parachute assault.13

The operations to capture Objectives RHINO and GECKO were designed to have as much 
of a psychological impact as a military one. The Taliban simply did not have a well-developed 

political and military leadership of the Taliban and its al-Qaeda allies. The day after the assault, 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, US Air Force General Richard B. Myers, asserted that the 
operations near Kandahar displayed the Coalition’s military dominance, stating, “U.S. forces 

against terrorist targets in other areas known to harbor terrorists.”14 General Tommy Franks, 
the CENTCOM commander and overall commander of Operation ENDURING FREEDOM 
(OEF), reinforced this point, stating that these operations were conducted to show the Taliban, 
and perhaps the Afghan people at large, “that we will go anywhere we choose to go.”15

Despite Omar’s absence at Objective GECKO, the operations did achieve some success. 
The raids on Objectives RHINO and GECKO demonstrated that the Taliban was powerless 
to prevent the Coalition military command from focusing land forces on any target within the 
borders of Afghanistan at the time of its choosing. The Taliban’s attention on any impending 

south was supposed to be secure, but these raids proved to the Taliban and the country’s popula-
tion that it was not.

The ODAs Enter: The Fall of Kabul
On the same day that the Rangers landed at RHINO, US Central Command (CENTCOM) 

and Joint Special Operations Task Force–North (JSOTF-N) inserted another SF team much 
closer to the historic political capital of Afghanistan—the city of Kabul. As noted in the 

Afghanistan on 19 October 2001. This team, nicknamed the “Triple Nickel,” arrived with the 
mission of working with the NA forces of Generals Bismullah Khan and Mohammed Fahim 
Khan to seize the Shomali Plains located between the city of Bagram and the capital of Kabul. 
The team met with the NA commanders at the old Soviet Air Base near Bagram and discovered 

the team could observe the Taliban front lines and call in airstrikes against their positions.16 

up into the tower:
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[An NA commander] takes us up into the tower. We didn’t go down there to 
call any of our aircraft in, we were just going to survey the front lines, and he 
starts pointing out all the enemy positions. [We were] like, “You mean that’s 
al-Qaeda right there, and that’s Taliban?” He knew. “Yes, General so-and-so 
lives in that house. This is where his lines are.”17

Frank and the others quickly gathered their laser designating equipment and called for CAS:
[The NA commander] just started pointing out the targets where all the gun 
positions were, where all the commanders were, the radios. We just started 
taking them out with the laser, one by one. [The commander and his men] were 
giggling. They were all laughing and joking about it and slapping each other 
on the back. They were happy as hell. The food got a lot better that day.18

For the next 3 weeks, the ODA directed multiple airstrikes against the Taliban, softening their 
positions.19

Such tactics, as well as discussions between NA leaders and local Taliban commanders, 

and planning for the attack took time and the impression that the offensive was stalled worried 

anxiety within the DOD and Bush administration generated pressure on CENTCOM to get 
the NA moving again. Eventually, General Franks directed McNeill to prepare plans for an 
airborne operation that would drop American paratroopers near Kabul or elsewhere to draw 
Taliban troops away from the front lines north of the capital, thus allowing the NA to approach 
the city.20

Despite the concerns inside the Coalition command, the much-anticipated NA attack began 
on 13 November, with the forces under Fahim and Bismullah moving forward, ahead of sched-
ule, to attack the Taliban defenses. The enemy resistance rapidly fell apart, clearing the way 
through the Shomali Plains all the way to the capital. This sudden success caught Coalition 
leaders by surprise, and they became concerned that the sudden conquest of the capital by the 
NA would threaten Pashtun leaders and scuttle any chances to create a new, stable, multiethnic 
government in Afghanistan. Indeed, around the time of the NA offensive, Pakistani President 
Pervez Musharraf communicated his interest in the proper treatment of Pashtun interests in 
any post-Taliban state, and Coalition leaders hoped to allay the concerns of this critical ally.21 
Regardless of political desires in Washington, DC, and Islamabad, Pakistan, the NA found 
no reason to wait for negotiations once Taliban forces disintegrated and widespread disorder 
erupted in the capital. On 14 November 2001 the troops of General Fahim Khan rolled into 
Kabul and liberated the city from 5 years of despotic rule by the Taliban.22

The ODAs Go to Work in the South
To win over the Pashtuns in the south and begin operations against the Taliban, the Coalition 

planned to insert two ODAs near the city of Kandahar. Major Donald Bolduc was a member of 
Special Operations Command and Control Element (SOCCE) 52, which had tactical control of 
the two ODAs. Bolduc explained the mission:

Basically from November 2001 until complete, we were to provide C2 [com-
mand and control] and conduct unconventional warfare in order to advise and 
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assist Hamid Karzai and Gul Sherzai in organizing anti-Taliban forces, which 
was what they were called at that time, and to conduct combat operations 
against the Taliban and al-Qaeda forces.23

Bolduc further described the key tasks that the ODAs had to accomplish with their Afghan 
partners:

We were to secure Kandahar City, develop a plan to stabilize Kandahar City, 
and operate from a secure base, and then concentrically improve that security 
from Kandahar City, which was considered the cultural and religious center of 

operational area.24

Coalition leaders also understood that they could not simply leave the area once Kandahar 
was out of the Taliban grip, but had to set conditions for the next phase of the campaign. 
Major Bolduc asserted that the end state for the ODAs was the creation of “a stable, safe, 
and secure Kandahar City ready to transition to more formalized humanitarian assistance and 
nation-building operations.”25 This objective was ambitious, especially considering the small 
Coalition presence, which in November 2001 consisted of the 27 Soldiers of the two ODAs 
and SOCCE 52.26

Hamid Karzai would have to play a key role if the effort in the south was to have any 
serious chance. In early October 2001 Karzai decided that the time was right for his return 
to Afghanistan. On either 8 or 9 October, he and three colleagues riding on two motorcycles 
crossed the Pakistan border to enter Afghanistan. Before Karzai departed, several of his friends 
warned him that Taliban forces heavily patrolled the border areas and that an attempt to get 
through in such a manner was very risky. Undeterred, Karzai and his friends made it through 
and proceeded to Shorandam, a small village close to Kandahar. There he began recruiting 

27

Karzai was not entering an Afghanistan that was entirely hostile to his cause. During the 
previous 5 years, Karzai and his allies had been busy making contacts among other Pashtuns in 
and outside of Afghanistan who wanted to overthrow the Taliban. Many of these contacts were 
former mujahideen who had known Karzai in the 1980s. He thus had an extensive network of 
friends, acquaintances, and anti-Taliban sympathizers with whom he could begin work on his 
return. Still, there was a great deal to do to transform these contacts into an armed resistance.28

In early November 2001, after spending several weeks talking to the people in the areas 
around Kandahar, Karzai believed that the population was prepared for political change. He also 
came to the realization that he would need Coalition support to force the Taliban out of power. 
Karzai recalled that he used a satellite phone and “called Rome and I called Islamabad and I told 
the [US] Embassy there and the consulate that I needed help. They said, ‘Where are you?’ I said, 
‘I’m in this area.’ . . . Then they came and helped, dropped parachutes.” To his followers’ amaze-
ment, the American planes dropped bundles containing not only weapons and ammunition, but 
also food and other supplies. The aid could not have been more timely. On the following day, 
Karzai and his followers, now numbering about 150 men, were attacked by about 500 Taliban 
troops. That attack was successfully repulsed with the aid of the US-supplied weapons.29

While the food, weapons, and other supplies were a huge boost to Karzai’s band, some 
in his following realized that it was not enough. After a number of days of wandering in the 
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mountains trying to avoid contact with the Taliban, some of his men came to him and, as Karzai 

Look, we must ask for American help.” Karzai relented, picked up the phone, and made another 
call to the Americans to ask for SF support. He remembered that he was told by someone at the 
embassy, “Fine, we can do that.” The effort to get help from America was “Easy. Quite easy,” 
he recalled.30

Hamid Karzai and His Satellite Phone 
 
 The members of ODA 574 who worked closely with Afghan opposition group leader 
Hamid Karzai learned that he was not a typical military leader. Karzai’s charisma and 
knowledge of Afghanistan made him a natural choice to lead the anti-Taliban resistance. 
While Karzai had no formal military training, he did use one unconventional weapon with 
devastating effectiveness the satellite phone. 
 Upon his return to Afghanistan in early October 2001, Karzai quickly realized that he did 
not have the required resources to take on the Taliban. So, to use Karzai’s own words, he 
“called the United States.” Karzai’s phone calls to the US (actually, the US Embassy in Rome 
and the US consulate in Islamabad) started a flood of aid, supplies, and weaponry to this most
prominent Pashtun anti-Taliban leader. Eventually, ODA 574 was inserted to provide Karzai 
military advice and to train his growing band of men. But Karzai also used his “sat phone” for
intelligence, diplomacy, and interviews.  
 ODA 574 team member Captain Jason Amerine, the ODA leader, stated, “The biggest 
tool in his intelligence network was the [satellite] telephone. He had them spread all over the 
province with key trusted leaders. So he was able to get word right away of anything going
on. . . . He worked the phones constantly. . . . It was something. He’d get phone calls like that 
all the time. Whenever the phone rang, all of us were kind of wondering who’s calling next. 
Maybe it was the BBC or maybe it was another senior Taliban leader trying to surrender. The 
satellite telephone was his greatest weapon. Arguably, it was our greatest weapon in the war, 
especially in the Pashtun tribal belt.” 
 Karzai also addressed the Bonn Conference via his trusty cell phone, and did numerous 
TV and print interviews—all the while trying to raise an anti-Taliban force and gather 
intelligence. The emerging Afghan leader had to do a lot of different tasks that would
normally be farmed out to subordinate staff officers which Karzai did not have. Lieutenant 
Colonel David Fox asserted that Karzai handled the majority of the personnel, intelligence, 
operations, and logistics tasks that kept his small anti-Taliban group going in the fall of 2001.
Fox recalled that Karzai was “doing everything, and I don’t know [how] he did it. He was 
giving interviews, speeches, working with his commanders, working with the Americans. He 
was working on about three or four hours sleep a night. He would get up fresh in the mornings 
and begin, ready to start the day again.” 

Hamid Karzai, “Interview with President Hamid Karzai,” 
PBS Frontline (7 May 2002). 

Captain Jason Amerine, “The Battle of Tarin Kowt,” 
PBS Frontline (12 July 2002). 

Lieutenant Colonel David Fox, “Interview: Lt. Col. David Fox,” 
PBS Frontline (no date given). 
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and they just came—very easy, exactly on the minute that they told . . . they would be there, on 
the very minute. Our people couldn’t believe it.”31

Arrival of ODA 574
ODA 574 arrived in southern Afganistan to link up with Hamid Karzai and his band of 

advise and assist his forces in order to destabilize and eliminate the Taliban regime there.”32 
Amerine and his team immediately evaluated the situation in terms of men, intelligence, sup-
plies, and the enemy.

On his arrival, Amerine quickly sat down with Karzai to establish a relationship with him 
and understand the situation as Karzai comprehended it. During the course of the initial meet-

province was to capture the town of Tarin Kowt, located to the north of Kandahar. Amerine 
explained:

Hamid Karzai described Tarin Kowt as the heart of the Taliban movement. He 
said that all the major leaders of the Taliban movement had families in and 
around Tarin Kowt. Mullah Omar was from Deh Rawod, which was just to 

Figure 13. Karzai with ODA 574.
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the west of Tarin Kowt. So the seizure of Tarin Kowt would represent such a 
psychological victory for us. He believed that, by taking Tarin Kowt, all of the 
Pashtun villagers would essentially surrender at that point, or turn completely 
to our cause.33

Amerine then gathered his team, pulled out some maps, and developed a strategy to take Tarin 
Kowt. That plan amounted to a siege. Karzai’s forces along with their SF advisors would close 
off the mountain passes leading into the town. Karzai had reasoned that once that was accom-
plished, the town would simply surrender. Additionally, he informed Amerine that there were 

Karzai’s band—Amerine told Karzai that they would have to create a larger force.34

Bringing in more weapons and ammunition, Karzai and the ODA began building a volunteer 
militia. Hundreds of people arrived to try and get weapons, but most were only interested in 
protecting their own homes and villages. With the recruiting effort just starting, news arrived on 
16 November that stunned both Karzai and his newly arrived American comrades: the people 
in Tarin Kowt had already seized the town and wanted help.35 If Karzai was correct, the Taliban 
would have to quickly and forcefully restore their control of the town.36

The Taking of Tarin Kowt
The news of the uprising presented Amerine and Karzai with a dilemma. If they moved 

into Tarin Kowt and the Taliban launched a counterattack, Karzai’s forces were too small to 
defend the town. It was doubtful that enough reliable and capable volunteers could be recruited 
to make much difference before the Taliban would likely begin such an assault. Still, Amerine 

Amerine and ODA 574 decided to support Karzai’s insistence that they go immediately to Tarin 
Kowt and take advantage of the military—and political—opportunity.37

Piling into a motley collection of beat-up trucks and other vehicles sent by village elders, 
the ODA and their Afghan partners bounced along the mountain roads to the village. En route, 
Karzai worried that the population of Tarin Kowt might be angry that American Soldiers had 
accompanied his force to the town. His fears were quickly allayed though when the people 
warmly welcomed the Soldiers.38

Once in the village, Karzai left military matters to ODA 574. He stayed busy getting in 

conversely, undermining the Taliban’s rule. Many of the area’s most important people came 
to speak with him. From them he learned where al-Qaeda elements were located. He also dis-
covered that many of the Islamic clerics in the region were supportive of his actions. Early that 
evening, other informants brought him the news that he had been expecting: a large force of 
Taliban were en route to Tarin Kowt.39

Karzai quickly requested that Amerine meet him and his local supporters to explain the 
situation. The Afghan leaders proceeded to matter-of-factly mention that hundreds of Taliban 
troops were approaching the town and that the enemy force, mounted on a large number of 
trucks, would probably arrive “in the next day or two.” Amerine remembered, “It took me a 
second to digest it. At that point, I said, ‘Well, it was nice meeting all of you. I think we need 
to organize a force now and do what we can to defend this town.’”40
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The captain attempted to excuse himself so that he could start getting things ready to 

Ramadan, they insisted that he stay, drink tea, eat, and talk. Sensing that he could not embarrass 
his hosts, Amerine stayed just long enough to satisfy their request, then quickly made his exit, 

soon as possible.41

Returning to his men, Amerine pulled them together and told them about the impending 
arrival of the Taliban forces, stating, “Well they’re coming from Kandahar. We know it’s a large 

Figure 14. ODA and anti-Taliban operations, south and east, October–December 2001.
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convoy.” The captain then ordered a number of actions. His communications sergeant began 
contacting the team’s SOCCE to inform their headquarters about the imminent assault. The 
team’s Air Force enlisted terminal attack controller (ETAC) passed warning orders through 
those channels to let the Air Force and Navy know that their CAS services would soon be 
required at Tarin Kowt. Amerine’s team worked into the night to arm all the new Afghan 

42

Amerine had a limited force at his disposal: the 12 men of ODA 574 and only several 
43 Sometime around midnight, Amerine moved with this 

group to the outskirts of the village. There he spotted a plateau from which the team could 
direct airstrikes onto the vehicular approaches to Tarin Kowt. In addition, from the plateau the 
team could observe the main road as it came through a pass at the south end of the valley. That 
road led to Kandahar and was one of two axes of advance that the approaching Taliban forces 
could use to attack Tarin Kowt. Amerine surmised that the Taliban would arrive on this road. 
He guessed correctly.44

Early on the morning of 17 November, Amerine received an intelligence report from F-18 

Kowt road.45 Amerine explained what happened next:

So my combat controller looked at me and said, “OK, well, this is what we 

There really was kind of a moment of silence. A lot of the men had been to war. 
It wasn’t that the experience was that new to a lot of the people on the team. 

something a little bit more eloquently, but I just said, “Well, smoke ‘em.”46

47 Using a 
laser designator, the team’s ETAC directed a storm of bombs onto the Taliban convoy caus-

struggled to avoid the bombardment, the situation began to look like Karzai and ODA 574 had 
won a tremendous victory.

Then something inexplicable happened that Amerine described as feeling like “we were 
seizing defeat from the jaws of victory.”48 Karzai’s men panicked. The lack of training among 

for some reason that the battle was not going well and their best option at that point was to 
withdraw to Tarin Kowt. To make matters worse, Karzai was not present at the battle area, and 
the men of ODA 574 could not communicate with the panic-stricken Afghan tribesmen.49 The 
Afghans hopped into the vehicles and were only prevented from driving off immediately by the 
members of ODA 574 who literally stepped in front of the vehicles to get them to stop. If the 
trucks left, the Americans had no way to get back to Tarin Kowt. Amerine later dryly observed 
that in a future situation like this, the ODA team needed to make sure they kept the truck and 

50 Reluctantly, the troops of ODA 574 jumped aboard the 
trucks and went with their charges back to the village.

With the Taliban still continuing its advance, ODA 574 and Karzai had to turn the situation 
around. Back at Tarin Kowt the team met with Karzai and after a quick consultation, ODA 574 
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which to observe Taliban vehicles, and the air attack on the enemy convoy began anew.51

With the renewal of the attacks on the Taliban, ODA 574 ran into a new and wholly unex-
pected problem: many civilians from Tarin Kowt had begun arriving on the outskirts of the 
town to watch the battle. The ODA team had not expected to have to deal with this type of 
situation. Captain Amerine called it a “circus atmosphere” where Afghan children attempted 
to rummage through their equipment and older civilians meandered around the defensive posi-
tion. One member of ODA 574 pleaded with an English-speaking Afghan to at least send the 
children back to Tarin Kowt because of the danger of the situation.52 Thankfully none of the 
townspeople was injured as the pace of the attacks on the Taliban convoy increased.

Initially, the leading trucks were targeted to slow the convoy down. When those vehicles 
were destroyed, the Coalition aircraft simply began working their way back through the convoy 
which was now very spread out. Sometime after 0800, another unexpected surprise struck the 
ODA. Two of the Taliban trucks had found an alternate route into Tarin Kowt and dismounted 

think perhaps the battle was lost. Unbeknownst to him, a number of villagers had moved to the 
threatened area and fought off the Taliban intruders. That action actually signaled the end of 
the battle. For the next 2 hours, the remnants of the convoy took hit after hit from CAS sorties 
as the Taliban tried to make their way back to Kandahar.53

One of the local mullahs called on Karzai to speak with him. He was deeply concerned that the 
mullah, who would speak for the others, was going to tell him that the Taliban attacked because 
there were Americans in Tarin Kowt and that Karzai and the others must leave. If this belief 
was communicated, Karzai believed that the people in the region would also turn against his 
liberation efforts. His fears were thankfully dashed when the mullah instead told him, “If the 
Americans hadn’t been here, we would have all been killed.”54 That statement was an indica-
tion that the military victory had also become a political success.

ODA 574 and Hamid Karzai’s small force, assisted greatly by Coalition air support, had 
clearly triumphed over the Taliban at Tarin Kowt. Colonel John Mulholland, commander of 
JSOTF-N, later viewed the engagement at Tarin Kowt as “pivotal for the [entire operation in 
the] south.”55 Furthermore, Mulholland argued that the Taliban recognized the potential threat 
posed by Karzai to their legitimacy in the region and made a strong effort to force Karzai’s 
group out of Tarin Kowt. According to Mulholland, when that attack failed, the Taliban grew 
greatly concerned about their hold on the southern area of Afghanistan.56

This belief seemed borne out by the success Hamid Karzai enjoyed in rallying other 

Taliban forces, he also saw the reaction of other Pashtun Afghans to Karzai. He realized the 
tremendous psychological and political importance the victory had, and its resultant impact 
on the enemy.57 Karzai’s tireless work in securing political support from the various groups in 
the Tarin Kowt area—and elsewhere as it would turn out—made ODA 574’s future tasks less 
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With the religious mullahs on our side, we were really in psychologically 
with the Pashtun tribes. Rapport had been established, trust had been gained, 

“Let’s get to Kandahar, and let’s end this war.” So in that regard, it was just 
psychologically a crushing victory for us. Hamid would later tell me that, in 

58

Karzai later remarked that the battle was “a turning point. . . . I recognized there [was] a much 
wider legitimacy thing than I perceived we had. We actually underestimated the whole thing all 
along, the impact that this movement of ours had, the legitimacy that there was. This was our 
miscalculation—which is good.”59

Karzai deserves more credit than he is given as a military leader. This is not to suggest 
that Karzai understood the intricacies of military tactics or operational art. However, Karzai’s 

Karzai’s clear and correct assessment of Tarin Kowt as the enemy center of gravity was borne 
out by succeeding events. Understanding his limitations, Karzai did not interfere with ODA 
574’s ability to conduct the battle against the Taliban convoy at Tarin Kowt. Conversely, his 
clear appreciation for the political situation—something the ODA team lacked—helped make 

The battle of Tarin Kowt was clearly an instance where the plan to use an ODA team in 
-

politically savvy tribal leader moving together toward a common goal. This was a textbook 
example of how a small, well-trained force could employ unconventional warfare for a superla-
tive result.

Although the victory at Tarin Kowt had the Taliban reeling, they were by no means defeated. 
ODA 574 and Karzai’s force were strategically positioned to move on Kandahar from the 
north, but the group still had too little combat power to take the city by itself. More indigenous 
support was needed and the effort to mobilize just such support was already underway.

ODA 583 and Gul Agha Sherzai
Following the victory at Tarin Kowt, planners at JSOTF-N wanted to maintain the positive 

momentum against the Taliban. To do this, they focused on identifying another Pashtun leader 
in the area south of Kandahar that might enable the next phase in the campaign in the south. 
Gul Agha Sherzai appeared to be the most promising candidate. Shortly after the Battle of Tarin 
Kowt, ODA 583 was sent to the Shahbaz Air Base near the Pakistani town of Jacobabad to 
prepare for its mission inside Afghanistan. The ODA leader, Captain Smith, had been informed 

Pashtuns to take up arms against the Taliban in the south, no one at JSOTF-N or CENTCOM 
60 It later became clear 

to Smith that the information on Sherzai he received was largely incorrect and incomplete. 
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The initial report on Sherzai was horrible. I received a PowerPoint slide with 
an old picture of him that stated something to the effect that he was the son of 
a famous [mujahideen] who fought the Soviets and was the former Governor 
of Kandahar. At the top of the slide, the name Karzai had been scratched out 
in pen and Sherzai written in. It was quite a classy piece of intel that I wished 
I had kept to demonstrate how little we knew.61

-

the mission.62

operating south of Kandahar could force the Taliban to spread their already rapidly dwindling 
resources more widely.63 But the United States understood that Sherzai did not have the same 

-

of political sophistication. He thus presented himself as a potential leader at the national level. 
Sherzai, on the other hand, did not speak English and had at best, a regional power base. Still, 
Sherzai offered a way of mobilizing more popular Pashtun support. As Smith later explained, 

purposes as to getting after the Taliban and [al-Qaeda].”64

On 18 November, the day after the battle of Tarin Kowt, Smith, along with two other 
members of ODA 583 slipped into Afghanistan onboard an MH 53 “Pave Low” helicopter and 

Sherzai himself and 10 or so of his men. Led to a “small mud-walled hut,” Smith and Sherzai 
began talking about future cooperation. Not surprisingly, Sherzai asked Smith for supplies, 
weapons, and ammunition, among other things. Smith delayed answering until he could better 
assess the potential of Sherzai and his forces.65

The following morning, Smith and his colleagues set out to review Sherzai’s troops. The 
team judged Sherzai’s Afghans to be between 650 and 800 men, clearly a much larger force 
than Karzai’s group. However, to Smith, these soldiers looked more like an armed mob than a 
military organization:

Sherzai’s forces were lightly armed with a mix of small arms. Ammo was gen-
erally scarce. There were some light mortars and heavy machineguns that were 
inoperable. Uniforms were nonexistent and were a mix of local Pashtun garb. 

-
cycles, and several large trucks. The force was organized (or unorganized) with 
numerous commanders of varying loyalty and men under their command.66

to convince Smith to request the insertion of the rest of his team, and the remainder of ODA 
583 joined Sherzai’s band on the evening of 21 November to start the offensive northward to 
capture Kandahar.67 The United States had now become partners with two anti-Taliban Pashtun 

-
cal center of gravity in the south.
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Smith’s plan to advance north centered on the main avenue of approach from the Afghan–
Pakistan border, Highway 4. ODA 583 recommended an operation that advocated a westward 

of blocking Highway 4 to cut the Taliban supply line into Pakistan. After capturing Tahk-te-
pol, Smith then proposed a bold movement north to seize the Kandahar Airport, the key to the 
city. Sherzai generally approved of the plan, but he suggested that the combined force mask 
its approach to the Taliban garrison stationed in Tahk-te-pol by using a neighboring mountain 
range as a shield, then surprising the garrison by coming in behind it—from the north. Smith 
agreed to the change and on 22 November the combined Afghan and US force, 800 strong, 
piled into a collection of about 100 vehicles and began the trek to Tahk-te-pol.68

Arriving at a point about 5 miles from the town late on 23 November, the force stopped to 
ponder the next move. Sherzai and Smith agreed to initially try to negotiate for the surrender 
of Tahk-te-pol, thus capturing it without bloodshed. However, to make sure his force was pro-

the town. The rest of his troops remained at the initial position while Sherzai sent a delegation 
to parlay for the surrender.69

On receiving Sherzai’s negotiators, the Taliban leaders in the area agreed to talks, but 
in the meantime attempted to send troops to surround and destroy Sherzai’s force. This ploy 

back to a stronger position and directed airstrikes against the Taliban. A Spectre AC-130 gun-
ship arrived overhead and destroyed six Taliban trucks. The consensus among the Afghans 
and Americans was that the Taliban would attempt to wipe out Sherzai’s force in the morning. 
Much to everyone’s surprise and relief, the Taliban had abandoned Tahk-te-pol overnight and 
on the following day, 24 November, Sherzai’s Afghans and ODA 583 entered the town. The 
capture of Tahk-te-pol meant that Taliban supplies from Pakistan traveling north on Highway 
4 were effectively cut off, but it did not mean that Kandahar would immediately fall into the 
hands of anti-Taliban forces. Before Kandahar could be subdued, Sherzai’s forces and ODA 
583 needed to capture the bridge spanning the Arghastan Wadi, the dried-up river bed that was 
a major obstacle between their position and the city. Once the bridge was secure, the combined 
force could move on to the Kandahar Airport.70

At this point, Sherzai seemed reluctant to continue his move north. His American advi-
sors encouraged him to go on with the advance, although they also recommended that Sherzai 
send out robust detachments north and south of Tahk-te-pol to warn of any advancing Taliban 
force.71 On 25 November, as Sherzai’s main element moved northward toward Kandahar, the 
Afghan commander of the southern reconnaissance detachment reported the capture of a truck-

72 This commander then told Smith that enemy forces were 
moving up from Spin Boldak north toward Kandahar and that the ODA needed to take action 
against them.73

While concerns grew about Taliban reinforcements moving into the area, Sherzai’s main 
force approached the bridge at Arghastan Wadi on 25 November and seized it. The force then 
continued to move north and approached the entrance to the Kandahar Airport. There they met 

back to Tahk-te-pol that evening, while Smith opted to place his ODA on a ridge to the south, 
which commanded the bridge.74
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For the next week, the ODA’s Tactical Air Control Party (TACP) working around the clock 
called in airstrikes against the al-Qaeda and Taliban forces in and around the Wadi and the 
Kandahar Airport. Enemy casualties were undoubtedly high, while the United States did not 

75 Despite the casualties, the enemy held Sherzai in check 
and the advance stopped.

Karzai’s Offensive Renewed
While Sherzai’s advance ground to a halt, Hamid Karzai’s force to the north of Kandahar 

over the Taliban at Tarin Kowt. Shortly after the battle, Karzai and ODA 574 were joined by a 

SF Soldiers. Fox, the commander of 2d Battalion, 5th Special Forces Group (SFG), linked up 
with Karzai early in the morning of 28 November.76 While the US element with Karzai grew by 
four with Fox’s arrival, Afghans were coming more frequently and in larger numbers to pledge 
their loyalty to Karzai. So many young Pashtuns arrived that Karzai urged the ODA to move 
south toward Kandahar because the newcomers were young men who, according to Amerine, 
were starting to get “rowdy.”77 Karzai and his advisors decided to keep the force fairly small, 
and resumed the advance toward Kandahar without the bulk of the newcomers.78

The drive south from Tarin Kowt was memorable for Fox and the rest of ODA 574. As the 
motley group moved south over the bumpy roads, individual trucks and cars continually raced 
up on the berm to see Karzai in person.79 The whole process seemed surreal, but no one was 
hurt by these enthusiastic maneuvers, nor was the convoy attacked by the Taliban during the 
trek south toward Kandahar. For Major Donald Bolduc, the leader of SOCCE 52 who was now 
with ODA 574, the experience proved exasperating:

It was crazy because [the Afghans] didn’t understand convoy operations. They 
were turning around and driving back and forth passing each other. So, on our 

-
mendation.” So we got the ODA . . . and Karzai together and we told Karzai to 
tell everybody that they could not pass a certain vehicle. So we organized it so 
we had organization and control of the recon element and the main body and 
then behind that was everything else.80

encountered a sizable Taliban element.81

The Arghendab Bridge near the village of Sayd Alim Kalay had to be captured to eradi-

tougher than expected. At one point, Karzai informed Lieutenant Colonel Fox that the Taliban 
was on the way to attack the combined US-Afghan anti-Taliban force. Then Karzai and his 
men suddenly left, leaving the ODA to defend the north side of the Arghendab Bridge and a 
ridgeline just beyond the bridge.82 Fox did not want to abandon the position as he did not like 

repeated airstrikes against the Taliban forces on the south bank of the riverbed and the high 
ground beyond.83 By directing airstrikes, ODA 574 kept the enemy at bay.84 The following day, 
4 December, Karzai and the bulk of the troops returned to ODA 574.85

Taliban forces abandoned their positions across the river.86 The military campaign to liberate 
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Kandahar continued, but Hamid Karzai was soon forced to focus on larger concerns that would 
play a major role in the overall US strategy to topple the Taliban.

The New Afghan Leader
While the campaign to evict the Taliban from Kandahar continued from both north and south 

of the city, political events outside of Afghanistan were moving quickly. On 14 November 2001 
the United Nations (UN) had passed a resolution that endorsed a conference of Afghan groups 
to move the country in a new political direction. As described in a later chapter, that conference 
convened in Bonn, Germany, in late November and by early December had approved a new 
Afghan Interim Authority (AIA). However, as December began, the conference still needed to 

Although ODA 574 did not have an intimate knowledge of what was happening in Germany, 

campaign. Colonel Mulholland, JSOTF-N commander, recalled that he and his staff “were very 
aware of the Bonn Conference and [what was] going on there. I was requesting and receiving 
updates on what was happening politically when they were available. . . . It was really a political 
battle every bit as much as a military one.”87 This reality was underlined by the fact that in the 
midst of the Kandahar campaign, Karzai was unexpectedly asked to speak to the conference via 
satellite phone. By this point, it was clear that he was under consideration for a senior position 
in the new Afghan Government.

According to Karzai, his address to the conference was anything but an auspicious moment. 
He had a cold and sat in an unheated room among a number of fellow Afghans.88 Karzai had no 
prepared remarks so he made a few spontaneous comments about the challenge and necessity 

89 Despite the 
lack of a written speech and inspiring surroundings, the conference nominated him to be the 
chairman of a governing committee that would take the reins of power if and when the Taliban 
regime was toppled. On 22 December 2001 Karzai would formally accept that position.

Karzai’s tremendous potential as a leader of the anti-Taliban opposition made him a natural 
target for Taliban assassins. Considering what had happened to Ahmad Shah Massoud and other 
anti-Taliban leaders, Karzai’s assassination was not a farfetched possibility. Indeed, Captain 
Amerine, the commander of ODA 574, possessed intelligence that Karzai was the target of 
Taliban assassination squads. Considering his new status as the nominated leader of the AIA, 
the men of ODA 574 now had an additional burden: the personal security of Hamid Karzai. 
Karzai had Afghan bodyguards, but they were not professionally trained, which forced ODA 
574 to ensure they protected the Afghan leader properly. Amerine remembered that on many 
mornings when he arrived to meet with Karzai, he found a number of bodyguards asleep.90 

to see or talk to in person. The new AIA president was also deluged with media requests for 

also made him a highly visible and thus vulnerable target.
Ironically, it was not Taliban assassins that gave Hamid Karzai his closest brush with death. 

On the morning of 5 December—the same day that Karzai learned of his selection by the Bonn 
Conference—at least six of Karzai’s group and two members of ODA 574 were killed by a 
Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) bomb dropped from a B-52 bomber.91 After advancing 
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over the Arghendab Bridge, Lieutenant Colonel Fox and Captain Amerine received intelligence 
regarding a small Taliban force in a nearby cave. To remove any threat posed by this force, the 
ODA’s TACP called in an airstrike.92

by one of the TACP’s members transmitted the target’s Global Positioning System (GPS) 
coordinates to a B-52 overhead, which then dropped the JDAM. Instead of hitting the target, 

position.93 Karzai initially thought that the building he occupied had been hit by al-Qaeda with 
some type of high-powered explosive.94 Sadly, that was not the case.

Inexperience and technical issues led to the tragedy. There were two new TACP members 
on duty and, according to Fox, the most experienced operator was sleeping after a long shift.95 

Taliban in the cave, but in the process the batteries in the device died. The airman quickly 
replaced the batteries. However, apparently unknown to the TACP airmen, when new batteries 

own GPS coordinates as a self-test operation.96 Fox explained what happened next:

grid coordinates, but when you are only talking 1,000 meters from the target 
and you are using geo[graphic] coordinates you are talking one second off. So 

The aircraft was at 25,000 feet. I’m not sure how long it takes for that JDAM 
97

The resulting explosion killed or mortally wounded three ODA members and wounded every 
other member of the team. It also wounded 65 Afghan militiamen and even Karzai was struck 
in the face by a shard of glass.98

The strike was devastating. Still, the surviving ODA members, although wounded, sprang 
into action to get medical treatment for those hurt by the blast.99 Major Bolduc suffered a 
dislocated hip in the blast, but he immediately popped it back in place and focused on assisting 
the casualties.100 Coalition aircraft evacuated all the wounded, including the Afghans.

Hamid Karzai, incidentally, refused evacuation because he anticipated a breakthrough in the 
talks concerning Kandahar. His intuition was correct and the situation developed very quickly 
soon after the JDAM hit. By noon, Karzai was talking by telephone to Taliban authorities 
in Kandahar, and they were signaling interest in negotiating the surrender of Kandahar. 
Developments south of Kandahar had forced the Taliban’s hand.

Culmination South of Kandahar
In the south, ODA 583 and Sherzai’s opposition group had progressed to the Arghastan 

Bridge near the Kandahar Airport when the offensive stalled on 25 November in the face of 
101 Having been driven back to the high ground 

south of the wadi, ODA 583 and part of Sherzai’s force spent the next week calling in airstrikes 
against enemy positions at the airport and around the bridge.

The position at the bridge was a natural strongpoint and was easily defended. Captain 
Smith, the commander of the ODA, remembered,
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around there that developing a formal defensive line was unnecessary. The 
canals and [wadis] in the area were really maze-like and lended to a natural 
web or elastic defense.102

Sherzai’s forces repelled a Taliban attack on their position south of the Arghastan Bridge and 
on 2 December, they moved across the bridge and took up positions in front of both Taliban 
and al-Qaeda units who mounted a tenacious defense using the rugged terrain to conceal them-
selves from ODA 583 and Sherzai’s men as they regrouped. This might have worked had US 

ordered an assault on the Taliban forces in this area early on 4 December. His men overwhelmed 
the defenders and Sherzai aggressively urged his men to continue the pursuit and capture the 
Kandahar Airport. This proved to be premature as Sherzai’s forces were repulsed by heavy 

blunted a follow-on Taliban counterattack and retained the Arghastan Bridge for Sherzai, but 
103

While Sherzai’s northern advance stalled, his southern outposts were hit by the Taliban 
near the town of Spin Boldak. The half-hearted Taliban assault consisted mainly of mortar and 
rocket attacks on one of the main positions in the vicinity of that town. Sherzai’s commander in 
the south had continued to report the build-up of enemy forces toward Spin Boldak and forced 
Captain Smith to split ODA 583 into three four-man elements. Smith now sent one of the teams 
to assess the reported enemy movements to the south. There, the element encountered a “real 
target-rich environment” along Highway 4 just as the Afghan commander had described.104 
The SF element went to work bringing Coalition CAS down on the enemy concentration. 
Eventually, Captain Smith went down to the area to assess the situation and recalled seeing “a 
lot of burning vehicles.”105

The strikes blunted the southern attacks, but Sherzai’s troops found Taliban personnel hud-
dling under a bridge to escape the air assault. The TACP directed another attack on the troops 

remains of the enemy force and concluded that they were al-Qaeda rather than Taliban, recall-
106

The Fall of Kandahar
With the south seemingly secure and the Arghastan Bridge under his control, Sherzai could 

turn his full attention toward the Taliban forces defending Kandahar.107 Instead of a dramatic 

Earlier, the ODA 583 commander, Captain Smith, had been ordered by Colonel Mulholland 
to prevent Sherzai and his command from entering Kandahar. Historically, Karzai and Sherzai 

two men should they bump into each other in the city. In addition, Smith’s and Sherzai’s troops 
had been struggling for over a week to try and seize the airport. Smith badly wanted that prize 
and so attempted to convince Sherzai that the airport was the real objective.108

On 6 December Smith talked Sherzai into sending a reconnaissance detachment to the west 
to determine if there was a threat from that direction. The following day, Smith and his ODA 
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were in the vicinity of the airport entrance when Sherzai came roaring up in a convoy to let 
the captain know that the city had fallen and invited ODA 583 to join him at his former palace 
in Kandahar.109 Smith soon learned that the reconnaissance force sent to the west had instead 
made its way into the city without encountering resistance and had proceeded all the way to the 
provincial governor’s palace. Sherzai now could not be stopped and he too made his way to the 
palace. Though told not to enter the city, Smith recalled his rationale for ultimately deciding to 
disregard Mulholland’s order:

invitation; second, that he had made it to the palace . . . so maybe things were 
somewhat safe; third, that if there was an implied intent to prevent forces of 

-
side the city; fourth, making ballsy unexpected moves had served me well so 

assessment that going in would do more good than not going in if a positive 
advantage presented itself; and sixth, the whole team was itching to get into 

110

-
tion facing the team and decided that they would enter the city with Sherzai’s men. When later 
contacted, Mulholland had no objections to the decision by ODA 583 to enter Kandahar with 
Sherzai.111 With the entry of Sherzai’s forces into Kandahar, the initial combat actions aimed at 
overthrowing Taliban political control of Afghanistan concluded.

Consolidating Control

and the JDAM strike nearly killed Hamid Karzai, Taliban leaders agreed to surrender the city 

Americans and Afghans from the JDAM accident may have had an unintended but fortu-
itous impact on the Taliban negotiators.112 Fox noted that the Taliban delegation may have 
mistakenly assumed that this was a massive demonstration of US combat power instead of a 

113 Whatever the reason for the Taliban surrender, the end seemed some-
what anticlimactic.

Unfortunately, the fall of the city led to problems between the two anti-Taliban forces. 
Kandahar surrendered to Karzai on 5 December, but his forces did not enter the city until 2 days 
later. Sherzai’s forces were able to take actual possession of the city on 7 December by arriving 

palace. Sherzai’s action initially infuriated Karzai.114 In exchange for surrendering Kandahar, 
the Taliban commander in Kandahar, Mullah Naqueebullah, had been promised the governor-
ship of Kandahar, but Sherzai’s occupation of the palace seemed to nullify that deal. Karzai 
seriously considered a military operation to evict Sherzai.115 Fox elaborated:

It was everything I could do to calm Karzai down because Karzai was pre-
pared to conduct a military action to force Sherzai out of the mansion and out 
of Kandahar. So I looked at him and I sat down with him and I said, Listen, 
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country, at that point, was pretty much secure. The Taliban had fallen apart 
and had either gone back into the mountains or had dispersed into Pakistan or 
wherever. So I asked him, “Do you want to start a civil war? You are on the 
verge of starting a war.”116

Cooler heads prevailed and Karzai insisted that the mullah yield all military and political power, 
and only then could he keep his religious title and his home in Kandahar.117 A few days later, 
Karzai, Sherzai, and Naqueebullah concluded negotiations that solved the outstanding issues 
and averted a potentially serious crisis.118

Not everyone was happy with the turn of events, however. Less than a day after the gover-
nor’s palace fell and Kandahar was secured, an improvised explosive device (IED) consisting 
of 24 antitank mines and 15 155-mm artillery shells was found on the roof of the palace and 
neutralized.119 Had the improvised device detonated when Karzai and Sherzai were in the pal-
ace together, the blast likely would have killed both of them. The bomb demonstrated that the 
Taliban and their al-Qaeda confederates remained active even if the Taliban had lost political 
control of the country.

While Karzai had been negotiating the surrender of Kandahar, some Taliban and al-Qaeda 
leaders had escaped from the city. Coalition leaders and their Afghan allies could not identify 

Laden or Mullah Mohammad Omar were among that group. Fox was present during almost all 

the city, but that Karzai did not acquiesce to their escape. Fox contended:
I am sure that key Taliban leaders escaped during negotiations for the sur-
render in the south. I am absolutely certain that Karzai knew nothing about 
it. What I believe is that the Taliban believed if they kept Karzai at bay in the 
north and Sherzai at bay in the south, [with these] negotiations and a set date 
to surrender, this gave them the time to pick up, get in their vehicles and drive 
off.120

Fox noted that Karzai had dictated unconditional terms to the Taliban and al-Qaeda forces, 
compelling them to give up their weapons and vehicles before becoming prisoners of the US 
Army.121 The promise of captivity forced the enemy to look for ways out of the city that was 
imperfectly sealed off by Karzai’s and Sherzai’s forces.

Tora Bora: An Opportunity Lost
With the fall of the major centers of Taliban power—Mazar-e Sharif, Konduz, Kabul, Tarin 

al-Qaeda allies who had not been killed or captured toward sanctuaries near the Pakistan bor-
der, or even into the uncontrolled Pakistani tribal areas of the Northwest Frontier province. 
The two primary sanctuaries within Afghanistan were located well northeast of Kandahar. One 

2002. The other sanctuary was located in the Spin Ghar (White Mountain) region of Nangarhar 
province about 45 miles southwest of the city of Jalalabad.122 That refuge was in a valley called 
Tora Bora.
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As the Kandahar campaign ended, intelligence indicated that Taliban and al-Qaeda leaders 
123 Tora Bora had previously sheltered the 

mujahideen against the Soviets and since the late 1990s, had been improved by al-Qaeda as a 
training area and refuge. The complex consisted of a series of defensive positions and caves 

of food, weapons, ammunition, and other supplies stockpiled to enable al-Qaeda to make a 
stand against a larger force.124

The valley was 9.5 kilometers wide, 10 kilometers long, and surrounded by 12,000- to 
15,000-foot mountains that formed a concave bowl facing northeast. The primary avenue of 

the northern wall of the valley. Because the high mountains and steep terrain made CAS much 
less effective, any successful assault against the enemy would have to include ground troops.125

The valley was also only 15 kilometers from the Pakistan border. Any al-Qaeda terrorists that 
wished to escape the valley could walk along one of several possible escape routes to reach the 
border, a journey that would take approximately 17 hours. Although the Coalition could block 
these escape routes by placing forces in blocking positions, the nearness of Tora Bora to the 
Pakistani border made that risky. The Coalition did not want those elements to mistakenly cross 

Figure 15. Battle of Tora Bora.
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Intelligence from various sources indicated that the population in the Spin Ghar region 
of Nangarhar province was sympathetic to al-Qaeda. With that organization’s presence in the 

employment and trade with Osama bin Laden’s group. Additionally, the sources indicated that 

estimates of between 300 and 3,000 enemy troops in the region.
More important to the Coalition leadership were the intelligence reports that suggested bin 

126 With 
the evidence now available, it is almost certain that at least Osama bin Laden was at Tora Bora 

127 Additionally, in early 2005, the 
Department of Defense (DOD) released a document from a purported eyewitness, a detainee at 
Guantanamo Bay, who had fought under bin Laden during the Afghan-Soviet War and claimed 
that he helped the al-Qaeda leader escape from Tora Bora in December 2001.128

Given the importance of Tora Bora as a refuge for both al-Qaeda leadership and the remnants 
of their forces in Afghanistan, Coalition leaders began deliberating about the means of assault-
ing the enemy redoubt. In keeping with the efforts to maintain a small footprint in the country, 

fact that the Coalition did not have the right type of conventional combat forces in the region 
made Afghan proxies more important. The opposition group forces that would ultimately team 
with the United States at Tora Bora were a collection of small local militias numbering approxi-

-
ance was comprised of four anti-Taliban groups led by Commanders Hajji Qadir, Hajji Zahi, 
Mohammed Zaman Ghun Shareef, and Hazrat Ali. Only the last two leaders commanded a 

at Tora Bora due to his connections with the NA. Ali had previously fought alongside Ahmad 
Shah Massoud and was considered to be the most loyal to the overall anti-Taliban effort. 

Ali became the “security chief” of the EA, while Zaman was named the Jalalabad com-
mander, but the two were rivals rather than friends.129 The majority of Ali’s men were ethnic 
Pashay, while Zaman’s men were Pashtun, thus the two groups disliked and distrusted each 
other. During the assault on Tora Bora, there were times when the two factions shot at each 

and their respective militias held for each other did not bode well for a successful outcome 
against a determined enemy.

On the Coalition side, CENTCOM had little to offer in the way of ground forces to help 
Ali and the others in their assault on Tora Bora. The 1st Battalion, 87th Infantry (1-87 IN), a 
part of the 10th Mountain Division’s force in the theater, was tied up with security missions 

1st Battalion, 187th Infantry (1-187 IN), a unit that belonged to the 2d Brigade of the 101st 
Airborne Division, at Shahbaz Air Base in Pakistan and US Marine Task Force 58 that had 

these forces been available, there were few aviation lift assets in Afghanistan making the pri-
mary problem of transport into the Spin Ghar region essentially impossible to solve. Franks 
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simply appeared not to have any ground forces inside CENTCOM’s area of responsibility to 
assist the EA.

However, once Coalition military leaders began receiving credible intelligence reports 

and wounding many of the enemy and wreaking destruction on their vehicles and facilities. 
Meanwhile, Mulholland, now armed with the evidence of a large al-Qaeda presence near Tora 
Bora, decided to send an ODA to develop the situation further. Coalition leaders had decided to 
rely on the SF/Afghan partnership that had worked so well elsewhere.

Arrival of ODA 572
As promised, Mulholland directed ODA 572, under the command of Master Sergeant 

Jefferson Davis, to Jalalabad on 2 December 2001 to link up with Hazrat Ali. The team soon 
found that forging a close relationship with Ali and other EA leaders at Tora Bora would be 

already commenced operations without coordinating with US representatives. When Master 

he and his team immediately ran into problems. Misunderstanding the role the ODA was to 
play, Ali demanded that the special operators directly participate in combat, a mission that ran 
contrary to their main roles of advising and coordinating air support. Because of the problems 
between ODA 572 and Ali, Mulholland ordered the team back to Jalalabad until the issues 
could be sorted out. After some additional negotiations and explanations with Ali, the ODA 
returned to Pachir Agam on 6 December.

The reappearance of ODA 572 also returned the CAS capability that would soon tip the 
scales in favor of the EA. With Ali’s concurrence, the ODA’s plan was to divide into two teams 
and each would establish an observation point (OP) from which to direct the CAS for Ali’s 
force. The air attacks would destroy, damage, or otherwise suppress the al-Qaeda positions 

one-half of ODA 572 set up an OP on the eastern ridgeline and commenced the airstrikes. 
The following day, the other half set up on the northwestern side of the valley and began 
operations.130

Until 8 December ODA 572 operated under the loose control of JSOTF-N. The following 
day, Task Force (TF) 11—a Coalition SOF organization focused on capturing or killing enemy 
leaders—arrived and took control of all Coalition operations in the area. Committed to the 
region by General Franks, TF 11 consisted of 50 elite American troopers as well as contingents 
from British SOF.131 While the new task force was not equivalent to an American infantry bat-
talion, these troops could be used in close combat alongside Ali’s troops. The task force mis-
sion, like that of the ODA, was to support Ali’s offensive and kill or capture as many al-Qaeda 

Soon after his arrival, the TF 11 commander conducted a reconnaissance of the al-Qaeda 
defenses and realized he was up against a strong opposition. On 10 December he decided 
to both reinforce the two ODA OPs with some of his troops and establish additional OPs 
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farther forward. That afternoon Ali sent him word to send some SOF troops forward to support 
an impending attack. Two special operators were sent and the attack went forward. Around 
1600 that day, some of Ali’s men reported that they had cornered Osama bin Laden. The TF 
commander immediately ordered all of his available force forward to locate, capture, or kill the 
al-Qaeda leader. However, the early dusk of Afghan winters in the mountains meant that TF 
11 would not arrive at the reported area until after dark. Nonetheless, the men piled into trucks 
and sped forward. 

Unfortunately, the TF commander then encountered a problem that had plagued the opera-

on the road coming out of the valley. The EA commander had ceased operations for the night 
and had left the two TF 11 men who had accompanied him on the attack stranded and alone 
near the al-Qaeda positions. It was the holy month of Ramadan in the Muslim world and Ali’s 
men were going home to break their fast. Upon encountering the TF 11 convoy, Ali promised 
the American commander that he would turn around and reinforce the pursuit, but he did not 
follow through on this pledge.132 While the two stranded Soldiers were able to make their way 
back to safety, bin Laden made his escape.

One member of ODA 572 explained how the Ramadan holiday played a key role in the 

One of the biggest problems you have when you work with forces like 
this—indigenous-type forces—is their logistic system. They don’t have a 
well-developed logistic system like we have. . . . Pretty much all their meals 
either had to be prepared straight from either raw materials or animals and 
what-not—cooked freshly right there for them. So a lot of the problems during 
the battle is, they’ll go battle all day. Then when they pull back, it’s not like 
a retreat they’re going from the enemy; it’s dinnertime. . . . Then the enemy 
moves back forward and reoccupies position. Then they got to go up there and 
try to retake it again.133

Another team member emphasized this problem, noting that the religious holiday exacerbated the 
situation, “Yes, it was a big, big problem because it was Ramadan at the time. They’re not eating 
or drinking, really, all day. When it’s their time to eat and drink, they want to eat and drink.”134

Early in the battle the ODA OPs would bring in CAS to destroy the Taliban and al-Qaeda 
positions. The bombardment would force the survivors to retreat; then Ali’s men would occupy 
the recently vacated ground. However, at night, the EA troops would pull back to eat and drink 
and the al-Qaeda forces would return to their original positions. The next day the process was 
repeated.135 Because of this pattern, the TF 11 commander decided to keep his force close to the 
front. He hoped that with his own men occupying terrain at night it would convince the Afghan 
commander to keep his troops forward after dark to hold the ground they had taken during the 
day.136 The effort did not immediately bear fruit.

Despite the slow pace that the EA approach required, enemy forces in the valley were 
increasingly under pressure and their positions were becoming less tenable each day. Much of 
this pressure was provided by the highly-accurate air support that was directed by the TF 11 
Soldiers and the ODAs. On 10 and 11 December alone, the air controllers on these SOF teams 
called in airstrikes on al-Qaeda positions for 17 continuous hours.137
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In reaction, some Taliban and al-Qaeda leaders attempted to use negotiations to extricate 
themselves. On the night of 11–12 December, al-Qaeda elements contacted Zaman and tried to 

surprise to the men of ODA 572. One staff sergeant on the team recalled:
One of the interpreters that we did work with—who we had with us all the 
time—came in and said, “Stop. No more bombs.” When he would do that, usu-
ally it meant that General Ali’s troops were about to move forward again. But 
it turned out that we were like, “Why are we stopping for so long?” He’s like, 
“No, no. Don’t drop any more.” It turned out that one of the other commanders 
had rigged up a bargain, I guess, to receive a large surrender.138

When members of ODA 572 realized what was happening, they immediately attempted to 

“lay down their weapons and then walk away,” which Afghan custom would have allowed.139 
Because the members of ODA 572 were certain that the forces at Tora Bora were al-Qaeda and 
that Osama bin Laden might be there as well, they considered conditional surrender unaccept-

of negotiation that would have been acceptable: “it’s a complete unconditional surrender, and 
[the Taliban and al-Qaeda forces] are processed as prisoners” by the United States.140

renewed their effort to reduce the enemy positions at Tora Bora. In the minds of the American 
Soldiers in the region, however, this process was excruciatingly slow. Most alarming was that 
all the terrain taken by the combination of EA forces and CAS during the day was ceded back 
to al-Qaeda at night when the Afghan militia retreated to their bases lower in the valley. The 
constant retreat had one unintended advantage. Soldiers in TF 11, armed with night observa-
tion and target acquisition equipment and powerful and accurate sniper weapons, became the 

on 14 December did the process change when American commanders convinced Ali to keep 
his men forward and occupy ground already seized.141 By this date, al-Qaeda forces had been 
severely mauled and were not able to defend this terrain.

to cover the retreat of their leadership. This resistance allowed large numbers of al-Qaeda and 

into Pakistan.
When hostilities ended in the valley, CENTCOM directed ODA 561 to travel to the val-

ley on 20 December and begin searching the cave complexes that studded the mountains in 
and around Tora Bora to determine whether wounded or killed al-Qaeda leaders had been left 
behind. In the process, they found no evidence that any of the key al-Qaeda or Taliban leaders 
had been killed or wounded in the combat.142

With that team’s departure several days later, operations by US forces in the Tora Bora 
region essentially ended. Nevertheless, many questions remained and the most important of 
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these focused on how the combined American and Afghan force had allowed such a large con-
tingent of enemy escape. The mission at Tora Bora had been to cut off and capture or kill large 

some success in this. Estimates had placed the number of enemy in the hundreds or perhaps 
thousands and Coalition operations had taken a large toll on these enemy formations. One SOF 

143

was successfully engaging enemy troops with CAS almost 2 weeks earlier. EA forces had 
sharp engagements with the enemy even before ODA 572 arrived and that team began calling 
in airstrikes early on as well.

On the other hand, it is unlikely that as many as 1,000 enemy troops were killed, as some 
observers have estimated.144 Still, using the lower estimates of enemy KIA and given historic 

environment at that time, a number of these wounded men would have eventually succumbed 
to their wounds. In addition, Coalition forces accepted the surrender of a number of al-Qaeda 

total of 1,100 enemy KIA, WIA, and enemy prisoners of war (EPWs) as a conservative esti-
mate of total enemy casualties. Even if the enemy forces in the Tora Bora region numbered 

averages for losses in battle. It is even more impressive when one considers that few of the 

145

The actions at Tora Bora undoubtedly dealt a severe blow to those Taliban and al-Qaeda 
elements that remained active in Afghanistan after the fall of Kabul and other major Coalition 
successes that fall. As a result, operations in the valley were clearly not perceived as a victory 

other key leaders. The reasons for this incomplete success were myriad. Some observers have 
emphasized the lack of Coalition conventional forces that might have closed down the exit 
routes to Pakistan. Clearly, in December 2001, CENTCOM did not have combat forces in the 
theater equipped and trained to conduct sustained operations in the wintry elevations of the Spin 
Ghar Mountains. Even if these forces had been available, their use in blocking positions to seal 
the passes into Pakistan was probably unrealistic. The problems associated with inserting and 
supplying multiple battalion-sized units, spread out across mountainous terrain, were almost 
insurmountable. As noted earlier, there were not yet enough Army airlift assets in theater, 
for example, to put a force of this size into position and resupply them on a regular basis. 
Negotiating with the Pakistani Government over the role of these forces, operating so close to 
the border, would have added more complications.

An additional explanation of the incomplete success at Tora Bora was the nature of the 
EA and its relations with US forces. The rivalry between the various militia groups created 

primary means of persuading the Afghan chieftains to work together and move toward a 
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common purpose. Furthermore, at some points in the battle, diplomatic skills were not enough 
to keep the alliance together and the individual leaders began acting unilaterally. Given the 
poor relations between the two primary commanders, Ali and Zaman, it is somewhat surprising 
that operations went as well as they did.

Although the Tora Bora operation was tarnished by the lost opportunity to capture or kill 
Osama bin Laden, the overall Coalition campaign in southern and eastern Afghanistan to oust 
the Taliban and evict al-Qaeda from the country must be considered a success. The plan to work 
with indigenous anti-Taliban Afghan groups to drive the Taliban from Kabul and Kandahar 
worked brilliantly. Indigenous leaders like Hamid Karzai proved to be critical not only for 
the achievement of American political goals in Afghanistan, but also for the ODA team that 
worked with Karzai at the tactical level. Although Karzai did not have much military acumen, 
his political savvy and intimate knowledge of the country and culture was a critical enabler 
that made the campaign much more feasible. Karzai readily admitted that he could not handle 
the military aspects of the campaign and wisely turned that element over to members of ODA 
574 who essentially took command of Karzai’s opposition group. The ODA leader, in turn, 
accepted Karzai’s assessment of the political landscape and the two achieved a resounding 
victory at Tarin Kowt, which led to the fall of the Kandahar and, arguably, sowed the seeds 
of the Taliban’s demise. ODA 583’s experience with Gul Agha Sherzai proved to be equally 
successful. Only at Tora Bora did this form of unconventional warfare (UW) not prove to be 
as fruitful.

Coalition practices and technology were not the only explanation for the success in the 
south, east, and north of Afghanistan in the fall and early winter of 2001. The leadership, orga-
nization, and tactics of the Taliban and its al-Qaeda allies were equally important. Because the 
Afghan-Soviet War and the resultant civil war devastated Afghanistan, the country possessed 

missiles that might have beaten back Coalition ground and air forces.
Despite this, the Taliban government in October and November 2001 initially attempted to 

largely manned these static sites, they were highly vulnerable to extremely accurate CAS sor-
ties. Thus, they suffered huge casualties in terms of men killed or captured and equipment 
destroyed.

The Taliban and al-Qaeda were actually better suited to unconventional tactics rather than 
the conventional operations they tried to conduct. Once driven out of or otherwise freed from 

wait for attacks against them; they could seize the initiative, at least locally, deciding where and 

the unconventional began at Tora Bora. Bin Laden, Mullah Omar, and their military command-
ers realized that they could not stand up to US military might and melted into the mountains of 
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southern and eastern Afghanistan and the tribal regions of Pakistan to escape. In these sanctuar-
ies they would begin to reconstitute and eventually sally forth to strike US and Coalition forces 
then disappear back into the mountains to blend in with the local population.

Before that reconstitution was complete, however, there remained one more sanctuary in 

assembling there in January and February 2002. The Coalition’s effort to eliminate these forces 
would lead to the biggest engagement of the campaign in Afghanistan.
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Figure 16. Gardez–Khost–Orgun-e triangle.
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Paktia Province and the Soviet-Afghan War

Figure 17. View of Shahi Kowt Valley from the north.
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Figure 18. 10th Mountain Soldiers in the Shahi Kowt Valley.
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Planning Begins

21

Figure 19. CJTF Mountain task organization for Operation ANACONDA.
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